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Abstract
In this dissertation a recipe has been outlined on how thrust can be calcu-
lated using the conservation of momentum in continuum form. With the aim
of modelling a CORION (corona ionization) like thruster in mind it was then
argued using a much simpler system and stochastic calculus why a statistical
description of the system is necessary. From this the one-particle distribution
emerged as a natural tool for the description of a system sufficient for the de-
termination of the system’s thrust.This was followed by a short investigation
into the background of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, both classical and
quantum, necessary to understand how one-particle distributions could be de-
rived formally and in a physically consistent way. Mass flow and current-voltage
experiments of the CORION like thrust system, necessary for characterization
of part of the system, were conducted. This led to a proposal for a modelling
strategy, consisting of merging different modelling approaches and descriptions
considered throughout the dissertation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years, research on thruster miniaturisation has been gaining in impor-
tance. Miniaturization of general spacecraft components reduces costs associ-
ated with payloads and manufacture, while potentially increasing the versatil-
ity of space vehicles. Consequently downsizing of propulsion systems for use on
smaller spacecraft (with low power availability) has drawn considerable interest,
see the review [20]. In miniaturising electric propulsion systems, one aims to
retain the high efficiency, exhaust velocity, long lifetime and accuracy of larger
systems. While some progress with Hall thrusters has been made [21], despite
erosion problems, size reduction of traditional systems is often problematic; for
instance gridded electrostatic ion engines lose efficiency on reduction of the dis-
charge chamber [22].
The number of alternative miniaturized electric propulsion systems (total mass< 1kg, operating power < 10 W) has multiplied over the past decade, , see
[20]. Work is pursued on thrusters relying on the ejection of charged parti-
cles, such as pulsed plasma thrusters [23], the FEEP [24], colloid thrusters
[25], Helicon thrusters [26], vacuum arc thrusters [27], micro-particle thrusters
[28], hollow cathode thrusters [29] and variations of these. Other alternatives
investigate thrust production by various heating mechanisms, such as laser ab-
lation thrusters [30], arc-jet thrusters [31] or relies on interaction with external
fields, like the electro-dynamic tethers [32]. Many of these systems have unique
strengths and weaknesses, making them candidates for specific mission require-
ments. The present work can be of benefit in the first category. In this dis-
sertation, we aim to describe elements necessary for the modelling of a corona
ionization thruster (like the CORION) and prediction of its thrust.
1.1 CORION Thruster Background
The CORION thruster consists of two hollow stainless steel needles (diameter
O(10−1) mm) with a potential difference (∼1000V) between them, and embed-
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ded in an insulator Figure 1.1. A propellant is fed through the needles and
escapes into vacuum. The propellant gas leaving through the needle tips expe-
riences a strong electric field and corona ionization is expected to take place.
Electrons and negative ions are produced at the negative needle tip, positive
ions at the positive needle tip. The charged particles are mainly repelled from
their respective needles, but a fraction is attracted by the opposite needle and
completes a plasma bridge, which ensures continuing operation. Only about
one percent of gas molecules ionize in this fashion, hence the ions repelled from
their needle move through a neutral gas background. A photo of the thruster
in operation is given in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.1: Oppositely charged needles create a flow of charged particles and
neutrals through corona ionization. A plasma bridge ensures continuing opera-
tion.
Figure 1.2: The upper electron plume and lower ion plume are visible.
An analytic model for the radial electric field inside the positive plume was
suggested in [33] with the following assumptions:
1. A point charge like electric field produced by the needle tip.
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2. The number of neutral particles >> ions.
3. An exhaust plume with a constant spread angle.
4. The current i is the ion current. It is related to the measured current
via i = imeasured − isec . The isec is the electron current arising from
electrons produced by such secondary effects as photoelectric emission
from the plate, positive ion impact, thermionic and field emission. It was
not measured and is a free parameter in the theory.
5. Neutralization occurs at the neutralization plane.
6. A uniform neutral gas density decreasing as 1/r2 .
7. A negligibly small plasma region (the plume is dominated by ions).
Some assumptions were found to be unrealistic [9]. Specifically, electrons cannot
be neglected, and the plasma region extends throughout the plume beyond
the needle tip. Equally serious was the abnormally high secondary electron
emission coefficient of 0.67 (usually < 0.1) and the plume half angle θ = 45○
(it was estimated to be less than 6 degrees, see the aluminium foil in chapter
7). In addition, the onset voltage had to be derived from the data. In this
dissertation however, we will not directly discuss the two needle (needle-needle)
system above, but rather investigate an assumed simpler configuration involving
a positively charged needle and a grounded plate. Some of the shortcomings of
previous work is addressed in this dissertation especially inclusion of electrons.
1.2 Justification for Study and Content of Dis-
sertation
The reason for performing the studies and compiling this dissertation is of an
entirely practical nature. The CORION thrust system having already displayed
thrust potential in previous work [34] is a very small and “simple” thrust sys-
tem (only several centimetres in dimension) in comparison to hall thrusters (even
some miniature versions) [35] and other thrust systems currently employed in
satellite orbit control [36]. Having a smaller and lighter thrust system would al-
low greater propellant (or fuel) accommodation and additional instrumentation
on satellites for a given payload cost to be inserted in space. Such an economical
advantage would allow for smaller conventional satellite manufacture and deep
space probes, thus obviously advancing space science and studies. The problem
however is that there is no satisfactory model of the CORION’s physical oper-
ation making assessment of its practicality and range of functionality in these
scenarios impossible without potentially great cost. Consequently, a study on
modelling such a system is of great importance to avoid potential uneconomical
financing of such a project’s development.
Originally this dissertation was to primarily be about the analytic or numerical
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modelling of a CORION like thrust system’s thrust mechanisms, see [34]. The
scenario considered was that of a positively biased needle through which a gas
(Argon) is passed and then ionized (presumably just outside the needle) by an
incoming stream of electrons 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Diagram illustrating the basic construction of the CORION like
system under investigation.
In the lab the electron stream was supplied by secondary electrons ejected
by a plate several hundreds of needle radii from the needle exit, see Figure 1.4.
However as investigation and research proceeded the ambitious scope of the ini-
tial goal was revealed and had to be abandoned until a later time.
Additional objectives of the dissertation included:
• The description of a formalism, based on continuum mechanics, that can
be used to compute thrust and identify thrust mechanisms, but not the
methods by which they are generated, for an arbitrary thruster.
• Experiments on electrical behaviour and feasibility of a new construction/set-
up for the CORION like system.
• The development of a mass flow measurement technique suitable to low
mass flows (∼mg/s mass flows).
• A classification of the system’s characteristics to assist a reader in devel-
oping a model.
These objectives were satisfied. In addition a thorough discussion on a proposed
modelling strategy is included which justifies the need for more research in areas
such as surface science and computer simulations of strongly coupled classical
systems.
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1.3 A similar system
A system which appears similar to the Needle to Plate system is the atmospheric-
pressure plasma jet [37]. It consists of two concentric electrodes through which
a mixture of helium, oxygen and other gases flow into the atmosphere. The gas
discharge is ignited by applying a 100−250 V 13.56 MHz RF signal to the inner
electrode. Ionized gas exits through the nozzle via the plasma jet with a ve-
locity of 12 m/s and eﬄuent temperature near 150○ C, under typical operating
conditions. Measurements have revealed that the plasma jet posses properties
typical of low pressure corona with numerical computation providing additional
support for the statement [38]. The atmospheric-pressure plasma jet is different
to the system under consideration due to the potential lack of interaction of
plasma with shocks formed from the expansion of gas into a vacuum. The sys-
tems also have very different boundary conditions for the expected surrounding
pressure making comparison difficult. The atmospheric-pressure plasma jet sys-
tem also has the advantage of not being a multi-scale flow type problem where
the system changes from one where fluid descriptions are more appropriate in
certain regions of space to kinetic descriptions in other regions of space.
1.4 Existing Modelling Approaches
1.5 Dissertation Outline
The dissertation outline is as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces a generic thrust principle based on manipulation of con-
servation equations for momentum in a system. Mechanical and aeronau-
tical engineers would recognize this as control volume analysis and ap-
plication. The derived results show how in general for a non-relativistic
system thrust could be derived, as well as how one could go about cal-
culating thrust using the principles introduced. The problem however is
that one must often estimate certain physical phenomena (constitutive re-
lations) in order to calculate the thrust within the transport formalism.
A formalism that can be used to estimate the unknowns and constitutive
equations’ forms is introduced in chapters 4, 5 and a section in chapter 9.
Chapter 3 uses Brownian motion based stochastic calculus, for a much sim-
pler hypothetical physical system, to show why it would be necessary to
have a statistical method of generating an all inclusive model from which
conservation equations for momentum and hence thrust expressions can
be derived.
Chapter 4 will introduce Classical Non-equilibrium Statistical Mechanics based
on the Liouville equation. From the “moments” and “reduced distribu-
tions” of this equation the reader will see how conservation equations can
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be derived from the most useful (for the goal of the dissertation) equation
to be derived, the equation of motion for the one-particle distribution.
Chapter 5 will be the quantum equivalent to chapter 4, in it the reader will
receive a very short introduction to the Wigner-Weyl-Moyal-Groenewold
representation of quantum mechanics. This chapter will parallel chapter
4 closely and also show the reader how conservation equations can be
derived from a corresponding one-particle Wigner distribution’s equation
of motion.
Chapter 6 and 7 contain experimental results and analysis for a mass flow
measuring technique developed, and electrical results for the CORION
like system using a new more stable vacuum chamber as opposed to the
chamber used in [34].
Chapter 8 uses information from chapter 6 and previous work on the CORION
system for a classification and characterization of its properties pertinent
to developing a model for it. It is in this chapter that it becomes evident
that, apart from a lack of knowledge about physical boundary conditions
and behaviour requiring research in the area of “Surface Science”, the sys-
tem has both quantum and classical behaviour and has components which
are strongly coupled (defined and made clear in this chapter). Thereby
making it extremely difficult to produce uniformly applicable modelling
equations for the system.
Chapter 9 contains ideas to a modelling strategy that could be employed and
researched further in order to try and come up with a way to simulate
the CORION like system and estimate the thrust. It also serves as a
metaphorical “red thread” by connecting what may appear as discon-
nected and independent chapters together. Thereby validating the use of
non-equilibrium statistical mechanics as a modelling tool and the need for
additional research.
The dissertation ends with the conclusion.
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Chapter 2
A Generic Thrust Principle
In this chapter a basic thrust principle will be developed using ideas from con-
tinuum mechanics. The result will naturally be suited to an intuitive definition
of thrust for arbitrarily shaped bodies to be “boosted” or “thrusted”. It will
be applicable to systems using transport equations and conservation equations.
This definition will also be applicable to situations where a body and interac-
tion on its surface with external matter for which thrust is required cannot be
ignored. In addition this approach will also be useful for situations where a con-
tinuum description is not possible, for reasons that will become clear later on
when non-equilibrium classical and quantum statistical mechanics is introduced
and the “moment equations” (conservation equations) derived.
This formalism or principle is introduced as the author was unable to find any
work in the literature which accomplished the goal of having a generic means of
defining thrust for an arbitrary body in a convenient way. An exception being
perhaps for control volume analysis used in engineering, however there the goals
are somewhat different. The advantage of the introduced formalism is that it
can be used in many non-relativistic situations and allow one to quickly identify
the sources of thrust for a given system.
The chapter is composed of three primary sections. The first introduces the
physical situation and setting in which the principle will be introduced. The
second section introduces the method used to generate the thrust expression
from the situation sketched in the first section and includes examples illustrat-
ing the principle. The final section is a logical frame work introduced which can
be used to apply the principle in a consistent way to most conceivable physical
scenarios of interest.
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2.1 The Set-up Under Consideration
Before proceeding, the physical situation to which the method will be applied
should be sketched. Of interest will be the situation where the space-craft (and
its “internal” propellant as a 3-manifold) Vsp is (embedded) in some background
(3-manifold) V where Vext the complement (as a set Vext = V − Vsp) of Vsp is
the surrounding external environment. Due to stresses and forces acting on the
space-craft and its propellant, as well as potential mixing and interaction of the
space craft and its propellant with the external environment during the course
of its operation there will be deformation of its manifold Vsp. The shape of the
space-craft and its propellant will change and move through space, a very crude
example would be a multi-stage rocket where parts of the original rocket will
detach during operation.
In-order to define the thrust of the “space-craft’s-body” in an unambiguous
way it will become necessary to determine what is meant by the “space-craft’s-
body” and the external environment. To accomplish this we note that when
given the situation of a space craft moving through space we can artificially
at each instant in time distinguish “ejected” or “external” propellant from “in-
ternal” propellant of a space craft. We can do this by constructing connected
surfaces over the nozzle exits (i.e. place where propellant can escape) with their
boundaries on the nozzles somewhere (for example on the internal edge of a
conical nozzle). We would then consider internal propellant to be that propel-
lant which has not yet passed through the exit surfaces. More generally we
would pick the surfaces to have boundary on the space craft with unit normals
pointing in the direction along which propellant would escape so as to become
part of the external environment, which would then separate the propellant into
ejected and internal respectively.
We then extend and connect these surfaces along the physical interfaces be-
tween the space-craft (and internal propellant) and the external environment.
The closed surface formed in this manner can be used to define the space-craft’s-
body’s boundary denoted ∂Vscb while all points internal to it will be called the
space-craft’s-body and denoted Vscb. All points external i.e. V − (∂Vscb⋃Vscb)
will then be considered as the external environment still denoted by Vext (note
that part of its boundary shares the space-craft’s-body’s “boundary”). See Fig-
ure
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Figure 2.1: A diagram showing how a space craft is first observed with its
interaction with the external environment (left) and then how the Space-craft-
body Vscb and its surface ∂Vscb (right) is defined by the modeller. Notice how
the nozzles are closed in the picture for Vscb to help distinguish internal shuttle
contents from external. Modified from [1].
Now with this view in mind we can consider the whole manifold V as a piece
of material (or continuum) to which conservation equations can be applied, with
an inertial frame of reference used for V ’s description. And the boundary ∂Vscb
as a possible moving surface across which discontinuities may occur. By discon-
tinuities it is meant that continuum properties like mass density or temperature
may vary rapidly or discontinuously across the surface ∂Vscb. This separates the
space-craft-body Vscb from the external environment as a time varying domain.
2.2 The Method
In this section the method for defining thrust is implemented. A somewhat
generic equation of conservation of momentum in “continuum” form will be ap-
plied to a space containing a “rocket”. The conservation of momentum equation
will then be manipulated and used to generate an expression for thrust of the
“rocket”. Two cases will be considered, a continuous case and discontinuous
case. These two cases cover every situation imagined by the author. The con-
tinuous case will first be introduced with the notation introduced in it carrying
over into the discontinuous case.
2.2.1 Continuous Case
Consider V as the whole space manifold, in which a rocket is embedded, to
which conservation equations will be applied, with an inertial frame of reference
used for V ’s description. The only conservation equation of interest here will
be the momentum conservation equation, and since we will be considering a
non-relativistic system we can consider V as an open subset of E3 (Euclidean
3-space to exploit its metric and inner product). The conservation equation will
then be defined on an open subset of E × E3 (the additional E is for time).
Consequently, for a system with mass density ρ(x⃗, t), (t is the time and x⃗ the
position in space of interest) the momentum conservation equation can usually,
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be written in the form [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]:
∂
∂t
(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv) = ∇ ⋅ σ + b⃗ (2.1)
Where, the bold letters and Ô accented letters are tensors. The → accented
letters are vectors. The un-accented and normal font letters are scalars. v⃗ is
the barycentric velocity of the continuum (i.e. the component density weighted
average of the component velocities and the velocity with which V and its
boundary ∂V move). vv is the dyadic of v⃗ (basically the tensor product v⃗⊗ v⃗).
σ is the stress tensor and b⃗ a body force density or vector momentum density
source. And ∇⋅ represent divergence operators.
Defining Net Rate of Change of Momentum of a Volume
Now of initial interest to us for the purpose of ultimately deriving an expression
for the “ thrust vector” of a volume (to be defined later) will be the net rate of
change of momentum in the manifold (or volume) V . We begin by integrating
the conservation equation 2.1 over the manifold V, i.e.
∭
V
[ ∂
∂t
(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)]dV =∭
V
[∇ ⋅ σ + b⃗]dV (2.2)
where dV indicates the volume measure on E3 and the integral is a vector
integral (not exactly integration on a manifold, we would need the appropriate
“forms” for that). Fortunately from Reynold’s Transport Theorem [45] and the
use of the Divergence Theorem for tensors [46] we then have that we can identify
the net rate of change of momentum of V by
d
dt
(net momentum of V ) = d
dt
∭
V
ρv⃗dV (2.3)
By Reynold’s Transport Theorem [45] =∭
V
∂
∂t
(ρv⃗)dV +∬
∂V
(ρv⃗)(v⃗ ⋅ nˆ)dA
(2.4)
=∭
V
∂
∂t
(ρv⃗)dV +∬
∂V
ρvv ⋅ nˆdA
(2.5)
By Divergence Theorem [46] =∭
V
[ ∂
∂t
(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)]dV , (2.6)
where dA denotes an area measure and nˆ is the unit normal of the surface,
chosen to point out of the set V .
Determining the Thrust Vector of a Control Volume
Suppose now that one wants to consider the integral of the conservation equation
when restricted to a control volume (denoted Vc again), which will eventually
become our space-craft-body Vscb contained in V (that is formally as a subset
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Vc ⊂ V ). For the control volume Vc’s boundary ∂Vc (with unit normal nˆ pointing
out of Vc) we choose a velocity field w⃗ on it which is not the same as the velocity
v⃗ of the continuum’s material on that boundary. We do this to accommodate
the case where we would want to superimpose the volume Vc on a rigid rocket
such that it moves with the same velocity as the hull of the rocket. And would
therefore require that at the nozzles of the rocket the velocity of Vc not be the
same as the exit velocity of the propellant. In this case we perform a separation
on the above integral 2.2 as follows;
∭
V
[ ∂
∂t
(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)]dV =∭
Vc⋃(V −Vc) [ ∂∂t(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)]dV=∭
Vc
[ ∂
∂t
(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)]dV +∭(V −Vc) [ ∂∂t(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)]dV (2.7)
where we now note that the velocity of the boundaries of Vc and V − Vc, with
respect to an arbitrary inertial frame of reference, are w⃗ and −w⃗ respectively. We
can consider the net rate of change of momentum in Vc and V −Vc respectively
using the Reynold’s Transport Theorem on equation 2.7. To be specific we
would have on application of it to the second last term of equation 2.7
d
dt
(net momentum of Vc) = d
dt
∭
Vc
ρv⃗dV
By Reynolds Transport Thm [45] =∭
Vc
∂
∂t
(ρv⃗)dV +∬
∂Vc
(ρv⃗)(w⃗ ⋅ nˆ)dA ,
(2.8)
while application to the last term of equation 2.7 yields
d
dt
(net momentum of V − Vc) = d
dt
∭
V −Vc ρv⃗dV
By Reynolds Transport Thm [45] =∭
V −Vc
∂
∂t
(ρv⃗)dV +∬
∂(V −Vc)(ρv⃗)(−w⃗⋅nˆ)dA ,
(2.9)
where nˆ here is the unit normal of the boundary V −Vc not Vc. Consequently by
adding and subtracting ∯Vc ρv⃗ (v⃗ ⋅ nˆ)dA and ∯V −Vc ρv⃗ (v⃗ ⋅ nˆ)dA to the above
equations we would get for the volume Vc
d
dt
(net ρv⃗ in Vc) +∯
∂Vc
ρv⃗ ([v⃗ − w⃗] ⋅ nˆ)dA
=∭
Vc
[ ∂
∂t
(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)]dV ,
(2.10)
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while for V − Vc we get
d
dt
(net ρv⃗ in V − Vc) +∯
∂(V −Vc) ρv⃗ ([v⃗ + w⃗] ⋅ nˆ)dA=∭
V −Vc [ ∂∂t(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)]dV ,
(2.11)
where care must be taken with the interpretation of nˆ. Additionally, if we per-
form the same separation of the right hand side for the integrated conservation
equation 2.2 we would get
∭
V
[∇ ⋅ σ + b⃗]dV =∭
Vc
[∇ ⋅ σ + b⃗]dV +∭
V −Vc [∇ ⋅ σ + b⃗]dV . (2.12)
So that we would get
∭
Vc
{[ ∂
∂t
(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)] − [∇ ⋅ σ + b⃗]}dV =
−∭
V −Vc {[ ∂∂t(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)] − [∇ ⋅ σ + b⃗]}dV .
(2.13)
Now if the conservation equation remained valid when restricted to the subset
Vc we would have that each side equal zero above. Since, by equation 2.1 it
holds locally throughout V we conclude
∭
Vc
{[ ∂
∂t
(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)] − [∇ ⋅ σ + b⃗]}dV = 0 , (2.14)
and hence that:
d
dt
(net ρv⃗ in Vc) =∭
Vc
[∇ ⋅ σ + b⃗]dV +∯
∂Vc
ρv⃗ ([w⃗ − v⃗] ⋅ nˆ)dA , (2.15)
with a similar result for the volume V − Vc. This then motivates the idea to
define the “Thrust Vector of Vc” T⃗c as
T⃗c ∶= d
dt
(net ρv⃗ in Vc) , (2.16)
that is:
T⃗c =∭
Vc
[∇ ⋅ σ + b⃗]dV +∯
∂Vc
ρv⃗ ([w⃗ − v⃗] ⋅ nˆ)dA . (2.17)
On applying the Divergence Theorem [46] we would get:
T⃗c =∭
Vc
b⃗dV +∯
∂Vc
ρv⃗ ([w⃗ − v⃗] ⋅ nˆ)dA +∯
∂Vc
σ ⋅ nˆdA , (2.18)
from which it is clear that there are three sources of thrust in the system:
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1. Thrust from body forces or momentum sources in the volume Vc, namely
b⃗ (see end of next chapter for an example).
2. Thrust from applied stresses over the boundary of Vc, ∂Vc, namely σ (see
the second example of the 2.2.3 subsection).
3. Thrust from momentum flux across the boundary ∂Vc relative to the ve-
locity w⃗ at which the boundary moves, namely ρv⃗ ([w⃗ − v⃗] ⋅ nˆ) (see the
first and second example of the 2.2.3 subsection).
2.2.2 Discontinuous Case
Consider the case where across the boundary ∂Vc discontinuities may be dis-
played in all quantities used in the conservation equation 2.1. In this case the
conservation equations on V are not defined on all of V but are defined on
V − ∂Vc and supplemented with “jump conditions” across ∂Vc in-order to en-
sure physical consistency [39]. Within Vc and V − (Vc⋃∂Vc) we will have that
both conservation equations of the form:
∂
∂t
(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv) = ∇ ⋅ σ + b⃗ (2.19)
will hold. On ∂Vc the values of ρv⃗ and σ may be different when ∂Vc is considered
from the different domains Vc and V −(Vc⋃∂Vc) across the boundary ∂Vc, with
the additional possibility that there may be jumps (discontinuous behaviour)
across the boundary ∂Vc in b⃗ (body forces or momentum sources). As an ex-
ample, momentum associated with ions may be altered by the creation of ions
on one side of an interface while being zero on the other side where there is no
such ion creation.
With that said we would again have for Vc using the previous definitions for
net rate of change of momentum in a volume that;
T⃗c =∭
Vc
b⃗dV +∯
∂Vc
ρv⃗ ([w⃗ − v⃗] ⋅ nˆ)dA +∯
∂Vc
σ ⋅ nˆdA , (2.20)
since within Vc it is defined by its own conservation equation. However, here the
values of ρv⃗ and σ on the boundary do not have to agree across the boundary
with respect to the domain V − (Vc⋃∂Vc) because of the jump conditions. In
addition the integral over b⃗ may be subject to its own jump conditions as well.
As a note observe that thrust can also be defined as
T⃗c =∯
∂Vc
ρv⃗ ([w⃗ − v⃗] ⋅ nˆ)dA +∭
Vc
[ ∂
∂t
(ρv⃗) +∇ ⋅ (ρvv)]dV , (2.21)
which could be extremely useful in systems with “kinetic theory” based de-
scriptions. Kinetic theory based descriptions are covered in the chapters on
Non-equilibrium Classical or Quantum Mechanical Statistical Mechanics and
indicate how the quantities listed in the above definition can be calculated (or
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estimated) (see chapters 4 and 5).
Before continuing with how one could define ∂Vc in systems to associate it
with ∂Vscb and how one would then go about defining the velocity w⃗ on ∂Vc,
some examples of how the formalism introduced up to now could be used to
interpret real thrust, will be given.
2.2.3 Examples
1. Consider a simple thrust system where a box in space moving with velocity
w⃗ simply emits a stream of particles with uniform density ρ and at a
velocity v⃗ from a hole of area A but experiences no stresses or forces.
Looking at the Figure 2.2 in order to see how one identifies the space-
craft’s-body as a simple box we can apply the formula for the thrust
vector to get
T⃗c =∯
∂Vc
ρv⃗ ([w⃗ − v⃗] ⋅ nˆ)dA = ρv⃗ [(w⃗ − v⃗) ⋅ nˆ]A , (2.22)
where nˆ is the unit normal of the exit. Once we consider the value of
the thrust along the unit normal of the exit and identify w⃗ − v⃗ as the exit
velocity of the stream of particles relative to the space-craft v⃗exit and let
ρv⃗ ⋅ nˆA denote the mass-flow rate in the normal direction m˙exit we have
the result:
T⃗c ⋅ (−nˆ) = m˙exitv⃗exit ⋅ (−nˆ) . (2.23)
Thereby giving us the thrust conventionally expected for such a simple
system, an example would be the simplified and idealized explanation of
a hall thruster’s source of thrust [47, p. 21].
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Figure 2.2: A diagram illustrating the concept of how to identify the space-
craft’s-body in order to calculate its thrust.
2. Consider a simple thrust system where a box in space moving with velocity
w⃗ simply emits a stream of particles with uniform density ρ and at a
velocity v⃗ from a hole of area A and experiences stresses around its surface.
To be exact it experiences a pressure P everywhere around it except at the
exit where it experiences a pressure Pexit due to the stream of particles.
Looking at the Figure 2.3 in order to see how one identifies the space-
craft’s-body as a simple box we can apply the formula for the thrust
vector to get
T⃗c =∯
∂Vc
ρv⃗ ([w⃗ − v⃗] ⋅ nˆ)dA +∯
∂Vc
σ ⋅ nˆdA
= ρv⃗ [(w⃗ − v⃗) ⋅ nˆprop]A + (P − Pexit)Anˆprop , (2.24)
since the pressures P and Pexit are equivalent to stresses −PI and −PexitI
(see [40]) where I is the identity tensor. Note we have picked the direction
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in which the gas particles flow nˆprop as “positive” thus explaining our
minus signs. As before if we make the same identifications we get that the
thrust would be given by:
T⃗c ⋅ (−nˆprop) = m˙exitv⃗exit ⋅ (−nˆprop) + (Pexit − P )A (2.25)
which can be derived alternatively using thermodynamic arguments as in
[48] but with more work.
Figure 2.3: A diagram illustrating the concept of how to identify the space-
craft’s-body in order to calculate its thrust.
2.3 Constructing the control volume’s surface
∂Vc and its velocity w⃗
In this section the method proposed by the author to construct ∂Vc and w⃗ is
described. The control surface ∂Vc will be used to represent and define ∂Vscb
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(space-craft-body’s surface) in applications. While w⃗, the velocity field defined
on ∂Vc, will be constructed such that it would allow application (as outlined by
the examples) of the thrust vector’s derivation.
How to construct the control volume’s surface ∂Vc will first be covered and
justified. Then the method to assign a velocity field w⃗ to ∂Vc appropriate for
describing the thrust system will be given.
It should be noted that the construction of an appropriate ∂Vc and its velocity
w⃗ are not unique and different constructions would result in different thrust
estimates.
2.3.1 Constructing the control volume’s surface ∂Vc
In this section the control volume’s surface ∂Vc (and what will be used to rep-
resent ∂Vscb) along with the control volume will be constructed. However to
accomplish this a setting must be introduced to which the definitions and ideas
can be applied.
Thus, consider the scenario where one is given a thruster or satellite to run
a performance test inside some kind of “testing chamber” (e.g. a vacuum cham-
ber). The thruster once connected to its fuel and energy lines will form say, a
“thrust testing unit” inside the “testing chamber”.
With the aim of modelling the system in the “testing chamber” mathemati-
cally one could then non-uniquely identify an open set (in the Euclidean metric
topology) VM with topological boundary ∂VM which would “just contain” the
“thrust testing unit” and its material boundary whether or not it is in oper-
ation. Thereby separating the space in the “testing chamber” in which the
“thrust testing unit” is embedded into VM ⋃∂VM and an external environment.
The problem that emerges is that the notion of “just contains” is not well
defined as it is sometimes difficult to reconcile the mathematical description
or choice of the open set VM and its boundary ∂VM with the “thrust testing
unit’s” physical occupation of space and its material boundary. As for example,
it can become difficult to discern where the macroscopic boundary or interface
between different material phases in contact microscopically should be when
modelling the system.
However this problem is not a physically inherent problem, but is one gen-
erated from a modeller’s subjective interpretation of the system. And as a
consequence results in non-uniqueness of definitions that could be used by a
modeller to identify the material boundary or interface mathematically. Conse-
quently to proceed we will simply assume that the interface or boundary of the
“thrust testing unit” is determined by some mathematical means which will be
consistent with intuition. To be specific the material boundary or interface will
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be defined by a very thin layer of space around the “thrust testing unit” where
the “thrust testing unit” and the external environment interact at a microscopic
level, but will reduce to a surface at the macroscopic level. Such a definition
would be permissible in many cases see for example [49, 50, 51, 52].
Having now decided on how to represent the spatial extent of the “thrust testing
unit”, that is VM and its boundary (or interface) ∂VM we proceed to introduce
the notion of “Exit surface” and “Exit surfaces”. These surfaces will be used
to decide what propellant should be considered inside the thruster when it is
operating, and will be denoted Σexit. We will attach (glue on in a mathematical
sense) them to the “thrust testing unit’s” surface ∂VM so that we can ultimately
define in a formal way a control volume Vc and its boundary ∂Vc which would
allow us to achieve the following goals:
1. It is desirable to include ∂VM in Vc as the interface can from a physical
point of view contain a considerable amount of information. For example
consider a satellite in operation in space. As its surface charges the ex-
cess surface charge will essentially become part of the interface between
the satellite and space and ignoring it will result in neglecting important
behaviour such as the migration of the charge over the satellite’s body.
2. The exit surface Σexit will be defined in a way given so that it would
conform with what seems to be convention. That is if we had a cylindrical
outlet the exit surface would be the defined by the intersection of a plane
and the edge of the outlet, see Figure 2.4.
3. With the given definition the operating thruster would be defined to con-
tain the “thrust testing unit” or thruster and all contents (e.g. flowing
propellant) up until the exit surface.
4. The definition would also allow us to use the external stresses applied to
the contact interface to determine the net stress applied on the thruster
instead of having to use jump condition corrected internal stresses at the
contact interface, as in the case when we use ∂VM instead.
We propose to define ∂Vc, in the context of this dissertation, in three stages.
First given our thrust testing unit (or spacecraft), and the fact that we have
definitions available for VM and ∂VM , we will describe the “Exit surface” de-
noted say by Σexit. The exit surface/s will be used by the modeller to represent
the surfaces through which propellant escapes and can then be considered to be
outside the space craft:
Proposal 1 An exit surface Σexit is a subjectively chosen connected surface
with boundary and of minimum area chosen, such that:
1. its boundary intersects with the space-craft (or thruster) boundary ∂VM
2. defines a surface through which propellant escapes and can then be consid-
ered to be outside the space craft and part of the external environment
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3. has a consistent orientation (a normal vector) always pointing into the
external environment in the general direction of the ejected propellant’s
direction of movement and mathematically defined by local orthogonal co-
ordinates at points lying on the surface (i.e. as the induced orientation of
the surface using the orientation on E3 in which it is immersed)
The importance of the “exit surfaces” is that they allow us to re-specify the
inside of the space-craft or thrust testing unit and what should be considered
the external environment. An example of this would be when using a conical
nozzle the disk that intersect the inner edge of the nozzle see Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: A conical nozzle of some thruster used to show how Σexit could be
defined.
With the exit surfaces defined we proceed to describe a temporary surface
∂V ′c which we will call the “outline” used to separate the system into external
environment and the space-craft or thrust testing unit’s contents. This “outline”
∂V ′c will then be used to define the Space-craft-body Vscb’s (or control volume
Vc’s) surface or boundary ∂Vscb (or ∂Vc) and hence define them. We can think
of the “outline” as being the three dimensional equivalent of a trace around the
“outside” of a two dimensional drawing (see Figure 2.5 C).
Proposal 2 The “ outline” ∂V ′c is the oriented surface given by collecting (into
a set) together all points of the space-craft or thrust testing unit’s material sur-
face ∂VM and the exit surfaces Σexit such that:
1. the normal vectors (orientation) of ∂VM and Σexit point into the external
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environment, and do not point to either points of VM or propellant that
has not passed through the exit surfaces
2. the surface ∂V ′ is then given the same normal vectors at points corre-
sponding to ∂VM or Σexit as the normal vectors on those surfaces
In addition if we denote Int(∂V ′c ) to be the interior of the closed surface ∂V ′c
we can see that it will contain VM (i.e. the contents of the space-craft) and all
propellant that has not passed through the exit surfaces. With ∂V ′c defined we
must next try to define our thruster volume or space-craft-body Vscb (or the
control volume Vc) and its boundary ∂Vscb (or ∂Vc). We do this by introducing
the “-Envelopes of ∂V ′c ” ∂V, which will be used to surround the “outline” ∂V ′c
and used to describe ∂Vc or ∂Vscb by choosing  to be as small as possible (or
useful for the purposes of the modeller). In this way one will be able to choose
a surface, ∂Vc or ∂Vscb, to “wrap” as tightly as possible (for the purpose of this
dissertation) around the outline ∂V ′c and therefore contain the outline and its
contents.
Proposal 3 A “-Envelopes of ∂V ′c” ∂V for real  > 0 is a closed smooth surface
of minimum surface area such that:
1. ∂V has outward pointing normal vectors (orientation)
2. Int(∂V ′c )⋃∂V ′c ⊂ Int(∂V), i.e. the contents of ∂V must contain V ′c and
∂V ′c .
3. if nˆ(p) is a normal vector on ∂V ′c at a point p and xnˆ(p) is the point on
∂V to which p is mapped by the geodesic with initial tangent vector nˆ(p)
onto ∂V, then we would require that the length L along this curve from p
to xnˆ(p) satisfy  ≥ L > 0 (i.e. we would like the distance of separation to
at most be  and as small as possible)
Note that the “-Envelopes of ∂V ′c ” will form a family of surfaces (i.e. as sets),
denoted say by ∂V, indexed by the permitted values of  > 0 which we could
denote Λ = { > 0 ∶ ∂V are defined}. It should be obvious that since each
member of Λ is bounded from below that Λ will have an infimum (i.e. greatest
lower bound) denoted inf(Λ). We will now use inf(Λ) to pick our control
surface ∂Vc or the space-craft-body’s surface ∂Vscb from the family of sets ∂V,
thereby defining them and then use that to define the control volume Vc and
space-craft-body Vscb.
Proposal 4 ∂Vc the thruster body or ∂Vscb space-craft-body’s boundary will be
considered to be either:
1. when inf(Λ) ∈ Λ, to be the “-Envelope of ∂V ′c” ∂Vδ where δ = inf(Λ)
2. when inf(Λ) ∉ Λ (i.e. inf(Λ) = 0), to be the “-Envelope of ∂V ′c” ∂Vδ
where δ ∈ Λ (maximum distance of separation) is chosen by the modeller
based on previously defined criteria and modelling parameters, ideally it
should be picked so that near surface phenomena can be taken into account
to an acceptable level of accuracy for the required application
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Finally the control volume Vc and space-craft-body VM are then given as the
interior of the “-Envelope of ∂V ′c” ∂Vδ (i.e. Int(∂Vδ))
See Figure 2.5 which illustrates to some degree the ideas introduced.
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2.3.2 Constructing the velocity field w⃗
In-order to apply the derivation of thrust vector as in the examples it would
be necessary to describe how the velocity w⃗ can be described. We propose to
define the velocity on ∂Vc, with respect to the context of the dissertation, by
using the boundary condition velocities u⃗ defined on ∂VM and the yet to be
defined velocity u⃗ on the exit surfaces. Note that due to the orientation that
∂VM possesses it is possible to identify different sides of it. For instance the
side of the surface adjacent to the space into which the normal vector of ∂VM
points can be referred to as ∂V +M , while the opposite side can be referred to as
∂V −M . In addition ∂VM has jump conditions associated with the values of the
boundary velocities defined about it on the different sides of the surface ∂VM .
That implies that potentially different boundary velocities are defined on the
different sides of the surface. The boundary values of ∂VM that will be used will
be the values defined on ∂V −M , i.e. the values associated with the space-craft
material and not the external environment.
Before proceeding however we will have to specify how one can define a ve-
locity field u⃗ on the exit surfaces Σexit that can be used to define the velocity
w⃗ on the control surface ∂Vc.
Proposal 5 (Exit surface velocity field) Over the exit surfaces Σexit, the
velocity u⃗ is defined as a velocity field such that:
1. the values of u⃗ on the perimeter of the exit surface Σexit (points where it
intersects with ∂VM ) are provided by the boundary values on ∂V
−
M at those
points
2. at the point of average distance x ∈ Σexit, from the perimeter of Σexit, on
the exit surface the value of u⃗(x) ≡ w⃗ave is the average value of u⃗ on the
perimeter of the exit surface (points where it intersects with ∂VM )
3. the vector field u⃗ is such that the variation of this field (with respect to
the value w⃗ave) over the exit surface (with perimeter values given) is a
minimum and satisfies
min
u⃗ on Σexit
δ[u⃗] where δ[u⃗] = 1
Area(Σexit)∬Σexit ∣∣w⃗ave − u⃗(x⃗)∣∣2dA (2.26)
where dA is an area measure. This is done in an attempt to stay close to
the value w⃗ave.
Next we construct/choose the velocity field of the space-craft-body’s surface
∂Vscb w⃗ as follows:
Proposal 6 (Velocity field w⃗) The velocity field on ∂Vc w⃗ is chosen to be a
vector field such that:
1. w⃗(xnˆ(p)) = u⃗(p) where xnˆ(p) ∈ ∂Vc are points on the geodesic curve with
initial tangent vector nˆ(p) (i.e. the normal on ∂V ′c at p) starting at point
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p ∈ ∂V ′c and u⃗(p) is the boundary value velocity field assigned to ∂V −M or
the velocity field assigned to the exit surfaces Σexit depending on p
2. if possible w⃗ to be at least smooth (continuous) on ∂Vc and only have
discontinuous behaviour at points xnˆ(p) ∈ ∂Vc which are points on the
geodesic curve with initial tangent vector nˆ(p) (i.e. the normal on ∂VM at
p) at points p on ∂V −M or Σexit for which u⃗ has discontinuous behaviour
see Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: A diagram illustrating the concept of transporting the velocity u⃗ on
∂V −M or Σexit at some point along the normal nˆ to a corresponding point on ∂Vc
with normal, say nˆc to get the velocity there as w⃗ = u⃗ for a Euclidean space at
least.
2.4 Application of Ideas to Hypothetical Exper-
iment
Consider a hypothetical experimental set-up illustrated by Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Proposed experimental set-up.
In-order to determine the thrust generated by the thruster we consider a
frame of reference situated at the thruster with one of its axis parallel to the
lever arm and the other perpendicular to the lever and parallel to the direction
in which gas is released. As a result once stationary operation has been achieved
for a continuously firing thruster the thrust vector will be given by the equation
T⃗c =∭
Vc
b⃗(x⃗)+g⃗(x⃗)dV −∯
∂Vc
ρv⃗ (v⃗ ⋅ nˆ)dA+∯
∂Vc
(σm + σp + σ)⋅nˆdA , (2.27)
where Vc is the thruster and its contents and ∂Vc the boundary around the
thruster and its contents. b⃗(x⃗) is the body force density applied to the thruster
by the magnet and g⃗ the gravitational force density. σm and σp are the elec-
tromagnetic and mechanical stress applied by the magnet and plasma on the
thruster boundary while σ is a mechanical stress applied on the boundary of
the thruster by other sources. At the steady state of operation there will be
no change in the net momentum in the volume, as a result if we consider the
component of the thrust vector parallel to the direction in which gas leaves the
thruster we will have:
0 = B +G∣∣ − m˙vexit + nˆexit ⋅∯
∂Vc
(σm + σp + σ) ⋅ nˆdA . (2.28)
Since we ultimately use the magnetic force to measure the thrust we would then
have that
Measured Force = −B = G∣∣ − m˙vexit + nˆexit ⋅∯
∂Vc
(σm + σp + σ) ⋅ nˆdA . (2.29)
If we assume that net contribution of σ over the whole surface of the thruster
is zero and that the applied magnetic force is applied by a stationary magnetic
field we would then have that the measured force is be given by
Measured Force = G∣∣ − m˙vexit + nˆexit ⋅∯
∂Vc
(σp) ⋅ nˆdA , (2.30)
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where we can notice that the right hand side of equation 2.30 is the thrust of
the thruster in the absence of the applied magnetic force. It is clear from the
equation that the sources of thrust will be from the net flux of momentum out of
the thruster and the stress applied by the plasma on the thruster. Unfortunately
the form of the stress applied by the plasma is not known, however models for
it may be deduced using statistical techniques which will be introduced later in
the dissertation.
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Chapter 3
Justification for a Statistical
Approach to Modelling
In this chapter arguments are made as to why a formulation of the problem of
modelling plasma flow of the CORION thruster (or related systems) in-terms
of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics is advantageous. More specifically, it
will be argued for a hypothetical plasma system consisting of ions, electrons and
neutrals, using slightly modified Langevin Equations (Newtonian equations of
motion with “random” force terms) for ion motion. These will be used to point
out why having idea of how the neutrals behave and interact with the ions is
important to the understanding of the plasma system. In addition the equations
of motion for the ions will be used to generate an equation of motion for their
collective distribution. Then from the equation for the distribution a continuum
like momentum conservation equation for the ions will be derived thereby tying
this chapter in with chapter 2. These results should then be sufficient for show-
ing why approaching the modelling problem using non-equilibrium statistical
mechanics will be advantageous.
3.1 The Setup under Consideration
We consider the hypothetical plasma consisting of ions of one type (positive),
neutrals and electrons contained in some volume (specifics about the boundary
conditions will be addressed during the course of the derivations) in which a
uniform electric field is applied and no chemical reactions occur. Ion-ion and
ion-electron interactions will be considered negligible. The only interaction of
interest is between ions and a uniform flow of neutrals and ions with an applied
electric field. From a physical standpoint the assumption is that the nearby
applied electric field is the dominant source of electrically transferred momentum
and energy and that interaction between charged species are negligible. With
this assumption we note that we can consider the ions to behave independently
of one another, but where their motions will be determined by interactions (i.e.
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random collisions) with the uniform flow of neutral gas and a uniform applied
electric field E⃗. Thus the classical equations of motion (in 3d-space) of an ion
are hypothesized to be of Langevin type:
d
dt
v⃗(t) = q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
[v⃗(t) − u⃗] + 1
m
⃗(t) (3.1)
d
dt
x⃗(t) =v⃗(t) , (3.2)
where v⃗(t) is the velocity of the ion (with initial velocity v⃗(0)). m is its mass
and q is its electric charge. E⃗ is the applied electric field intensity. u⃗ is the
average velocity of the neutral gas flow. γ is a friction co-efficient simulating
“drag like” effects or a gross drift inducing effect, depending on the term in
brackets’ signs, so a to simulate the net effect of the uniform gas motion on the
ions. ⃗(t) is a random force giving the effect of background random collisions
with the neutrals and chosen to have the properties of “White-Noise”. Namely,
the expectation of it at any time is zero (⟨⃗(t)⟩ = 0) and its correlation function
given by ⟨i(t1)j(t2)⟩ = gδijδ(t1 − t2) (i and j are the vector components and
g the strength of the correlation) to validate the white-noise requirement.
The reason for considering such a model is that it will give us an idea as to
the dependence of the ion’s average kinetic energy on the surrounding neutrals
and electric field, as well as how much energy on average is transferred to the
ion by the electric field. The difference being the average amount of energy lost
via collisions to the neutral gas. It is acknowledged that this model may not
have genuine physical significance by using an unrealistic white-noise process,
since the noise term may in a real system have finite non-zero correlation time
associated with more gradual momentum exchange during collisions (where as
the “white noise” has delta function or instantaneous correlations) [53]. But
it is used here simply to demonstrate how important knowledge regarding the
actual interaction with the neutrals is, and thus why a more formal approach
should be used to model the system.
3.2 Applying Stochastic Calculus
Before starting with the calculations the above Langevin equation will be put
into a more mathematically acceptable form. This will be done so that Ito-
calculus (Brownian motion stochastic calculus see appendix A) can be applied
to the solution of the problem. We do this since although we can use the
equations 3.1 as above the problem that emerges is that we must apply the
theory surrounding “Generalized Stochastic Processes” [54]. Such an approach
would detract from the essential simplicity of the model, if everything has to
be perfectly justified within this mathematical framework, while we have that
Ito-calculus is well developed to handle this problem when recast (see appendix
B). Now to introduce the necessary mathematical setting notice that the above
equations 3.1 may not have a clear interpretation in the usual sense of a set
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of normal differential equations. To be specific the random force may not be
continuous at all points in time. In an effort to remove this problem we proceed
by performing a normal integration (with respect to time) of the equations to
see if the resulting equivalent integral equations would be more accessible to a
standard interpretation. Doing this we get:
v⃗(t) − v⃗(0) = ∫ t
0
( q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗(τ) − u⃗))dτ + ∫ t
0
1
m
⃗(τ)dτ (3.3)
x⃗(t) − x⃗(0) = ∫ t
0
v⃗(τ)dτ , (3.4)
where for the i’th spatial component ∫ idτ term we could formally associate idτ
with an infinitesimal change in a stochastic process Ui(t) such that dUi(τ) = idτ
is a stationary Markovian process (see [55]). The process would represent an in-
finitesimal random change in a momentum component such that the correlation
of such a change at any given time between different components satisfy⟨dUi(τ)dUj(τ)⟩ = ⟨i(τ)j(τ)⟩dτdτ = gδijdτ , (3.5)
where g could represent the strength of the degree of correlation and is by
assumption not a function of U⃗ . δij is the Kronecker-Delta function used to
show that we do not want to have momentum changes in different directions
to be correlated with one another. Doing this we could instead of consider-
ing integrating with respect to idτ consider integrating with respect to dUi(t).
Our problem then would be on how to define such integration. Fortunately on
comparison with a multidimensional Wiener Process (multidimensional simple
Brownian motion), in this case a 3-dimensional one, denoted W⃗ (τ) we could
consider dU⃗(τ) = √gdW⃗ (τ) in either the Ito-calculus or Stratonovich-calculus
sense since g is not a function of U⃗ by assumption (see appendix B). We could
then use the appropriate Stochastic Calculus to define the integration. However
one must note that on associating dU⃗(τ) with ⃗(τ)dτ in the integral the inter-
pretation of the integral is then in the Stratonovich-calculus sense as required
by the Wong-Zakai theorem [56, 57], which regulates which form of Stochastic
Calculus is more applicable to physical problems. As a consequence we have:
v⃗(t) − v⃗(0) = ∫ t
0
( q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗(τ) − u⃗))dτ + ∫ t
0
√
g
m
○ dW⃗ (τ) (3.6)
x⃗(t) − x⃗(0) = ∫ t
0
v⃗(τ)dτ , (3.7)
where for our purposes the Stratonovich style integrals have been bundled to-
gether under the ∫ ○dW⃗ (τ) notation (see appendix B). In addition we will as-
sume that g is a function of time only and will hence have an obvious effect on
the integrals which will not be difficult to spot (it will also introduce no effect
when we change from Stratonovich formalism to Ito formalism for the differen-
tials). From this it follows that the corresponding Stratonovich style Stochastic
Differential Equations (SDE) for the integral equation can be written as
dv⃗(t) = ( q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗))dt + 1
m
√
g ○ dW⃗ (t) . (3.8)
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The novelty (at least at this level of treatment) of the Stratonovich formalism
is that we can apply standard calculus change of variable formula (and hence
the chain rule for differentials) to the SDE’s differentials [58] to obtain
d (e γm t(v⃗ − u⃗)) = ( q
m
e
γ
m tE⃗)dt + 1
m
e
γ
m t
√
g ○ dW⃗ (t) . (3.9)
In this form we can transform equation 3.9 into the appropriate equivalent Ito-
SDE, to exploit the formalism’s state of mathematical development and avoid
having to do doubly many computations. Fortunately due to the simplicity of
the Stratonovich-SDE’s form here the Ito-SDE follows as (see appendix B)
d (e γm t(v⃗ − u⃗)) = ( q
m
e
γ
m tE⃗)dt + 1
m
e
γ
m τ
√
gdW⃗ (t) , (3.10)
where integration would be performed in the Ito sense 1. This linear equation
can be solved by direct integration, to yield
e
γ
m t (v⃗(t) − u⃗) − (v⃗(0) − u⃗) = q
γ
E⃗ (e γm t − 1) + 1
m
∫ t
0
e
γ
m τ
√
gdW⃗ (τ) , (3.11)
where the Ito integration is used. From this follows that the momentum of an
ion at any time t (within this context) is given by:
mv⃗(t) =mv⃗(0)e− γm t + (mu⃗ + (m
γ
) qE⃗)(1 − e− γm t) + ∫ t
0
e− γm (t−τ)√gdW⃗ (τ) .
(3.12)
1No ○ to indicate Ito formalism
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3.3 Demonstrating Importance of the Neutrals
Of paramount interest to us will be the work done on the ion. To calculate this
we use the definition of infinitesimal work dW done:
dW(t) = F⃗ (t) ⋅ dx⃗(t)= F⃗ (t) ⋅ v⃗(t)dt= (F⃗ (t)dt) ⋅ v⃗(t)= (mdv⃗(t)) ⋅ v⃗(t)=mdv⃗(t) ⋅ v⃗(t)
=m 3∑
i=1 vi(t)dvi(t) sum is over the spatial components
=m 3∑
i=1
1
2
dv2i (t)
= 1
2
mdv2(t)
= d(1
2
mv2) (t) .
Which in-order for all the steps to follow would require a Stratonovich sense of
integration (due to the Wong-Zakai theorem [56, 57]) resulting in the following
simple result (see appendix B)
∆W(t) = ∫ t
0
○d(1
2
mv2) (τ) = 1
2
mv2(t) − 1
2
mv2(0) , (3.13)
while the infinitesimal electrical work done dWE(t) on the ion will be given by
dWE(t) = qE⃗ ⋅ dx⃗(t) = qE⃗ ⋅ v⃗(t)dt , (3.14)
so that ∆WE(t) = ∫ t0 qE⃗ ⋅ v⃗(τ)dτ (interpreted as a Riemann integral). Hence
the work done on the “ion by the neutrals” will be given by
− (∆W(t) −∆WE(t)) , (3.15)
where the minus is used as a convention to indicate reversed direction. Of
primary interest will be the average work done by the “ ion on the neutrals”
for small times to get an idea of how effective the ion could be at transferring
energy to the neutrals. Starting with the shorter case we have from equation
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3.12 that
∆WE(t) = ∫ t
0
qE⃗ ⋅ v⃗(τ)dτ = 3∑
i=1 qEi ∫ t0 vi(τ)dτ
= 3∑
i=1 qEi (mγ ) vi(0) [1 − e− γm t] + qEi (ui + ( 1γ ) qEi) [t + (mγ ) e− γm t − (mγ )]+ qEi 1
m
∫ t
0
∫ τ
0
e− γm (τ−s)√gdWi(s)dτ ,
(3.16)
where the last term simplifies as follows; by change of order of integration we
get for any component i:
qEi
1
m
∫ t
0
∫ τ
0
e− γm (τ−s)√g(s)dWi(s)dτ = q
m
Ei ∫ t
0
−m
γ
[e− γm (t−s) − 1]√g(s)dWi(s)
= q
γ
∫ t
0
[1 − e− γm (t−s)]√g(s)dWi(s) .
Now to calculate v2(t) for 1
2
mv2(t) we square 3.12 and have after simple but
tedious algebra, as well as change of order of integration (and hiding
√
g which
should be in-front of each dWi for all i = 1,2,3 since it is not really involved any
where and can be put back at the end):
v2(t) = 3∑
i=1 v2i (0)e−2 γm t + u2i (1 − e− γm t)2 + ( qγEi)
2 (1 − e− γm t)2
+ 1
m2
∫ t
0
e− γm (t−τ)dWi(τ)∫ t
0
e− γm (t−s)dWi(s)
+ 2vi(0)ui (e− γm t − e−2 γm t) + 2vi(0) q
γ
Ei (e− γm t − e−2 γm t)
+ 2vi(0) 1
m
∫ t
0
e− γm (2t−τ)dWi(τ) + 2ui q
γ
Ei (1 − e− γm t)2
+ 2ui 1
m
∫ t
0
(e− γm (t−τ) − e− γm (2t−τ))dWi(τ)
+ 2 q
γ
Ei
1
m
∫ t
0
(e− γm (t−τ) − e− γm (2t−τ))dWi(τ) .
To calculate the expectations we can use the following [59, 60], [61, p. 99] :
1. ⟨∫ t0 f(τ,W )dW (τ)⟩ = 0 for a non-anticipating function 2 f(τ,W ) (or an
adapted process) (see appendix B)
2. ⟨∫ t0 f(τ,W )dW (τ) ∫ t0 h(s,W )dW (s)⟩ = ∫ t0 ⟨f(τ,W )h(τ,W )⟩dτ for non -
anticipating functions f(τ,W ) and h(τ,W ) (or adapted processes) (see
appendix B)
2Note non-anticipating essentially means the function has no functional or otherwise de-
pendence on future values of the Wiener process.
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Thus the expected value of ∆WE(t) is
⟨∆WE(t)⟩ = 3∑
i=1 qEi (mγ ) vi(0) [1 − e− γm t]+ qEi (ui + ( 1
γ
) qEi) [t + (m
γ
) e− γm t − (m
γ
)] ,
(3.17)
which to first order in small time t will give
⟨∆WE(t)⟩ =∑
i
qEivi(0)t where t is small , (3.18)
while the expectation of ∆W(t) follows from 3.17 and the results on the previous
page as (when we reintroduce g)
⟨∆W(t)⟩ =∑
i
1
2
mv2i (0) (e−2 γm t − 1) + 12m(u2i + ( qγEi)2)(1 − e− γm t)2
+mui q
γ
Ei (1 − e− γm t)2 +mvi(0) (ui + q
γ
Ei)(e− γm t − e−2 γm t)
+ 1
2m
∫ t
0
e−2 γm (t−τ)g(τ)dτ ,
(3.19)
which to first order in small t gives
⟨∆W(t)⟩ = 3∑
i=1 [vi(0) ((ui − vi(0))γ + qEi) − g(0)2m ] t , (3.20)
where the potential importance of the neutrals is apparent by the presence of
the correlation strength g(0) containing term and friction factor γ containing
term. In fact we have that:
⟨∆W(t) −∆WE(t)⟩ = ⟨∆W(t)⟩ − ⟨∆WE(t)⟩ =∑
i
[γvi(0) (ui − vi(0)) − g(0)
2m
] t
(3.21)
If we now treat the initial velocity of the ion v⃗(0) as a random variable with
expected velocity ⟨v⃗(0)⟩ = u⃗ + δv⃗ with δv⃗ being very small when measured in-
terms of units of u⃗ ( and with u⃗ > δv⃗ component-wise). And assuming the ion
is initially in thermal equilibrium with the neutrals (i.e. ⟨v2i (0)⟩ = (kBT ) /m by
the equipartition theorem) we have for these small times essentially that
⟨⟨∆W(t) −∆WE(t)⟩⟩ ≈∑
i
[γui (ui + δvi) − (γ kBT
m
+ g(0)
2m
)] t . (3.22)
So that even for ions that may start of with a slightly different initial velocity on
average from that of the neutrals the friction and binary collision effects cannot
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be considered negligible. In fact if we are interested in getting a sense for the
potential physical scale associated with the effects of the correlation strength
and friction factor we can follow the assumption in Yu.Li.Klimontovich book
“Statistical theory of open systems” and use an Einstein fluctuation dissipation
relation g(0) = 2γ (kBT ) /m, as well as follow Frank. H. Shu’s book’s “The
physics of Astrophysics: Gas Dynamics ” reasoning and set γ = νµ where ν is
the collision frequency between the ion and neutrals and µ the effective mass in
an ion-neutral collision. We would then get that
⟨⟨∆W(t) −∆WE(t)⟩⟩ ≈ 3∑
i=1νµ [ui (ui + δvi) − 2kBTm ] t , (3.23)
which clearly shows the importance of knowing how neutrals interact with the
ions (or at least how frequently in this case) and the relevance of that informa-
tion.
3.4 Deriving an Equation for the Distribution
of the Ion System and its Momentum Con-
servation
We can in-fact derive more information from the simple stochastic differential
equation 3.8 , by using it to generate the equation of motion for a one particle
probability distribution p(x⃗, v⃗, t) for a collection of ions with their dynamics
specified by the very same stochastic differential equation. This probability dis-
tribution would give the probability of finding an ion with position and velocity
located in the region (x⃗, x⃗ + dx⃗) with velocity in the range (v⃗, v⃗ + dv⃗) by
p(x⃗, v⃗, t)d3xd3v . (3.24)
In addition we can use this to derive a distribution and an equation for its
evolution, for the collection of ions by multiplying it with the number of ions in
the system. We could then use that to determine the conservation of momentum
equation for the ions, which can be used to determine the origin of thrust for
system with respect to the influence of the ions. To begin with the stochastic
differential equations that will be of importance are:
dv⃗(t) = ( q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗))dt + 1
m
√
gdW⃗ (t) (3.25)
dx⃗ = v⃗dt (3.26)
which are of Ito form (due to the simple form of 3.8 the conversion is simple,
see appendix B).
Determining the transition probability
In order to determine one particle probability distribution we must determine
a transition probability (to be defined) which would then allow us to find the
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one particle probability distribution. Hence following [62], consider an arbitrary
function (at least twice differentiable) of x⃗ and v⃗ denoted f(x⃗, v⃗). In order to
eventually relate it to the probability density function we will be interested in
its expected rate of change ⟨df
dt
⟩ at any instant in time for which we can conclude
that [62] ⟨df⟩
dt
= ⟨df
dt
⟩ = d
dt
⟨f⟩ , (3.27)
where the expectation is with respect to the position and velocity random vari-
ables at an instant in time (an arbitrary time). For the right hand side of
equation 3.27 we may assume that (x⃗, v⃗) has a conditional probability distribu-
tion p′(x⃗, v⃗, t∣x⃗0, v⃗0, t0), with initial time t0 and possible starting values (x⃗0, v⃗0),
such that the following holds [62]
d
dt
⟨f⟩ =∭ ∭ d3xd3vf(x⃗, v⃗) ∂
∂t
p′(x⃗, v⃗, t∣x⃗0, v⃗0, t0) , (3.28)
where integration is over the velocity and position variables. p′(x⃗, v⃗, t∣x⃗0, v⃗0, t0)
may be interpreted as a transition probability distribution between the states
when a particle start of at time t0 with initial values (x⃗0, v⃗0) but ends up at(x⃗, v⃗) at time t.
For the left hand side of equation 3.27 we get using Ito’s change of variable
formula, the stochastic differential equations 3.26 and the multiplicative and
expectation properties for the differentials of the Wiener process that (see ap-
pendix B)
df = {(∇x⃗f) ⋅ v⃗ + (∇v⃗f) ⋅ [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗)] + 1
2m2
g (∇2v⃗f)}dt
+ (∇v⃗f) ⋅ 1
m
√
gdW⃗ (t) . (3.29)
So that the expectation of this differential is then given by
⟨df⟩ = ⟨(∇x⃗f) ⋅ v⃗ + (∇v⃗f) ⋅ [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗)] + 1
2m2
g (∇2v⃗f)⟩dt , (3.30)
where dW⃗ (t) has expectation equal to 0 (and ∇v⃗f is measurable w.r.t. to the
filtration of the Wiener process W⃗ (t)). Consequently we then have that:
⟨df⟩
dt
=∭ ∭ d3xd3v {(∇x⃗f) ⋅ v⃗ + (∇v⃗f) ⋅ [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗)]
+ 1
2m2
g (∇2v⃗f)⟩}p′(x⃗, v⃗, t∣x⃗0, v⃗0, t0) . (3.31)
Using the following integration by parts formulas (see for instance [63]) and
Fubini’s integration theorem (i.e. change of order of integration), to put the
equation in more interpretable form:
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1.
∭
V
d3x (∇x⃗f) ⋅ v⃗p′ =∬
∂V
f (v⃗p′ ⋅ nˆx)dAx −∭
V
f∇x⃗ ⋅ (v⃗p′)d3x (3.32)
where nˆx is the unit normal of the boundary ∂V of the integration domain
V , and the area measure on the boundary is denoted dAx.
2.
∭
Ω
d3v (∇v⃗f) ⋅ (F⃗ (v⃗)p′) =∬
∂Ω
f (F⃗ (v⃗)p′ ⋅ nˆv)dAv
−∭
Ω
f∇v⃗ ⋅ (F⃗ (v⃗)p′)d3v (3.33)
where nˆv is the unit normal of the boundary ∂Ω of the integration domain
Ω, and the area measure on the boundary is denoted dAv while F⃗ (v⃗) is a
vector field dependent on the vector field v⃗.
3.
∭
Ω
d3vhp′ (∇2v⃗f) =∬
∂Ω
hp′ ([∇v⃗f] ⋅ nˆv)dAv
−∭
Ω
[∇v⃗ (hp′)] ⋅ [∇v⃗f]d3v (3.34)
where h is an arbitrary scalar function not dependent on v⃗. However, if
we note that
∭
Ω
d3vf∇2v⃗ (hp′) =∬
∂Ω
f ([∇v⃗ (hp′)] ⋅ nˆv)dAv
−∭
Ω
[∇v⃗ (hp′)] ⋅ [∇v⃗f]d3v (3.35)
it will follow on combining these two expressions to eliminate the common
term that:
∭
Ω
d3vhp′ (∇2v⃗f) =∬
∂Ω
hp′ ([∇v⃗f] ⋅ nˆv)dAv
+∭
Ω
d3vf∇2v⃗ (hp′) −∬
∂Ω
f ([∇v⃗ (hp′)] ⋅ nˆv)dAv (3.36)
where ∇2v⃗ ≡ ∇v⃗ ⋅ ∇v⃗.
If we now attach the following boundary conditions:
1. v⃗ ⋅ nˆx = 0 on some parts of ∂V while p′ = 0 on ∂V where v⃗ ⋅ nˆx ≠ 0. As in
the case when ions stick to a surface or are never allowed to be near an
electrode of the same polarity.
2. p′ = 0 on ∂Ω with ∇v⃗p′ = 0 on ∂Ω. Where for clarity we pick Ω to be all
possible velocities.
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all the boundary terms get set to zero and then the left hand side of expression
3.27 reduces to
⟨df⟩
dt
= −∭ ∭ d3xd3v {(∇x⃗p′) ⋅ v⃗ + (∇v⃗p′) ⋅ [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗)]
− 1
2m2
g (∇2v⃗p′) − 3 γmp′} f(x⃗, v⃗, t) . (3.37)
Thus we have the Fokker-Planck like equation, since f(x⃗, v⃗, t) was chosen to be
arbitrary:
∂
∂t
p′ + v⃗ ⋅ ∇x⃗p′ = − [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗)] ⋅ ∇v⃗p′ + 1
2m2
g (∇2v⃗p′) + 3 γmp′ . (3.38)
Deriving the one particle probability distribution
Recall that p′ is a conditional probability distribution dependent on the possible
initial starting location and velocities (x⃗0, v⃗0). Consequently if the probability
distribution for the initial starting location and velocities is given by say
p0(x⃗0, v⃗0) at time t0 (3.39)
and assuming it is compatible with the boundary conditions. It would follow
that the one particle probability distribution p(x⃗, v⃗, t) (see equation 3.24) is
given by
p(x⃗, v⃗, t) = p′(x⃗, v⃗, t∣x⃗0, v⃗0, t0)p0(x⃗0, v⃗0) (3.40)
and as a consequence it follows that the equation of motion for it can be derived
by multiplying both sides of equation 3.38 by p0. And as a result we are left
with
∂
∂t
p + v⃗ ⋅ ∇x⃗p = − [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗)] ⋅ ∇v⃗p + 1
2m2
g (∇2v⃗p) + 3 γmp . (3.41)
Deriving the ion system’s one particle distribution
Now assuming the particle number N of ions in the hypothetical system to be
conserved (for simplicity) we could define the distribution by (see chapters 4
and 5)
F (x⃗, v⃗, t) = Np(x⃗, v⃗, t) . (3.42)
And as a result its equation of motion would follow as
∂
∂t
F + v⃗ ⋅ ∇x⃗F = − [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗)] ⋅ ∇v⃗F + 1
2m2
g (∇2v⃗F ) + 3 γmF . (3.43)
One could then follow the steps outlined in appendix A to generate the conser-
vation of momentum equation for the ions.
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Conservation of momentum equation
In order to derive the conservation of momentum equation for the ions we mul-
tiply both sides of the equation 3.43 by mv⃗, integrate over velocity and use the
definitions and identifications in appendix A to have the left hand side give
∂
∂t
(ρ(x⃗, t)v⃗ave(x⃗, t)) +∇ ⋅ (P (x⃗, t)) . (3.44)
Where P is a “pressure tensor” [64, p. 158] defined by
P (x⃗, t) =∭
Ω
d3vmvvF = ρ⟨vv⟩v⃗ . (3.45)
While for the right hand side using the integration by parts formulas, see [63]:
1.
−∭
Ω
d3vmvi [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗)] ⋅ ∇v⃗F =
∭
Ω
∇v⃗ ⋅ {mvi [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗)]}F
−∬
∂Ω
dAv {mvi [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗)] ⋅ nˆv}F (3.46)
where vi is the i’th component of v⃗ and Ω is the integration domain with
boundary ∂Ω. And for which we have
∇v⃗ ⋅ {mvi [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ − u⃗)]} =m [ q
m
Ei − γ
m
(vi − ui)]
−mvi3 γ
m
(3.47)
2.
∭
Ω
d3vmvi
1
2m2
g (∇2v⃗F ) = −∭
Ω
d3v∇v⃗mvi 1
2m2
g ⋅ ∇v⃗F
+∬
∂Ω
dAvmvi
1
2m2
g∇v⃗F ⋅ nˆv (3.48)
However since,
∭
Ω
d3vF∇2v⃗ (mvi 12m2 g) = −∭Ω d3v∇v⃗mvi 12m2 g ⋅ ∇v⃗F+∬
∂Ω
dAvF∇v⃗ (mvi 1
2m2
g) ⋅ nˆv (3.49)
we have on eliminating the common term that
∭
Ω
d3vmvi
1
2m2
g (∇2v⃗F ) =∬
∂Ω
dAvmvi
1
2m2
g∇v⃗F ⋅ nˆv
+∭
Ω
d3vF∇2v⃗ (mvi 12m2 g) −∬∂Ω dAvF∇v⃗ (mvi 12m2 g) ⋅ nˆv (3.50)
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note that: ∇2v⃗ (mvi 12m2 g) = 0 (3.51)
3. ∭
Ω
d3vmv⃗3
γ
m
F = 3 γ
m
ρv⃗ave (3.52)
and then impose the boundary conditions on F that follow from those on p we
would then get [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ave − u⃗)]ρ (3.53)
since F = 0 and ∇v⃗F = 0⃗ on ∂Ω. So that the conservation of momentum equation
for the ions then becomes
∂
∂t
(ρv⃗ave) +∇ ⋅ P = [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ave − u⃗)]ρ , (3.54)
where it shouldn’t be too difficult to see that its boundary conditions would
follow from those imposed on F . However, if we follow appendix A and note
that for the random velocity v⃗ we can decompose it as
v⃗ = c⃗ + v⃗ave , (3.55)
where c⃗ is a “new” random variable. The distribution will change as
F (x⃗, v⃗, t)Ð→ F (x⃗, c⃗ + v⃗ave, t) ≡ F ′(x⃗, c⃗, t) , (3.56)
since the Jacobian is unity and we would have
0⃗ =∭ d3cc⃗F ′ . (3.57)
Consequently we can re-write the pressure tensor term P by defining the relative
quantity p
p =∭
Ω
d3cF ′mcc = ρ⟨cc⟩c⃗ . (3.58)
Hence we would have
P =∭
Ω
d3vmvvF =∭
Ω
d3cF ′m(c + vave)(c + vave) = p + ρvavevave , (3.59)
and thus the conservation equation would follow as
∂
∂t
(ρv⃗ave) +∇ ⋅ (ρvavevave) = −∇ ⋅ p + [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ave − u⃗)]ρ . (3.60)
From which one can then identify −p as a stress term and [ q
m
E⃗ − γ
m
(v⃗ave − u⃗)]ρ
as a momentum source. In this way we see how we can go from single particle
dynamics to the equation of motion of a distribution of particles to the conser-
vation of momentum for those particles and consequently use that to calculate
the component of thrust delivered by these particles. Thereby tying this chapter
in with chapter 2 and motivating the use of a statistical description for a many
“particle” system.
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Chapter 4
Classical Non-Equilibrium
Statistical Mechanics
In this section the Liouville equation describing the evolution of a system’s
phase-space density of states distribution will be introduced and how one can
eventually generate conservation equations from this fundamental equation us-
ing the one-particle distribution derived from it. We begin with the classical case
as the quantum approach also introduced in this thesis has many results and
techniques similar to the classical case and hence will allow one to appreciate
the quantum approach with less effort.
4.1 The Liouville Equation
In this subsection the Liouville equation will be introduced. The Louville equa-
tion is of fundamental importance to classical non-equilibrium statistical me-
chanics. The Louville equation describes the evolution of the density of phase
space states of a system of “particles” and contains all information necessary for
the derivation of conservation equations and predictions of expected behaviour
for the system.
Consider a system of N particles (with no internal degrees of freedom) whose
behaviour and interactions can be described using classical Hamiltonian mechan-
ics. Due to the fact that the particles obey classical mechanics we know that the
system can be modelled by trajectories in 6N - dimensional phase space ( often
denoted by ΓN ) where the trajectories are determined by Hamilton’s equations
and the co-ordinate, position and conjugate momenta, of each of the particles
represent the (microscopic) state of the system at the time of evolution. See
Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.1: Snap shot of an Ensemble of a N particle system in a representation
of ΓN space for a two dimensional system [2, p. 20]
However, even though all the unique trajectories are calculable in theory for
a finite number of particles with initial conditions given [2, p. 20] the actual
computer aided computation would be expected to be extremely infeasible due
to the large computation resources required. In addition, even when a physical
system is closed as above (no change in particle number) two problems are
almost always present:
1. The initial conditions are often not known with certainty due to external
interference (and noise) i.e. the external environment will interact with
the system and may introduce randomness.
2. There is always inherent initial conditions measurement uncertainty (even
when external environment interference on the measurements can be com-
pensated for).
The best one can potentially do with regards to the description of the initial
information is to determine a phase-space density of states distribution of the
initial states, or equivalently its total particle normalized counterpart a phase-
space probability distribution of the possible initial states.
Consequently, if one was able to generate an equation of motion for the phase-
space density of states distribution, one could retrieve an acceptable amount
of information for description of expected behaviour of the system and those
similar to it, based on what was initially possible.
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As it turns out such an equation exists and can be derived using a number
of approaches (for a closed system) [2, 65] . In particular if we denote the N -
particle phase-space density distribution of states at time t by FN(z⃗1, ..., z⃗N ; t)
where z⃗ = (q⃗, p⃗) (the position and conjugate momentum pair of a particle) for a
system of identical particles 1. Let {f, g}sys denote the Poisson bracket for the
system i.e. {f, g}sys ∶= 3N∑
i=1( ∂f∂qi ∂g∂pi − ∂g∂qi ∂f∂pi ) (4.1)
where i runs over all the canonical co-ordinates. And let H denote the Hamil-
tonian of the system, it then follows that the required equation is given by:
∂
∂t
FN + {FN ,H}sys = 0 , (4.2)
which is a partial differential equation for which the initial conditions are de-
termined from the initial distribution FN(z⃗1, ..., z⃗N ; 0). Additional boundary
conditions could be imposed to help select a particular solution. In-terms of
the interpretation of the distribution one can for a system with constant num-
ber of particles divide the distribution by the number of particles to generate a
probability distribution from which one can calculate expectations in a normal
probabilistic manner.
4.2 Reduced Distributions and BBGKY Hierar-
chy
In this section reduced distributions of the N -particle distribution and the hi-
erarchy of equations coupling them together the BBGKY hierarchy will be in-
troduced. BBGKY is named after N.N. Bogoliubov, M. Born, H.S. Green and
G. Kirkwood and J. Yvon [64].
4.2.1 Reduced Distributions
It has probably become obvious to the reader that solving the Liouville equation
could also be impractical and difficult due to the number of variables involved
for a large system. In addition although the Liouville equation’s solution would
be, practically speaking, more flexible and useful it would still contain a tremen-
dous amount of information unnecessary for an acceptable understanding of the
system’s momentum and energy conservation.
In particular, a one-particle phase-space probability distribution for each par-
ticle species of a system consisting of many would posses a sufficient amount
of information about the system to determine expected number density and
expected energy density [64, p. 158],[66, 67] . For example if the number of
1In order to keep notation clean and not unnecessarily introduce complication with inter-
pretation
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particles is given by N we could determine the expected number density n(q⃗; t)
by [64, p. 158]
n(q⃗; t) = N ∫ d3pf1(q⃗, p⃗; t) , (4.3)
where f1(q⃗, p⃗; t) is the one-particle phase-space probability distribution.
The one-particle distribution f1 is in fact a “reduced distribution” of the N
- particle distribution 1
N
FN and can be derived from it. Any reduced s - par-
ticle distribution fs (s = 1, ...,N) can be derived from the N - particle system
using the definition for reduced s - particle distributions [64, p. 37],[68, p. 192]
and [69]:
fs = N !(N − s)! ∫ dxs+1...dxNFN(x1, ..., xs, xs+1, ..., xN) (4.4)
where dxi is short for d
3qid
3pi and xi ≡ (q⃗i, p⃗i). Due to the particle exchange
symmetry (among particles of the same species if it were generalized to system
with different types of particles) of the N -particle distribution this definition
is equivalent to any other definition where other phase-variables may have been
integrated over, see for instance [68, p. 192], [70, 69].
4.2.2 The BBGKY Hierarchy
Having the definition of the reduced distributions the next consideration is the
question of whether equations for these are derivable from the N - particle
distribution. Fortunately, equations are derivable for each of the reduced distri-
butions by successively integrating the Liouville equation over more and more
phase-variable pairs, (q⃗, p⃗), and using the definition of the reduced distributions
to create a system of equations. However, every equation for a particular s -
particle distribution is coupled (dependent) on a s + 1 - particle distribution
(or distributions for many particle species type systems) [68, p. 192],[70, 69].
The system of these N equations is referred to as the BBGKY Hierarchy and
it couples the one-particle distribution through its equation to the two-particle
distribution. Successive s-particle distributions are intern coupled to other s+1
distributions until the N − 1-particle distribution is finally coupled to the N -
particle distribution. In particular for a Hamiltonian H of the form:
H = N∑
i=1
p2i
2m
+ 1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j≠iΦij (4.5)
where the potential Φij = Φ(∣q⃗i − q⃗j ∣), the BBGKY Hierarchy can be written
down as [64, p. 82] :
( ∂
∂t
− Lˆs) fs + (N − s) i=s∑
i=1
∂
∂p⃗i
⋅ ∫ dq⃗s+1dp⃗s+1 [− ∂
∂q⃗i
Φis+1] fs+1 = 0 (4.6)
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where [64, p. 80]
Lˆs = s∑
j=1
p⃗j
m
⋅ ∂
∂q⃗j
+ s∑
i=1
s∑
j=1
i<j
∂
∂q⃗i
φij ⋅ { ∂
∂p⃗i
− ∂
∂p⃗j
} . (4.7)
The BBGKY Hierarchy’s usefulness, apart from producing equations for the
reduced distributions, lies in the observation that often the higher order distri-
butions are to very good approximation functionally dependent on lower order
distributions, thereby closing the system of equations by using the lower order
distributions. This would allow for consistent derivation of results associated
with the lower order distributions and description of the system with only lower
order distributions. Such as in the case of the Boltzmann Equation [71] which
is a functional equation only dependent on the one-particle distributions of the
system, and naturally derived for short range potentials in the regime of “weak
coupling” (which will be defined in chapter 8) [72, 68].
Another functionality of members of the Hierarchy is that although in this case
they were argued to be derived for a closed conserved system one can in practice
often augment them to account for openness or reactions [73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78].
As for example when the Boltzmann Equation has ionization or reaction terms
included [76, 79] , resulting from the intuitive interpretation of these equations
and the need to introduce openness or reactions.
Finally, the one-particle reduced distribution’s equation can be used to pro-
duce conservation equations, which are of primary interest to this dissertation
aim of setting up a strategy to model thrust.
4.3 Derivation of Conservation Equations
In this section the reader will be introduced to the connection between the equa-
tion for the one-particle distribution generated from the Liouville equation or
through some other means and the conservation equations which can be derived
from them. The conservation equations are of fundamental importance to this
dissertation as they would be used to model and predict the thrust of the system
as well as model transport phenomena necessary for determination of efficiency.
Fortunately, all the necessary conservation equations can be derived from the
one-particle distribution’s equation. In fact when we consider a some-what
generic one-particle distribution equation given by: (for a particular species i of
a system of different species collectively denoted by S)
∂
∂t
F i1(q⃗, p⃗, t) + p⃗m ⋅ ∂∂q⃗ F i1(q⃗, p⃗, t) + F⃗ ⋅ ∂∂p⃗F i1(q⃗, p⃗, t) = (∂F i1∂t )
coll
[S] (4.8)
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where in-terms of reduced distributions F i1 = Nf i1. When using p⃗ = mv⃗ it can
also be given by
∂
∂t
F i1(q⃗, v⃗, t) + v⃗ ⋅ ∂∂q⃗ F i1(q⃗, v⃗, t) + F⃗m ⋅ ∂∂v⃗ F i1(q⃗, v⃗, t) = (∂F i1∂t )
coll
[S] (4.9)
where F⃗ is an externally applied force and the collision term:
(∂F i1
∂t
)
coll
[S] , (4.10)
will represent a model for the change in the distribution not associated with
the effects of externally applied forces but due to the mutual interactions be-
tween particles. The collision term plays a central role in determining how
momentum, energy and particle conservation can be accommodated in a sys-
tem composed of many particles and species of particles. The collision term
can be some approximation of what would be derived in manufacturing the
BBGKY hierarchy, thereby taking into account classical coupling between the
different species, but can also be of modified form to include re-actions or ion-
ization [73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. Ultimately the collision term is responsible
for predicting the form of the stress tensor, heat flux and particle sources for a
system and is therefore fundamental to a model describing a thruster’s sources
of thrust. The one particle distribution also has the advantage of being able
to describe turbulence and shock wave phenomena which must be introduced
in an effective and discontinuous way , respectively, for conservation equations
[80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. Consequently, although macroscopic conservation equations
are used to model and explain the sources of thrust for a thruster the use of the
one particle distribution is fundamental to the production of an accurate model.
We can begin to derive the conservation equations by first associating some
of the moments of the one-particle distribution with the appropriate transport
quantities namely [64, p. 158],[66, 67]:
1. particle number density for species i:
ni(q⃗, t) = ∫ d3vF i1(q⃗, v⃗, t) (4.11)
2. momentum density for species i:
mini(q⃗, t)u⃗i(q⃗, t) = ∫ d3vv⃗F i1(q⃗, v⃗, t) (4.12)
3. kinetic energy density for species i:
iK(q⃗, t) = ∫ d3v (12miv2)F i1(q⃗, v⃗, t) = ni(q⃗, t)⟨12miv2⟩ (4.13)
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where with the fluid velocity (average velocity):
u⃗i(q⃗, t) = ∫ d3vv⃗F i1(q⃗, v⃗, t)∫ d3vF i1(q⃗, v⃗, t) = ⟨v⃗i⟩ (4.14)
we can define the specular velocity c⃗ with v⃗ = u⃗ + c⃗ allowing us to define the
“Kinetic Temperature” T i relative to u⃗ by:
3kBT
i
mi
= ⟨(v⃗ − ⟨v⃗⟩)2⟩ (4.15)
which when a system consists of particles (no internal degrees of freedom) can
agree with the thermodynamic temperature (see [64, p. 161]), for which a conser-
vation equation can be derived as well with a simple change of variables. With
these definitions in place it is possible to derive conservation equations. The
actual derivation of conservation equations from the one particle distribution
are outlined in the appendix A, however conservation equations are presented
here in generic form for a species i ∈ S :
Particle Number density Conservation Equation
∂
∂t
ni + ∂
∂q⃗
⋅ (niu⃗i) = J in[S] (4.16)
where J in[S] is some source term. These equations would be important for
estimating net current flows while the source terms would give information
on the constitutive equations/sources of the current flows, for example
temperature gradients leading to current drifts.
Momentum density Conservation Equation
∂
∂t
(ρiu⃗i) + ∂
∂q⃗
⋅ (ρiuiui) = J⃗ inu⃗[S] where ρi(q⃗, t) =mini(q⃗, t) (4.17)
where J⃗ inu⃗[S] is some source term. This particular equation would be
essential for deriving the thrust expressions from chapter two. The form
of a collision term model and its dependence on the different distributions
describing the system would ultimately determine the form of the stress
applied by a plasma on the thruster in chapter two, thereby allowing one
to estimate the thrust.
Energy density Conservation Equation
∂
∂t
EiK + ∂∂q⃗ ⋅ (u⃗iEiK) = JEK [S] (4.18)
where JEK [S] is some source term. These equations would be important
for determining energy efficiency or energy consumption by the system
while the source term would give constitutive equations/sources of energy
flows.
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One can also produce conservation equations for the entropy of the system how-
ever it was not included in the current study. It should be noted that many more
conservation equations can be derived for other transport/conserved quantities
or moments of the one-particle distribution other than those listed here, see for
instance [85].
Boundary conditions for the conservation equations can be derived from the
boundary conditions on the one-particle distribution [86, 85], but details sur-
rounding this is outside the scope of this dissertation. However the reader is
referred to [87] for details surrounding the construction of some what generic
boundary models and equations.
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Chapter 5
Quantum Non-Equilibrium
Statistical Mechanics
In this chapter the Wigner-Weyl (or “phase-space”) form of quantum mechanics
will be introduced with its implementation in Non-equilibrium Statistical Me-
chanics outlined.
Introducing this representation of quantum mechanics may seem odd, but due to
the content of the chapter 8 it transpired that there is a possible non-negligible
quantum coupling in the CORION system near the needle exit which would
require the introduction of quantum mechanics. The Wigner-Weyl (or “phase-
space”) form of quantum mechanics is particularly useful as it allows methods
from the previous chapters to be employed while ensuring a physically correct
method of description. In fact the reason for introducing the reader to this
representation of quantum mechanics lies in its similarity to the classical non-
equilibrium statistical mechanics of the previous chapter. The similarity allows
for the generation of conservation equations in a way similar to that of the classi-
cal technique, thus allowing for consistent interpretation of the thrust modelling
process from both a quantum and classical level.
This form of quantum mechanics is also particularly well suited to the study of
the classical limit and de-coherence according to the reference [88].
The structure of this chapter is as follows. Firstly, the Von Neumann’s den-
sity operator will be introduced and its equation of motion given which will be
the quantum equivalent to the Liouville equation .
Secondly, we will introduce a transform, termed the “Wigner Transform” in
this dissertation, of an operator and the use of the Groenewold’s ⋆ - star prod-
uct to help express the Wigner function of a product of operators.
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Thirdly, we will introduce the Wigner distribution function for the Wigner
Transform of the Von Neumann’s density matrix. And then present some of
this real function’s properties and how it is used as a quasi-probability distri-
bution function to calculate system expectations and properties. The reduced
Wigner distributions will also be introduced.
Fourthly, the equation of motion for the Wigner distribution will be given from
which the Liouville equation may be retrieved in the classical limit h̵→ 0.
Finally, the BBGKY hierarchy like system of equations will be put forward
and how conservation equations could be derived from these.
One reference was found to be extremely practical as it side stepped the second
quantization approach normally adopted to describe exchange effects (effects of
boson or fermion system symmetry requirements) and should be considered by
the interested reader, namely “Wigner Method in Quantum Statistical Mechan-
ics” see [89].
5.1 Von Neumann Density Operator
In this section the Von Neumann density operator (also called the density op-
erator) will be defined and its equation of motion given. The Von-Neumann
density operator and its equation of motion is fundamental to quantum non-
equilibrium statistical mechanics and essential to the derivation of the Wigner
distribution.
Consider an arbitrary quantum mechanical system with Hamiltonian H(t). Al-
though the pure state 1 , in Dirac notation, ∣φi(t)⟩ (i an index for pure state)
of the system corresponding to the particular Hamiltonian H(t) and its evolu-
tion can in principle be found from Schro¨dinger’s equation, it is in practice not
always possible to assert in what pure state (namely one of the possible ∣φ(t)i⟩)
a real system may be due to a lack of knowledge or experimental uncertainty.
Instead what is usually known are the possible pure states ∣φi(t)⟩ (where i in-
dexes the possible states) and the probability ωi of their occurrence within the
physical set-up.
Consequently, in-order to calculate the expectation value of any of the sys-
tem’s operators A we would have to take double expectation namely [90],[68,
p. 27] : ⟨A⟩ =∑
i
ωi⟨φi∣A∣φi⟩ , (5.1)
1A pure state is any member of the Hilbert space for the system described by the Hamilto-
nian H(t) and therefore includes eigenstates and their superposition. In other words a system
is in a pure state if we know exactly what state it is in.
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which with respect to an orthonormal basis {∣un⟩} on which all the pure states
are defined have
⟨A⟩ =∑
i
∑
n
∑
m
ωi⟨φi∣un⟩⟨un∣A∣um⟩⟨um∣φi⟩
=∑
i
∑
n
∑
m
⟨um∣φi⟩ωi⟨φi∣un⟩Anm
=∑
n
∑
m
⟨um∣ [∑
i
∣φi⟩ωi⟨φi∣] ∣un⟩Anm
≡∑
n
∑
m
ρmnAnm = Tr (ρˆA)
(5.2)
where ρˆ ≡ ∑i ∣φi⟩ωi⟨φi∣ is the Von Neumann density operator and Tr stand for
trace relative to an arbitrary orthonormal basis. With this it becomes apparent
that if we know the density operator at any time we can calculate the expectation
of any operator A using: ⟨A⟩ = Tr (ρˆA) (5.3)
The problem is that we need to know ρˆ at each time while in practice all that
may be available are the initial conditions ωi(0) and ∣φi(0)⟩ due to external
conditions and experimental uncertainty. Fortunately an equation for the Von
Neumann density operator ρˆ exists regardless of whether the Hamiltonian H of
the system is time-dependent given by application of the Heisenberg equation
of motion for operators [72, p. 49],[68, p. 40] :
ih̵
∂
∂t
ρˆ = [H, ρˆ] (5.4)
where [H, ρˆ] = Hρˆ − ρˆH is the commutator, thus allowing the density operator
to be specified at all instants in time using the initial conditions. As can be
seen, knowing the Von Neumann density operator and its equation of motion
will allow calculation of any expected quantity pertinent to the understanding
of the system.
5.2 Wigner Transform and ⋆ - product
In this section, the Wigner transform and ⋆-product will be introduced. Both
are essential to the definition of the Wigner distribution function and derivation
of its equation of motion. Two versions of the transform will be introduced,
the unsymmetrized and symmetrized version necessary for describing spin-less
systems (to which Boltzmann statistics may be applied) as well as systems with
spin, without having to employ second quantization approaches. Ultimately
the Wigner transform will be used to change representation of the equation of
motion of the Von Neumann density from operator space to a function space to
look and be interpreted like the Liouville equation where we will be able to use
it as in the previous chapter.
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5.2.1 Un-symmetrized Wigner Transform
The un-symmetrized Wigner Transform or Wigner Equivalent (as in [89]), of a
quantum mechanical operator A(R,P ) as a function of position R and momen-
tum P operators in a one-dimensional system with phase-space quantization
and without additional degrees of freedom for the particles in the system (like
spin for example) is denoted by Aw(r, p) and given by [89] :
Aw(r, p) ∶= ∫ dze(ipz)/h̵⟨r − z
2
∣A(R,P )∣r + z
2
⟩ (5.5)
where {∣z⟩} is the un-symmetrized position (or configuration space) basis for the
system and Aw(r, p) represents the Wigner function/equivalent of the operator
A(R,P ), where R and P as operators have been replaced with their c-number
equivalents r and p. If the system is 6n-dimensional in phase space and the
particles are still without additional internal degrees of freedom and only phase
space quantization is required, the operator A will have indexed arguments like
A(Ri, Pj) for example to indicate on what particles it operates and thus the
generalization follows as [64, p. 352],[89] :
Aw(ri, pi) ∶= ∫ dz1...dznexp⎛⎝(i n∑j=1pjzj)/h̵⎞⎠×⟨r1 − z1
2
, ..., rn − zn
2
∣A(Ri, Pi)∣r1 + z1
2
, ..., rn + zn
2
⟩ (5.6)
where {∣z1, ..., zn⟩} is the un-symmetrized position basis for the system and each
zi, ri and pi is a three vector position and momentum with Ri and Pj being the
equivalent operators to the vectors ri and pi.
5.2.2 ⋆ - star operator for un-symmetrized spaces
Often, one is interested in the Wigner equivalent of a product of operators AB
where A and B are composed of momentum and position operators. Groenewold
discovered an operator termed the ⋆ - star operator [91] that would allow one
to combine the Wigner equivalents of A and B in a convenient way (for quan-
tized phase space) and take into account the possible non-commutativity of the
operators A and B. To summarize, we would have for an n-particle system that
the Wigner equivalent of the product AB is given by [89, 92](AB)w = Aw ⋆Bw , (5.7)
where ⋆ ∶= exp (h̵Λ/(2i)) , (5.8)
is an operator acting on the respective Wigner functions on its series expansion
and by using
Λ ≡ n∑
j=1
←ÐÐ
∂
∂pj
ÐÐ→
∂
∂rj
−←ÐÐ∂
∂rj
ÐÐ→
∂
∂pj
(5.9)
where the arrows indicate on which function, either Aw or Bw, the partial
differential operator should act.
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5.2.3 Symmetrized Wigner Transform
Although the Wigner equivalent so far has been defined using un-symmetrized
basis, when dealing with physical systems consisting of fermions and bosons the
bases must posses the appropriate particle exchange symmetry to reflect the
physical symmetry of the system [89]. This must be the case even when there
is no spin coupling i.e. explicit introduction of this degree of freedom and its
quantization.
Consequently one is lead to the notion of a symmetric (or symmetrized) Wigner
equivalent of an operator, in this case when only phase-space is quantized
[89, 93]. To demonstrate this consider a system of n fermions or bosons i.e.
6n dimensional in phase space when ignoring spin 2. A position basis for such
a system could generically be written as [89]
∣r⃗⟩θ ∶= ∣r⃗1, ..., r⃗n⟩θ ∶= (N !) 12 ∑
P
θ∣P ∣∣r⃗P (1), ..., r⃗P (n)⟩ , (5.10)
where N ! ≡ n! and where the summation is over the different permutations P of
r⃗1, ..., r⃗n, ∣P ∣ is the parity of P , and θ is 1 for bosons and −1 for fermions.
As a result the symmetrical Wigner equivalent of an operator A of the sys-
tem would be given by [89]
Aθw ∶= ∫ dz⃗ (eip⃗⋅z⃗/h̵) θ⟨r⃗ − z⃗2 ∣A∣r⃗ + z⃗2 ⟩θ/N ! , (5.11)
where concise notation has been used namely; dz⃗ = dz⃗1...dz⃗n = d3z1...d3zn and
p⃗ ⋅ z⃗ = ∑ni=1 p⃗i ⋅ z⃗i , the ⋅ between p⃗i and z⃗i being the usual Euclidean inner (dot)
product between the two vectors.
5.2.4 Extending the star product to symmetrized Wigner
Functions
The ⋆ - product can again be applied to symmetrized Wigner Functions provided
that:
1. When applying the ⋆ - product it is necessary to ensure that the opera-
tors which are to be individually transformed and correspond to observ-
able quantities first be written down according to the Weyl-ordering (also
called completely symmetric ordering) [94]. This ensures that the Weyl-
Correspondence [88, p. 6],[72, p. 16] for Hermitian operators holds (for 6n
dimensional phase-space)
Aˆ = ( 1
2pih̵
)6n ∫ dq⃗dp⃗dε⃗dη⃗ exp (iε⃗ ⋅ (qˆ − q⃗) + iη⃗ (pˆ − p⃗))A(ε⃗, η⃗) , (5.12)
2Not mixed as this generalization could be built from appropriate basis for such a mixture
but would make notation messy and detract from the overall idea.
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where A is the phase-space equivalent of the operator Aˆ, qˆ and pˆ are the
operator equivalents of the vectors q⃗ and p⃗ and concise notation (section
5.2.3) has once again been used. According to this convention it would
then follow that the Wigner-Map [88, p. 22],[92, 89]
A(r⃗, p⃗) = ∫ dz⃗ exp (ip⃗ ⋅ z⃗/h̵) ⟨r⃗ − z⃗
2
∣Aˆ∣r⃗ + z⃗
2
⟩ , (5.13)
holds (the argument could also be reversed as in [89] )
2. The form of the ⋆ - product and choice of ordering convention are in-
timately connected with one another. This connection is as a result of
the practice of mapping the quantum operator algebra (with its ordering
convention imposed) for its quantum Hilbert space to some corresponding
phase-space function space (referred to as Deformation Quantization [88,
p. 6],[95, 96] ), in a way so that when this mapping is inverted (call this
inverted map W here) the commutator brackets (and or anti-commutator
brackets) of the operators are preserved with respect to the product. That
is, we would want
1
ih̵
[W(f),W(g)] =W (⟦f, g⟧) , (5.14)
where ⟦f, g⟧ = 1
ih̵
(f ⋆ g − g ⋆ f) is the Moyal-Bracket [88, p. 26] for the
commutator andW(f) andW(g) are the quantum operator versions of the
functions f and g. As one can see the goal is to ensure that the algebraic
structure be preserved by the transformation through the specifics of the⋆ - product.
As a result of these two statements, we see that when we impose the symmetry
requirement for the basis it actually serves as an additional requirement on the
Hilbert space of states, but does not have anything to do with the algebra on
the space or the algebra’s ordering convention for Hermitian operators. Conse-
quently the ⋆ - product would not be affected directly in the same way that it
would not affect the operator algebra directly. In conclusion then, we have for
the product of two ordered operators A and B with A at least an observable
(or “symmetrical” according to [89] ) that [using [89]]
(AB)θw = Aθw ⋆Bθw , (5.15)
where A must be “symmetric” otherwise the expression does not easily have this
particular form and we would have to digress and cover a substantial section of
[89].
Note that if spin were to actually be included as an actual degree of freedom
then the ⋆-product would have to be altered.
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5.3 Wigner Distribution Function of the Von
Neumann Density
Now the Wigner Distribution fw for a system of N particles with Von Neumann
density ρˆ is simply (2pih̵)−3N times the Wigner Equivalent of the Von-Neumann
density operator. That is,
fw(r⃗, p⃗) = ( 1
2pih̵
)3N ∫ dz⃗ exp (ip⃗ ⋅ z⃗/h̵) ⟨r⃗ − z⃗
2
∣ρˆ∣r⃗ + z⃗
2
⟩ , (5.16)
where it should be noted that the symmetrized Wigner distribution (denoted
fθw) would follow in the same way, but as a symmetrized Wigner equivalent
instead. Note that when the system is known to be characterized by occupation
of different “quantum mechanical levels” and transition among them is expected,
use of second-quantization is advisable and sometimes more convenient for these
systems [97, 98]. This is due to its ability to more naturally accommodate these
many particle (or level) phenomena.
5.3.1 Properties and use of The Wigner Distribution
In this section two properties of the Wigner distribution function fw neces-
sary for justification of its use as a quasi-probability distribution are introduced
and then the means by which one would use the Wigner distribution will be
presented.
To use the Wigner Distribution function as a quasi-probability distribution
it is necessary to note that it has the following two properties [88, p. 3] :
1. It is real
2. It is bounded (and may be negative in parts of phase space that undermine
the uncertainty principle)
The first property transforms the problem of considering quantum mechanics in
an operator space to considering it in more conventional functional space, while
the second property will force us not to interpret the Wigner distribution as a
true probability distribution. Of practical importance is to know how to use the
Distribution to calculate expectations of an operator A. When not considering
symmetrized basis, it follows directly from the Weyl-Correspondence as:
⟨A⟩ = Tr (ρˆA) = ∫ dr⃗dp⃗Aw(r⃗, p⃗)fw(r⃗, p⃗) (5.17)
however when using symmetrized basis it was shown in [89] that the expectation
of an operator A is conveniently given by:
⟨A⟩ = ∫ dr⃗dp⃗Aw(r⃗, p⃗)fθw(r⃗, p⃗) (5.18)
or (due to the symmetry under permutations of density operator) also:
⟨A⟩ = ∫ dr⃗dp⃗Aθw(r⃗, p⃗)fw(r⃗, p⃗) (5.19)
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where it should be recalled that the superscript θ refers to the symmetrized
Wigner equivalent.
5.3.2 Reduced Distributions
The reduced distributions are introduced in the same way as the classical coun-
terpart and posses the same normalization [72, p. 92],[89]. They follow from the
(symmetrized) Wigner Distribution as (with i ≡ (r⃗i, p⃗i)):
fθs (1, ..., s; t) = N !(N − s)! ∫ dr⃗s+1...dr⃗ndp⃗s+1...dp⃗nfθw (5.20)
where we essentially integrate over all the phase variables except for the first
s that we choose to keep, and have used a “generic normalization” [72, p. 92],[89].
The reduced distributions can be used to calculate expectations of operators
or observables, in the same way as for the Wigner Distribution, that do not de-
pend on more “phase-variables” than those labelled in the reduced distribution
and as a consequence are used for the same reasons as the reduced distributions
from the previous chapter. In fact as will be shown later in Appendix A that the
one-particle distribution f1 can be used to estimate the particle number density,
momentum density and energy density as well as other “moments” not listed.
5.4 Equation of Motion
In this section the equation of motion for the Wigner distribution function
corresponding to the Wigner transform of the Von Neumann density of states
will be presented, which will be of fundamental importance as it will be used
and interpreted as the quantum version of the Liouville equation. In addition
it can be used to generate a quantum version of the BBGKY hierarchy which
could then as in the classical case be used to manufacture an equation for a
one particle distribution used to derive conservation equations similar to the
classical case covered in the previous chapter.
Consider a Hamiltonian H for a system where spin is not important (i.e.
where Boltzmann statistics apply). For such a system we do not need to con-
sider symmetry effects and particle exchange and will, on applying the un-
symmetrized Wigner transform and multiplying by (2pih̵)−3N on both sides of
the equation of motion for the Von-Neumann density operator equation 5.4 and
using the ⋆ - product, that:
ih̵
∂
∂t
fw =Hw ⋆ fw − fw ⋆Hw . (5.21)
For which expanding the ⋆ - product in the limit h̵ → 0 the Liouville equation
is retrieved [99] .
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The case when the system posses symmetry under particle exchange or per-
mutations as for Bosonic or Fermionic systems is not much different. One can
easily show from the tools developed in [89] and the discussion on the ⋆ - prod-
uct previously, that for the Hamiltonian and density of states as symmetric
operators, on taking the Symmetrized Wigner Transform on both sides of the
equation of motion for the Von-Neumann density operator equation 5.4 and
multiplying with (2pih̵)−3N throughout that:
ih̵
∂
∂t
fθw =Hθw ⋆ fθw − fθw ⋆Hθw , (5.22)
where the appropriate symmetrized Wigner Distribution is used as well as the
Symmetrized Wigner equivalent of the Hamiltonian. These two equations act
as the quantum versions of the Liouville equation, with fθw and fw acting as
quantum versions for the N-particle distribution fN from the previous chapter.
Additionally they can be manipulated and used in essentially the same way as in
the previous chapter. Note that depending on the Hamiltonian form, equation
5.22 may reduce to something simpler, specifically when it is “symmetric” as
defined in [89] we have:
ih̵
∂
∂t
fθw =Hw ⋆ fθw − fθw ⋆Hw (5.23)
where we may then interpret fθw as the appropriate “symmetric” solution to the
equation. Alternatively one may keep the (spin-less) un-symmetrized Wigner
distribution and instead symmetrize the Hamiltonian as in [93, 100].
5.5 The Quantum BBGKY Hierarchy
The Quantum BBGKY Hierarchy within the Wigner Distribution framework
is developed in much the same way as that of the classical case (see previous
chapter). That is, by successively integrating the equation of motion of the
Wigner distribution (either equation 5.22 or 5.21) over more and more pairs
of phase variables , (q, p), until one pair is left while using the symmetry of
the Wigner distribution and definition of the reduced distributions to generate
the corresponding results. For a general discussion of the Wigner distribution
formalism refer to the books [64, 101]. Here, however the BBGKY equations for
a N-particle spin-less system (for simplicity) to which Boltzmann statistics may
be applied with a specific Hamiltonian H will simply be given. The HamiltonianH is given by H = n∑
i=1
1
2
pˆ2i
m
+ Vˆ (qˆ1, ..., qˆi, ..., qˆn) , (5.24)
where each momentum or position operator in equation 5.24 refers to a three-
position or three-momentum operator. Vˆ (qˆi) is a real interaction potential and
could be given by something like
Vˆ (qˆi) = n∑
i=1
n∑
j>iΦi,j(∣∣qˆi − qˆj ∣∣) + n∑i Φext(qˆi) , (5.25)
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where Φi,j(∣∣qˆi − qˆj ∣∣) only depends on the “distance” between qˆi and qˆj , while
Φext(qˆi) is some kind of externally applied potential acting on particle i at
“position” qˆi. In position basis equation 5.24 reads as
H = − h̵2
2m
n∑
i=1
∂2
∂q⃗2i
+ V (q⃗1, ..., q⃗i, ..., q⃗n) , (5.26)
so that the Quantum BBGKY can be given by [102] as
∂
∂t
fs + s∑
i=1
p⃗i
m
⋅ ∂
∂q⃗i
fs − s∑
i=1
s∑
j>i
2
h̵
{sin [ h̵
2
( ∂
∂p⃗i
⋅ ∂
∂q⃗i
+ ∂
∂p⃗j
⋅ ∂
∂q⃗j
)]V } fs =
s∑
i=1(N − s)∫ dq⃗s+1dp⃗s+1 2h̵ {sin [ h̵2 ( ∂∂p⃗i ⋅ ∂∂q⃗i + ∂∂p⃗s+1 ⋅ ∂∂q⃗s+1 )]V } fs+1 ,
(5.27)
where s runs from one to N and the ∂
∂q⃗i
, ∂
∂q⃗j
, ∂
∂q⃗s+1 , ∂∂p⃗i , ∂∂p⃗j and ∂∂p⃗s+1 operators
in the square brackets operate only on the function V . In addition note that sin
function is used as short hand notation for its corresponding series expansion
with respect to its argument, which in this case happens to be the operators in
the square bracket. Note that the boundary conditions used to determine this
equation force the distributions to vanish at infinity and the surface terms i.e.
gradients as well [102]. For other boundary conditions, different forms of this
equation would be derived.
5.6 Conservation Equations from the One Par-
ticle Distribution
In this final section we simply indicate the relationship between the one parti-
cle distribution and its use to generate conservation equations of quantities of
interest to thrust models, and understanding of the overall behaviour.
Just as in the classical case, the novelty of the one-particle distribution’s
equation lies in its openness to augmentation and alteration to suite a phys-
ical situation’s requirements, see for instance [103]. Consequently it is, as in
the classical case convenient to consider a generic equation, for a system of N
identical (spin-less) particles with mass m given by
∂
∂t
f1 + p⃗
m
⋅ ∂
∂q⃗
f1 − 2
h̵
{sin [ h̵
2
( ∂
∂p⃗
⋅ ∂
∂q⃗
)]V } f1 = (∂f1
∂t
)
col
, (5.28)
where the term in the square brackets acts on the V (as given by equation 5.26)
and where (∂f1
∂t
)
col
represents the effects of collisions and other inter-particle
interactions. From such an equation one continues by first introducing the
definitions of the transported quantities [104]:
1. Particle number density n(q⃗, t) ∶= N ∫ d3pf1 since f1 is normalized (see
section on reduced distributions).
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2. Momentum density m × n(q⃗, t)u⃗(q⃗, t) ∶= N ∫ d3pp⃗f1 where u⃗ is defined as
in the appendix A.
3. Once we define the centred distribution by f ′1(q⃗, p⃗, t) ∶= f1(q⃗, p⃗+mu⃗, t) the
“Random Kinetic Energy Density” (which is twice the usual definition)
follows as Ek(q⃗, t) ∶= N/m ∫ d3p2f ′1
where the energy density could again lead to the “kinetic temperature” [104]
but this will not be argued for here.
To develop the conservation equations we proceed exactly as in the classical
case for which calculations are in appendix A. The results are Conservation
equations of the form:
1. Particle number density conservation:
∂
∂t
n + ∂
∂q⃗
⋅ (nu⃗) = Jn (5.29)
where Jn is a source term including the source. These equations would be
important for estimating net current flows while the source terms would
give information on the constitutive equations/sources of the current flows,
for example temperature gradients and magnetic field gradients leading to
specific current drifts.
2. momentum density conservation:
∂
∂t
mnu⃗ + ∂
∂q⃗
⋅ (mnuu) = Jmnu⃗ (5.30)
where Jmnu⃗ is a source term. This particular equation would be essential
for deriving the thrust expressions from chapter two.
3. energy density conservation:
∂
∂t
[Ek +mn∣u∣2] + ∂
∂q⃗
⋅ ([Ek +mn∣u∣2] u⃗) = JKk (5.31)
where JKk is a source term. These equations would be important for
determining energy efficiency or energy consumption by the system while
the source term would give constitutive equations/sources of energy flows.
In general boundary conditions would normally be built into and appended to
the one particle distribution’s equation and then used to derive the boundary
conditions for the transport quantities through use of their definitions, but will
not be considered here since it would be outside the scope of this dissertation
and is more appropriately addressed by the field of surface science.
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5.7 Relevant Distributions and Time Irreversibil-
ity
This part of the dissertation will come across as anecdotal (and short) but is
actually a very important note to the reader, for actual application of the equa-
tions of motion for the classical and quantum distributions to observed real
systems. Although, it may not be apparent the equations of motion for the
Liouville and Wigner distributions posses time reversal symmetry leading to
the prediction of reversal in time of natural phenomena [68, 72]. On its own
time reversal symmetry is not a problem except that for observed behaviour this
symmetry does not often exist. Consequently, a substantial amount of work has
been done on finding out what the origin of the broken time symmetry may be
using the equations of motion for the distributions themselves. For instance see
[105] for an in-depth discussion on how broken time symmetry may manifest
itself “naturally” for certain systems.
In regard to the time reversible equations of the N -particle distributions (in-
troduced in this chapter and chapter 4) there is an aim of developing time
irreversible equations of motion for alternative distributions (called Relevant
Distributions in [68]). These distributions and their equations are derived from
the equations for the N -particle distributions for the description of “real” sys-
tems. Several schemes (or programmes) have been developed to achieve this
goal, for instance in [72] a programme is produced which can be used to man-
ufacture an equation of motion with broken time symmetry for the appropri-
ate classical relevant distribution (the one associated with observed irreversible
phenomena). Alternatively, however the technique presented in [106] was by
personal opinion found to be potentially very practical as it tried to maximize
the use of experimentally observable information in deriving its equation for
an appropriate relevant distribution. It in addition outlined Zwanzig’s as well
as Robertson’s projection methods and the method of ergodic conditions which
are all approaches to producing irreversible models [68]. Regardless of these two
references the reader should consult the literature on the subject of irreversible
models, as some of it may be ideally suited to the problem at hand.
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Chapter 6
Mass-flow measurement
and calibration
In this chapter a technique is adapted to estimate small mass flows of several
hundreds of µg/s using orifice plate behaviour will be introduced. The technique
was developed for estimation of mass flows through the proposed thrust system
which were expected to be of order ∼ µg/s. However, the system developed
required analysis and testing. Therefore, the chapter begins with an introduc-
tion to the basic operational characteristics and behaviour of orifice plate and
venturi mass and volume flow rate measuring systems. It then follows with
describing the theory and assumptions used for estimation of the mass flows.
This is followed by an outline of the apparatus and experimental technique used.
The chapter concludes with the presentation of results of the experiment and
their analysis with error analysis and a section for justification of the theoretical
model in appendix C.
6.1 Aim
The aim of the tests were to investigate the repeatability and behaviour of a
novel low mass flow meter (and calibration system) using an orifice plate con-
struction and differential pressure manometer. The advantages of the proposed
calibration system are:
1. Very economical.
2. Versatile and merges with existing technologies e.g. combines with orifice
plate and venturi mass flow meters.
3. Robust.
4. Simple.
In addition the tests were conducted to provide information required for esti-
mation of system characterizing parameters introduced in chapter 8.
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6.2 Background
6.2.1 Orifice-plate and Venturi Tube Fundamentals
This short section will introduce Orifice-plate, nozzle and venturi flow measure-
ment techniques. Neither of these were used to measure the actual mass flow,
however their behaviour was used to indirectly help substantiate the assumption
(and physical approximation) of steady flow for the experiments and help “la-
bel” (or specify) certain mass flows. The following (including diagrams) section
relies heavily on “Introduction to Fluid Mechanics” by Y. Nakayama and R. F.
Boucher and published by Butterworth-Heinemann p. 187 - 189 [3].
Orifice-plate
The orifice plate with both flange and corner tappings (point across which pres-
sure difference are measured) is shown in the Figure 6.1 below.
Figure 6.1: Orifice-plate set-up D is the diameter of the pipe through which gas
flows and d is the diameter of the orifice through which gas will be forced [3].
The volume flow rate through an orifice plate is given by [3]:
Q = αεpid2
4
√
2∆p
ρi
(6.1)
where∆p is the pressure difference across the tappings and ρi is the density of
the gas on the upstream side of the flow while α and ε are the flow co-efficient
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and expansion factor of the gas being used. In addition the mass flow would be
given by [3]:
m˙ = αεpid2
4
√
2ρi∆p (6.2)
which on Taylor expansion for small change in density and pressure difference
relative to initial values ρi and ∆p would yield:
δm˙ ≈ αεpid2
4
1√
2ρi∆p
[∆p(±δρi) + ρi(±δ∆p) + (±δρi)(±δ∆p)]
− αεpid2
4
1(2ρi∆p) 32 ρi∆p(±δρi)(±δ∆p)= m˙
2
[(±δρi
ρi
+ ±δ∆p
∆p
)] .
(6.3)
From which it can be seen that the mass flow would remain fairly insensitive
(and nearly constant) to small changes in the pressure difference ∆p and inlet
density ρi. It could then be argued to within specified acceptable error that the
mass flow through the orifice remained constant.
Nozzle
For the sake of completeness we will introduce the nozzle system equivalent of
the orifice plate system. The nozzle system depicted below works in essentially
the same way as the orifice plate, the only real difference is that the flow loss
(loss in stagnation pressure) is less and the flow co-efficient is larger [3].
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Figure 6.2: Nozzle set-up D is the diameter of the pipe through which gas flows
and d is the minimum diameter of the nozzle through which gas will be forced
[3].
Venturi
We conclude this section with introduction to the Venturi system which is an-
other alternative to the Orifice Plate system. The Venturi systems depicted
below work in essentially the same way as the orifice plate and thus have the
same calculations, the only real difference is that the flow loss (loss in stagnation
pressure) is less and the flow co-efficient is larger [3] as well.
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Figure 6.3: Nozzle set-up D is the diameter of the pipe through which gas flows
and d is the minimum diameter of the nozzle through which gas will be forced
[3].
6.3 Mass-flow Estimation Technique and Model
The technique developed to measure the mass-flow of the system hinges on four
aspects and assumptions:
1. The orifice-plate (or venturi tube) behaviour, namely that if the temper-
ature of the gas going into the orifice-plate is known along with its com-
pression characteristic then the volume flow rate is entirely determined by
the pressure difference across the orifice-plate [see previous section].
2. The assumption of nearly achievable hydrostatic equilibrium between the
inlet chamber gas pressure and water column pressure and gravity effects
[see diagram C.1 and section C.2].
3. The verification that the flow in a large fraction of the inlet chamber was
iso-thermal.
4. The assumption that gas flow in the inlet chamber was slow enough for a
large fraction of the inlet chamber to be near equilibrium and thus well
approximated by some equilibrium equation of state.
From the orifice-plate background covered in the previous section we know that
volume flow through the orifice is dependent on the pressure difference across
the orifice-plate and the temperature of the gas on one side of the plate. Thus
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if the temperature at the inlet side of the orifice-plate does not vary greatly, the
pressure difference essentially determines the mass-flow through the orifice for
slow changing pressure difference and can be used as a label to identify a par-
ticular mass-flow, however since there was no way to measure the temperature
(to within verifiable accuracy) in the set-up given, the actual mass-flow must
be computed alternatively.
This alternative approach’s technical details are outlined and justified in ap-
pendix C. The basic idea is that we use the rate of change in volume of the
inlet and the justified assumption of near hydrostatic equilibrium in the inlet
reservoir, as well as essentially constant temperature throughout most of the
chamber to estimate the mass-flow out of the inlet chamber. We then com-
bine this with the orifice-plate set-up to label (essentially calibrate) for different
pressure differences.
Derivation of Mass Flow Estimate
To make things clear the derivation of the mass flow model will be given. Con-
sider diagram 6.4 defining the inlet chamber at “a point in time τ ’s state of
operation” of the control volume (a non-stationary volume) Vc(t).
Figure 6.4: A diagram showing idea used to establish the mass flow estimate at
some time τ and then an instant later.
From Reynold’s transport theorem we have for the net mass in the control
volume:
d
dt
M(t)∣t=τ = d
dt
∫
Vc
ρ(t)dV = ∫
Vc
∂
∂t
ρ(t)∣t=τdV + ∫
∂Vc
ρ(τ)v⃗b(c) ⋅ dA⃗ (6.4)
where v⃗b(c) is the velocity of the control volume’s boundary ∂Vc and ρ the
density of the gas. However at the same instant in time one can consider a
material volume Vm(t) (a volume of gas) that only coincides with the control
volume at that instant τ (see diagram 6.4), but for which its evolution in time
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for the mass contained in Mm(t) it is determined by the conservation of mass
[107]:
0 = d
dt
Mm(t) = ∫
Vm
∂
∂t
ρ(t)dV + ∫
∂Vm
ρ(t)v⃗b(m) ⋅ dA⃗ (6.5)
for all times, where v⃗b(m) is the velocity of the material volume’s boundary ∂Vm.
Since we chose the volumes to coincide at time τ we have that:
d
dt
M(t)∣t=τ = ∫
∂Vc(τ) ρ(τ) [v⃗b(c) − v⃗b(m)] ⋅ dA⃗ (6.6)
Assuming the density is well approximated by a single value in the two volumes
and also the velocity of the gas, the result would reduce to:
d
dt
M(t)∣t=τ = −ρ(τ)v+b(m)(τ)A ∶= −m˙(τ) (6.7)
where v+b(m) is the velocity through the top of the material volume (other sides
are zero either by requirement or by no-slip boundary condition and cancella-
tion) and the mass-flow at time τ is defined by m˙(τ) = ρ(τ)v+b(m)(τ)A. Thus
to find m˙ at any time we must determine −M (M is the mass in the control
volume) and it first derivative. To do this we have to estimate M. We do this
as follows; we assume that the density at time t in the control volume is well
approximated by a single value ρ(t) then we have that:M(t) = ρ(t)Vc(t) (6.8)
So that it follows that:
d
dt
M = ( d
dt
ρ(t))Vc(t) + ρ(t) ( d
dt
Vc(t)) (6.9)
for which it then becomes apparent that we need an estimate for the density.
This estimate is produced using the ideal gas law (essentially assuming density
to be uniform in the control volume and close to equilibrium like behaviour)
[108]:
ρ(t) = mP (t)
RT
(6.10)
with m the molar mass andR the universal gas constant, P (t) and T the pressure
and temperature respectively. T was verified to remain constant (∼ 20 − 21 C○)
through out most of the control volume with a temperature difference occurring
only near the water surface for which the consequences were ignored. The
system can also be argued to remain near hydrostatic equilibrium (see model
justification section) with the pressure P (t) given by:
P (t)A′ = PatmA′ (6.11)
where ρwater, Vwater, g , Patm, A
′ and A are the water density, water column
volume, gravitational acceleration, atmospheric pressure, control volume cross-
sectional area and water reservoir cross-sectional area. We therefore have that:M(t) = m
RT
[Patm]Vc(t) (6.12)
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Thus we have for d
dt
M:
d
dt
M(t) = − m
RT
[Patm] V˙water(t) (6.13)
since Vc = Vref − Vwater and thus we have:
m˙(t) = m
RT
[Patm] V˙water(t) (6.14)
however what will be reported is the averaged time averaged mass-flow rate since
the flows took long times (several tens of seconds) to establish small changes in
pressure (relative to atmospheric pressure) and fill the inlet chamber’s control
volume at an approximate constant rate i.e.
<< m˙(t) >>=< 1
∆t
∫ m˙(t)dt >= Ave( 1
∆t
∫ m˙(t)dt) (6.15)
where:
1
∆t
∫ m˙(t)dt = m
RT
[Patm] ∆Vwater
∆t
(6.16)
Note that Vref ≠ Vwater(0) which is not necessarily zero.
6.4 Apparatus
The set-up of the experiment from the outside of the vacuum chamber is given
by Figures 6.8 and 6.9. It included the following components:
1. Extech Differential Pressure Manometer HD750 used to measure pressure
differences, see Figure 6.5.
2. Orifice plate, see Figures 6.6 and 6.7.
3. Fine control valve and two simple open and shut valves, see Figure 6.8.
4. A measuring cylinder or a transparent container with volume measurement
etchings.
5. A vacuum chamber with vacuum pumps.
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Figure 6.5: Extech Differential Pressure Manometer HD750.
Figure 6.6: Orifice plate box.
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Figure 6.7: Cross-sectional view of the orifice plate box.
Figure 6.8: A diagram showing the set-up of the experiment from the outside
of the vacuum chamber. From left to right: Differential Pressure manometer,
Orifice plate, Fine control valve and the two shut-off valves.
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6.5 Procedure
With the set-up as shown in the Figure 6.8 and 6.9, the two valves and microm-
eter screw are all closed and the vacuum chamber evacuated to its maximum
level (which for the set-up used was 10−8 Torr). Once the vacuum chamber is
evacuated to the required level, bubble the chosen gas into the inlet chamber
until the liquid level in the cylindrical measuring tube is flush with the reservoir
liquid level. Then, fully open the valves leading to the chamber, see figure 6.9,
and slowly turn to open the micrometer screw until a particular pressure differ-
ence 1 (measured using the manometer), for which calibration is to be found,
is established across the orifice plate (see Figures 6.8, 6.6 and 6.7). Allow the
liquid level to rise until some preferred starting level (point at which start of
volume flow rate measurements begin) on the measuring cylinder is achieved.
It must be noted that the pressure difference across the orifice-plate (or Venturi
tube) should remain as constant as possible with the starting level chosen to en-
sure that the starting pressure in the inlet is close to the atmospheric pressure,
ideally exactly the same.
While adjusting the micrometer screw ensure that the inlet chamber does not
evacuate beyond a certain percentage (35% in our case), so that the pressure
difference across the orifice would not be allowed to change by more than one
unit of error (in our case two millibar). That is try and keep the pressure dif-
ference across the orifice plate constant to within an acceptable error margin.
If the desired pressure difference is exceeded close the valves but leave the mi-
crometer screw at it set location, then bubble the gas into the inlet chamber
to the required initial conditions (correct starting level, pressure and temper-
ature) and begin again by opening the valves 2 while continuing to adjust the
micrometer screw until a favourable pressure difference (basically until a desired
volume flow rate) is achieved.
Once a desirable pressure difference is achieved close the valves and do not
further adjust the micrometer screw, re-set to the required inlet conditions (i.e.
liquid at the starting level or near to it, gas at the appropriate pressure and
temperature)3. Once initial conditions have been met open the valves and once
the liquid level in the measuring cylinder reaches the starting level begin to
record the time for a percentage of the inlet chamber to be evacuated (here it
was either 35% or 20% i.e. 47 cm3 or 27 cm3) by using the height of the water
column as an indication. Ensure that the evacuated volume is not too large to
change the pressure difference across the orifice beyond acceptable error margin.
Repeat for many trials leaving the micrometer screw fixed, although sensitive
1This must be done carefully as the pressure difference readings were found to be very
sensitive to adjustments in the micrometer screw tightness, however the vacuum chamber
itself tended to a steady state operation while adjustments were made for the small mass
flows considered.
2Expect a sudden surge in pressure difference across the orifice plate.
3If necessary the outlet conditions as well.
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to vibration it may consequently require resetting periodically.
If necessary repeat the last paragraph’s instruction, without taking measure-
ments, for several tens of trials (in our case 10 times exactly) to reduce the
concentration of air in the chosen gas-air mixture in the inlet chamber.
6.6 Results
Four batches of eight to ten trials each were run all using Argon. The results
for time taken to evacuate the required inlet volume and fluctuation of the pres-
sure difference of the orifice plate from the beginning to end for the associated
trial are presented. Note that IP and FP stands for Initial and Final Pressure
respectively, while Diff and Time stands for change in pressure and time taken.
IP (±0.2 mbar) FP (±0.2 mbar) Diff (mbar) Time (±3 s )
5.5 5.4 -0.1 464
5.4 5.4 0 462
5.6 5.7 0.1 459
5.6 5.5 -0.1 468
5.6 5.6 0 459
5.6 5.5 -0.1 467
5.6 5.5 -0.1 464
5.6 5.5 -0.1 472
5.4 5.5 0.1 462
Table 6.1: Table of time taken to evacuate 47 ± 4cm3 of Argon and change of
pressure across the orifice plate, conducted at a temperature of 294.15 K and
with the vacuum chamber stable at 8 × 10−2 mbar.
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IP (±0.2 mbar) FP (±0.2 mbar) Diff (mbar) Time (±3 s )
10.4 10.2 -0.2 329
10.3 10.2 -0.1 326
10.4 10.2 -0.2 328
10.3 10.1 -0.2 328
10.3 10.1 -0.2 333
10.3 10.1 -0.2 324
10.3 10.1 -0.2 330
10.2 10 -0.2 336
10.3 10 -0.3 335
10.1 9.9 -0.2 336
Table 6.2: Table of time taken to evacuate 47 ± 4cm3 of Argon and change of
pressure across the orifice plate, conducted at a temperature of 294.15 K and
with the vacuum chamber stable at 9 × 10−2 mbar.
IP (±0.2 mbar) FP (±0.2 mbar) Diff (mbar) Time (±3 s )
15.2 14.8 -0.4 266
15.4 14.8 -0.6 273
15.1 14.7 -0.4 273
15 14.6 -0.4 271
15.5 15.1 -0.4 264
15.3 15.1 -0.2 265
15.2 14.9 -0.3 265
15.3 14.9 -0.4 271
15.2 14.8 -0.4 275
15.1 14.8 -0.3 268
Table 6.3: Table of time taken to evacuate 47 ± 4cm3 of Argon and change of
pressure across the orifice plate, conducted at a temperature of 294.15 K and
with the vacuum chamber stable at 9 × 10−2 mbar.
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IP (±0.2 mbar) FP (±0.2 mbar) Diff (mbar) Time (±3 s )
4.6 4.45 -0.15 253
4.6 4.3 -0.3 268
4.7 4.5 -0.2 253
4.7 4.6 -0.1 257
4.6 4.4 -0.2 257
4.6 4.5 -0.1 263
4.6 4.5 -0.1 259
4.7 4.6 -0.1 261
Table 6.4: Table of time taken to evacuate 27 ± 4cm3 of Argon and change of
pressure across the orifice plate, conducted at a temperature of 294.15 K and
with the vacuum chamber stable at < 10−4 Torr.
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6.7 Analysis and Discussion
The results for time-average volume and mass flow rates and their analysis are in
appendix C, as well as the model justification. However analysis indicated good
repeatability and well defined average quantities at a confidence level of 95%.
Figure 6.10 shows the calibration curve obtained for the pressure differences used
with a maximum mass flow rate error of ± 2.9×10−8 kg/s chosen for convenience
(as there was some variation).
Figure 6.10: Calibration curve of Pressure Difference vs Mass Flow (error set
to ± 2.9 × 10−8 kg/s).
Statistical tests were performed on the data and their residuals before er-
ror estimation against the hypothesis that the data was normally distributed
to assert whether the experiments were repeatable. As a consequence two ta-
bles for each batch of experiments are included in the appendix: one where
significant figures are taken into account and corresponding error estimates are
given, while in the other significant figures are not taken into account during
algebraic operations so that statistical analysis could be applied. Since no more
than eight to ten data points were available for each set of trials recorded, the
Anderson-Darling test (with test statistic denoted D) was used. Use of Chi
square test would have been to sensitive and subjective to SAS’s “binning” of
data where as the Anderson-Darling test does not use such an approach and is
a non-parametric test suitable to small data sets [109].
The actual analysis was carried out using SAS Enterpriseguide 6.1 distribu-
tion test function. Only the results pertinent to establishing conclusions for
repeatability of experiments and validation of the statement that statistical er-
ror associated with each batch was less than estimated error were presented.
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This was accomplished with the following values used for calculations (and the
assumption that the gas was dry):
1. m = 39.948(1) g/mol [13].
2. R = 8.3144621(75) JK−1mol−1 [110].
3. T = 294 ± 1 K.
4. Patm = 101 ± 5 kPa as pressures tended to fluctuate during the day and
between sessions.
6.8 Conclusion
In these tests a technique was developed to measure the mass flow rates for
small mass flow rate systems. Data for the experiment indicated a high degree
of precise repeatable and time averaged data well within uncertainty, as calcu-
lated in the appendix. Mass flows as low as 170 ± 16 µg/s were measured using
the technique.
However to improve the validity of the model it would be necessary to increase
the volume of the inlet chamber while decreasing the ratio A′/A (see appendix
C) so as to improve the conditions necessary for near hydrostatic equilibrium
behaviour as outlined in the model justification section. As well as use some
kind of liquid thermal insulator (instead of water) to prevent the transfer of
heat to and from the inlet chamber to the liquid and thereby ensure more inde-
pendent and perhaps uniform temperature distribution in the inlet chamber to
completely justify ignoring the cooling effects of the water. If possible it would
also be desirable to pick the liquid insulator so that it does not evaporate easily
into the inlet volume so as to keep the gas in the inlet more pure. In addition
to ensure that conditions downstream from the chamber remained sufficiently
constant as well, a temperature sensor placed at the entrance to the venturi
tube or orifice plate system would be necessary to ensure that the system was
monitored to be behaving close to some kind of constant and uniform distribu-
tion of temperature.
If possible it would also be desirable to place multiple pressure sensors in the
control volume and take readings at different positions in the control volume
during the discharge, to ensure that the density would actually be well approxi-
mated by the uniform density assumption within the control volume. Since the
flow is essentially assumed to be subsonic through the control volume so that it
is locally well approximated by equilibrium thermodynamic equations of state
verification of uniform pressure distribution would, along with verification of
nearly uniform temperature distribution justify the model.
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Chapter 7
Thruster Voltage-Current
Measurements
In this chapter the current-voltage relationship of a CORION like system will be
investigated. To be specific a needle through which gas will be fed will be con-
nected in a circuit to a plate hovering over the needle and high voltage (O(kV ))
applied across the needle and plate (see Figure 7.5 on p. 92), while exposed to a
vacuum environment. For the mass flows considered in the experiment the volt-
age will be varied until breakdown/discharge occurs. Once the discharge occurs
the voltage will continue to be varied to investigate the electrical behaviour of
the system. The chapter will commence with an introduction to common DC
discharges as well as background in glow and corona discharges. The apparatus,
experimental technique used, results and discussion with conclusion will then
complete the chapter.
7.1 Aim
The aim of the discharge tests was to investigate the feasibility of a new exper-
imental set-up to study the discharge characteristics of a CORION like system
as well as conduct voltage vs current experiments of the CORION like system,
see Figure 7.5 on p. 92.
7.2 Background - DC Discharges
In this section discharges across a gap of a container filled with some gas, with
the gas at different initial pressures, between two electrodes at opposite ends of
the container will be considered. One must note that in the following discharges
there is no actual flow of gas (initially) and that the experimental set-up consists
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of a power source connected in series with a ballast resistor 1 connected in series
with the gap (container).
7.2.1 General DC discharge characteristics
Before breakdown the current through a voltage biased gap will be very low until
at least the breakdown voltage 2 is applied across the gap leading to a discharge.
Figure 7.1 (taken from [4]) shows a general discharge profile (before and after
breakdown), for high and low gas pressure systems, with gap voltage against gap
current where as table 7.1 summarizes the different dominant discharge types
and regimes identifiable for the systems.
Figure 7.1: Current voltage characteristic behaviour of DC discharges over a
wide current range of gas pressure and electrode geometries. A-B is a region
of non-self-sustaining discharge. B-C represents a Townsend dark discharge
region. D-E normal glow discharge region. E-F abnormal glow discharge. F-G
transition to arcing. G-H arc. The dotted line shows how an increase in applied
voltage in a highly inhomogeneous field geometry leads to a corona discharge
instead of a normal glow discharge [4, 5].
1Allows control of current through the gap and voltage drop across the gap once breakdown
occurs.
2Voltage at which the gas in the gap becomes conductive.
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Type of Discharge Characteristics
cosmic rays (not a discharge) low rate of ionization, important be-
fore Townsend as it provides ’seeds’
for the other discharge processes
Townsend dark discharge none or very little light emission
with cathode potential drop of 100
volts
Corona discharge positive and negative corona, may
be sporadic, bulk of ionization re-
stricted to region near active elec-
trodes
Glow discharge may be stable or pulsed, sharply
non-uniform distribution of poten-
tial across the gap
Low temperature non-thermal plasma large temperature difference be-
tween electrons and ions
Arc discharge when the current through the gap is
at about 1 amp the glow discharge
cascades down to an arc, high gap
current at low gap voltage with re-
spect to the other glowing discharge
types
Table 7.1: Table of discharge types and characteristics [4].
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Note that Va is the gap voltage and Vt is the transition voltage (ignition
voltage) i.e. “the voltage at which a self sustained current becomes manifest and
leads to an electrode voltage drop for homogeneous fields, and may correspond
to the breakdown voltage ”[4]. What follows is brief summary of the different
regimes present in Figure 7.1.
Regime O-A The electric fields between the electrodes collect any stray charges
created by ionization of the gas molecules by external radiation and any
charges emitted from the electrode by the same radiation [8]. The current
saturates at a value determined by the external source. This refers to the
cosmic rays discharge in table 7.1.
Regime A-B(first Townsend region) The stray electrons as formed in Regime
O-A gain enough energy between collisions from acceleration by the field
to ionize atoms by collision. The secondary electrons in turn produce oth-
ers i.e. an avalanche process using only the gas’s generated electrons [8].
The current is thus linear in the source current and exponential in the ion-
ization cross-section, neutral density and gap spacing for one dimensional
electrode geometries [8].
Regime B-C (second Townsend region) In addition to the process for Regime
A-B the ions created from it gain enough energy between collisions from
the field to emit electrons from the cathode by bombardment of it by the
ions [8]. Internally generated radiation may also contribute to emission of
electrons from the cathode by photo-emission [8]. This forms part of the
Townsend Dark discharge in table 7.1.
Regime C-D “Beyond the point C, denoted by the sparking potential Vc, the
ion bombardment of the cathode and/or radiation on the cathode by the
discharge gas becomes sufficiently intense that the discharge becomes mo-
mentarily unstable and “runs away” to a new lower voltage with the re-
maining voltage distributing itself across the ballast resistor” [8]. Vc is
strongly dependent on all the properties that may affect the discharge
gap [8]. Beyond point C the discharge behaviour depends on the voltage
source, gas pressure and electrode geometry [8]. If the electrodes are such
that they produce inhomogeneous fields and gas pressure is high a corona
will form [8]. If they are smooth such that they produce homogeneous
fields and the gas pressure is low a normal glow will form, with current
determined by the source [8]. (In the case that the source cannot supply
the minimum current ID the gap will spark, return to C, spark again et.)
[8].
Regime D-E (normal glow discharge) see subsection 7.2.2 DC glow dis-
charges.
Regime E-F (abnormal glow) Increase of voltage appears primarily across
the cathode-fall-region (also called the Cathode Sheath or Crookes dark
space see fig 7.3 p. 89) [8], where the ion current density and bombardment
energies increase enough to heat the cathode substantially [8].
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Regime F-G (glow-arc transition) At point F new emission mechanisms
take place at the cathode [8]. The cathode-fall region becomes sufficiently
hot so that the cathode can thermionic-ally emit electrons, supported by
strong local fields and perhaps photo-emission from the adjacent gas [8].
As the cathode-fall voltage then drops, a high current arc sets in [8].
Regime G-H The arc resistance (resistance of the gap) drops faster than the
current can rise and unless protected by a ballast resistor the current will
run away to values of 1000 amps vaporizing the electrodes and becoming
extremely hot (> 104K○) [8]. An arc discharge is recognized by relatively
high currents (several amps and higher) at relatively low electrode voltages
(less than 100 volts for short arcs) [8].
Townsend Discharge or Regime B-C
The Townsend dark discharge is a self sustained discharge. This discharge is
made self sustained by applying the ignition potential across the electrode gap
[4]. This potential ensures the constant stationary ejection of electrons from the
cathode and their attraction to the anode. Charges are multiplied in avalanches
and the entire space charge region is weakly positive in polarity [4]. The cur-
rent is usually between 10−10 and 10−5A depending on the circuit and electrode
surface [4].
The Townsend discharge is dark because during its regime of existence excite-
ment of atoms by electron impact is negligible (the field is to weak and collisions
occur to often for sufficient gain in energy) and ionization events are to few for
noticeable production of light [4]. Impact ionization is the dominating ioniza-
tion mechanism and contributor to the space charge density in this regime [4].
However, it is to be noted that the space charge density and overall number is
not great enough to perturb the potential distribution in the gap appreciably [4].
The reason for the length of the horizontal line in the regime B-C is because
of the dependence of the current on the emission area i.e. the area where field
strength is similar on the electrode surface [4]. It is to be noted that attempted
operation at either edge of the second Townsend region leads to unstable current
as the state of the electrodes are not constant [4].
Corona Discharge
A corona discharge is a gas discharge (often occurring as a pulse [111]) where the
geometry confines the gas ionizing process to high field ionization regions around
the active electrodes with the existence of a low field drift region connecting the
ionization regions or the low field, passive electrodes (see Figure 7.2)[6].
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Figure 7.2: A point-to-plane corona
geometry, shown here with a posi-
tive point. The surface α
′ = 0 marks
the outer limit of ionization region,
where the production of electrons by
ionization just balances the loss by
attachment [6].
A corona discharge requires that the potential gradient (field) be intense
enough in a region near an electrode to initiate field ionization of the gas there
[4]. Electrons and ions are then accelerated to their respective electrodes driv-
ing ionization and photo-excitation (glow) [4]. However, for a region of space
between the electrodes the field is no longer strong enough to sustain continued
break down and glow in the same way (as other mechanisms like streamers exist
[4] to allow ionization or charge propagation) in this region [112, 4, 6]. Hence
there is a dimming of the glow to nothing as ions and electrons lose energy
for visible photo-excitation collisions due to less energetic inelastic collisions
[112, 4, 6]. However, if the potential difference is increased an arc will form
where it is important to note that for a corona discharge the inter-electrode
distance must be much greater than the characteristic size of the electrodes or
else a spark will form (transient or short lived arcs)[4].
The corona geometry is named positive, negative, bipolar, AC, or HF, according
to the polarity of the active electrodes [6]. While the current conduction in any
corona region is called unipolar or bipolar depending on whether positive and
or negative charge carrier polarities are of importance. In unipolar conduction
coronas, the drifting ions/electrons will always be of the corona polarity (i.e.
current in the drift region is due to the charge carriers that leave the ionization
region [4]) and their space charge field will be the dominating factor in deter-
mining both the corona current/voltage characteristic and the current density
distribution in the discharge gap [6]. In most gases essentially two different
kinds of DC (or low AC) coronas exist [6]
Unipolar Conduction Coronas Note the following statements are taken from
[6]. Also called positive glow coronas, negative Trichel pulse coronas and
negative glow coronas, all have ionization regions that stay very concen-
trated and very close to the active electrode [6]. They either burn or at a
constant rate or, more often, in short pulses of such high repetition rate
that the ion flow in the drift region is practically continuous, at micro-
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Amperes and above [6]. The predominant ions are of the corona polarity,
that is, positive ions in positive coronas and negative ions in negative
[6]. The part of the drift region current in negative air coronas carried
by the corona’s electrons is usually small, below 10 − 20µA of the total
current, because of electron attachment [6]. At higher currents, the space
charges make the electric field distribution more uniform [6]. This, and the
higher applied voltage, sharply increase the drift region field, increasing
the electron/negative ion ratio [6]. Note that the rapidly pulsed nature of
the ionization region processes is very important for the corrosion of the
negative point electrode [6]. This may affect the drift region and plane
electrode by sputtering or evaporation of the point metal and the corrosion
products [6]. It is advised to think of the drift region as an over grown
boundary sheath connecting the ionization region (often a plasma) with
the low field electrode [6].
Streamer (bipolar) Conduction Coronas Note the following statements are
taken from [6]. These occur at higher point to plane currents, especially
at positive point polarity [6]. Under positive polarity of the point elec-
trode, the ionization region produces a conducting plasma faster than the
plasma can be absorbed by the point electrode [6]. Consequently a con-
ductive plasma filament of some 30µm grows out of the point towards the
plane, carrying the plasma producing ionization region ahead of it with
velocity of 106m/s (in atmospheric density air) [6]. When this streamer
hits the plane, a cathode spot is produced, the gap field is redistributed
along the plasma channel, and this channel either dies out (by electron
attachment) or later converts to a thermally ionized spark channel [6]. A
positive streamer hitting a plane cathode will subject it to a pulsed glow
discharge treatment, bombarding it with positive ions with energies that
may exceed 100eV [6]. This is in contrast to the mainly thermal energy
ion influx (increased pressure) to the plane in unipolar current coronas [6].
Note that both corona forms may coexist [6].
Development of visible corona discharge
The current density at which the field and discharge structure are consider-
ably modified and which manifests the beginning of dark to glow transition of
discharge in a inhomogeneous field is given within an order of magnitude by [4]:
jL
p2
≈ (µ+ ⋅ p)(Et/p)2
8pi(pL) = (µ+ ⋅ p)V 2t8pi(pL)3 (7.1)
j is the current density, µ mobility, p pressure, Et transition field strength, L
characteristic length and Vt transition voltage.
When a positive potential is applied the first corona phenomena observed is
the onset of a streamer from the active electrode followed quickly by the forma-
tion of a “Hemstein glow” (an apparently continuous glow) [4]. The current is
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limited by the space charge in the outer region [6].
The development steps of a positive corona are [4]
1. A high voltage is applied.
2. ‘Seed’ charges are present.
3. An avalanche builds up and leaves a space charge area behind, however
onset streamers precede the formation of glow.
4. Photons from the avalanche create new charge carriers outside the space
charge area.
5. New avalanches form closer to the anode.
A negative corona has the same initialization condition as a Townsend discharge
whereas in a positive corona the electrons are produced by photo processes [4].
It is to be noted that the ignition of a laboratory corona can also be observed by
the jump in current [4]. The mechanism of multiplication of electrons is essen-
tially dependent on the polarity of the electrode surrounded by the corona, but
generally manifests itself through an avalanche process [4]. Secondary processes
that take place are emission of electrons from the cathode by secondary emission
and production of electrons in the outer region by photo-ionization [4].
In contrast to the homogeneous glow about a negative corona, a positive corona
displays luminous filaments running away from the electrode [4]. The onset
voltage of a positive corona VC+ is in general somewhat greater than that of
a negative corona VC−, where the difference is gas dependent, and can be esti-
mated using “Peek’s law” or an appropriate alternative [4].
7.2.2 DC glow discharges
A DC glow discharge occurs when a potential of several hundred volts is applied
across electrodes in a chamber at low pressure (0.1 - 10 torr however they can
be observed at atmospheric pressures) [7] and surrounding photons and exotic
particles of sufficient energy collide with neutrals causing ionization, followed
by an electron avalanche process which starts and causes a multiplication of
electrons and ionization events (present in nearly every discharge) throughout
the gap. Through out the chamber once the d.c. glow discharge has established
itself a glow profile is observed characteristic of glow discharges consisting of
light and dark regions indicating different thermodynamic (equilibrium an non-
equilibrium) behaviours and potential profiles [7]. Figure 7.3 illustrates the
basic characteristics of a glow discharge and profile.
Positive column
The length of the positive column can be adjusted by changing the distance be-
tween the electrodes at constant pressure and approximately constant voltage
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Figure 7.3: General characteristics
of DC glow discharges [7, 8].
drop, while the other component lengths and dimensions remain constant [7].
Consequently the positive column can be analysed per unit length where as the
other components must be analysed in their entirety [7], basically it is uniform
on its cross-section.
As a result we can think of the Positive Column as an axially uniform plasma
that is sustained by the input power J ⋅ E (E the applied electric field) in-
tegrated over the cross-section of the plasma, however this must balance the
energy loss per ion-electron pair created under the assumption that the loss is
radially uniform [7]. To be specific the power lost per electron-ion pair goes into
excitation, ionization, electron-neutral elastic scattering energy losses and the
kinetic energy of the electrons and ions striking the walls [7]. As a property,
a normal glow discharge tends to have a negative voltage-current relationship
(i.e. negative differential resistance dV /dI) which is stabilized by an external
resistor [7]. And since the power balance determines the weak E field necessary
to sustain the positive column from which the drift velocity of the electrons can
be determined, using the d.c. electron mobility, it follows consequently that the
current density in the Positive Column can be found [7].
Cathode sheath
This region is also known as the cathode fall or Crooke’s dark space, it is the
region over which most of the gap voltage is dropped [7]. Electrons, which
carry most of the current in the positive column, are prevented from reach-
ing the cathode by an accumulation of ions there [7]. Additionally the more
massive ions, which cannot produce the full current, cause secondary emission
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of electrons from the cathode by bombardment of it by the energetic ions [7].
This consequently produces a current that is built up from ionization within
the sheath, that is driven by avalanche processes using the secondary emitted
electrons accelerated by the strong fields in this region, see Figure 7.3 [7]. The
electron density and flux grow exponentially from the cathode and the exponent
is known to be the first Townsend coefficient [7].
Negative glow and Faraday dark space
The Faraday dark space is a region between the cathode and positive column,
of approximately half a mean free path length, in which electrons that have
lost nearly all their energy by a complex process are re-accelerated by a weak
electric field towards the positive column before entering at its equilibrium con-
ditions [7]. This space is created essentially in order to dissipate the energy of
high velocity electrons, by elastic and inelastic collisions, as produced by the
secondary emission and avalanche processes in the cathode region, where their
density behaves exponentially, and decrease the intense field there to establish
the positive column [7].
Anode Fall
The anode fall occurs between the Positive Column and the anode see fig 7.3.
Since the drift velocity of electrons in the weak field of the positive column is
less than the thermal velocity of the electrons, a retarding field is necessary
to prevent the thermal current of the electrons from reaching the anode [7].
Fortunately the anode is positive relative to the positive column to maintain
the current thereby forming a double layer and establishing the Anode Fall [7].
The anode fall region is much smaller than any of the others but can be analysed
by a diffusion-drift approximation (for higher than usually considered pressures
of 40 - 80 Torr) [113].
Arcs
The formation of an arc was previously described from the glow to arc tran-
sition as a result of the increase of thermionic ionization and photo-ionization
processes. For an arc the cathode fall is typically less than 20 V [8], and the cath-
ode surface emits electrons at a tremendous rate (103 to 107 A/cm2) through a
combination of thermionic, photoelectric and field emission processes [8]. The
anode fall and spatial extent is approximately the same as the cathode fall’s,
and for both regions ionization is driven primarily by field accelerated ions [8].
There is a net negative space charge near the cathode and the opposite at the
cathode and both are non-equilibrium regions, where as the positive column
(which occupies all remaining space between the electrodes) is approximately a
thermal plasma, see Figure 7.4 [8].
It consists of a strongly radiating mixture of electrons, ions and neutrals all
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Figure 7.4: Axial potential for high current arc [8].
nearly at the same temperature (500 to 5000K) with ionization from a few
percent to complete or total ionization [8]. The predominant mechanisms of
ionization in the positive column are electron collisions and photo-ionization
due to the fact that the electrons thermal velocity greatly exceeds their drift
velocity in the column (weak electric field region) [8]. Current conduction in
the column and anode sheath are determined primarily by diffusion-dominated
drift of electrons where as ions contribute greatly to the current in the cathode
sheath due to their acceleration there by the cathode fall region [8].
7.3 Apparatus
The experimental set-up when constructed inside the vacuum chamber is rep-
resented in Figure 7.5. It consisted of the following components:
1. A hivolt.de T1EP 100 60d p High Voltage Power Supply see Figure 7.6 p.
92 connected in series with the steel plate (through electric stand and gas
inlet base see Figure 7.5) and needle.
2. Retort Stand clasping Steel Plate.
3. A vacuum chamber and air pump, see Figure 7.7 p. 93 for vacuum cham-
ber.
4. The electric stand and gas inlet base used to feed power and gas to the
needle, see Figure 7.5, 7.9 p. 94, 7.10 p. 95 and 7.8 p. 93.
5. The mass flow set-up from the previous chapter.
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Figure 7.5: The experimental system to be investigated.
Figure 7.6: hivolt.de T1EP 100 60d p High Voltage Power Supply.
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Figure 7.7: The vacuum chamber used.
Figure 7.8: The electric stand and gas inlet base used to feed power and gas to
the needle. Electric connection inside the chamber to the external power source
is shown on the left.
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7.4 Procedure
Begin by setting the needle system on the support as in the Figures 7.10 and 7.8.
Place the support inside the chamber and connect the gas feed and electrical
inputs, Figure 7.8 and 7.10, to the chamber’s gas inlet and electrodes respec-
tively. Connect the chamber’s gas outlets to the mass flow system (described
previously) i.e. gas input system and the power supply to the chamber’s elec-
trical outlets. Set the retort stand so that it will hold the steel plate (covered
with Aluminium foil) directly over and perpendicular to the needle at a desired
height (in our experiments the height was 4 cm). Connect the steel plate to
electric stand using an insulated wire at the provided outlet, see Figure 7.10.
Close the chamber and repeat the steps in the mass-flow measurement sec-
tion (with the chosen inlet gas) for evacuation of the chamber and to establish a
particular mass-flow for a particular pressure difference across the orifice plate
(or venturi tube). Once the adjustments have been made to achieve the desired
mass-flow and the position of the micrometer screw has been found to give this
desired flow, as in the mass-flow section make sure the valves are closed and
pressurize the inlet chamber to the required pressure, see Figure 6.9. Then,
open the valves and allow the gas to leave the inlet chamber, while this happens
pump the gas with which testing is being done into the inlet chamber and adjust
the rate at which gas enters until a steady state is achieved 3(i.e. the liquid no
longer rises or falls in the measuring cylinder 4) 5.
Once the steady state operation has been achieved switch on the power-supply
(it is important that it starts with 0V and 0A) then slowly raise the voltage
and current (with needle positively biased relative to the plate) until breakdown
occurs (i.e. conduction of non-zero sustained current begins and is detected by
the power-supply). Record the breakdown voltage value and current value as
accurately as possible using the power supply6.
Once breakdown occurs, within one minute (to prevent to much damage to
the needle), vary voltage first above and then below the breakdown point and
record the corresponding current values using the power supply7. In this version
of the experiment only current values stationary to three significant values were
recorded. Record the switch off voltage and current when below breakdown if
possible, as the transition can occur rather quickly. Then after this, set the
3It was important to try and make sure that the stationary point achieved and indicated
by the water level was close to the initial or starting point of the experiment associated with
a particular pressure difference across the orifice plate to ensure that the desirable mass-flow
rate was sustained.
4For the low mass-flow rates used this was possible.
5Try to ensure that the pumped gas is close to the same temperature and pressure as the
gas was initially when the inlet chamber was pressurized.
6Note: a transient current spike may occur as the needle collects surrounding electrons
while raising the voltage do not attempt to record this value or interpret it as breakdown.
7The current was not allowed to exceed 150 mA to prevent damage to the needle.
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power-supply current and voltage to zero and wait for some time (waiting time
ranged from 20 seconds to two minutes), and then repeat with the same needle
all steps involving the power-supply for a sufficient or physically viable number
of trials before replacing the needle8. Ensure that the needle remains positively
biased with respect to the plate during the experiment.
7.5 Results
Results for four stainless steel gauge 34 needles (7 mm to 10 mm long at 34G
with internal diameter of 0.06 mm) three used with Argon and one with air are
presented next. For each needle four trials were run and current measurements
were taken for currents at least stable to µA. For the mass flow rates the gases
were assumed to be dry and the method from the previous chapter used to
estimate mass flows. The steel plate was set at a height of 4 cm above the
needle.
Figure 7.11: Results for needle A1 using Argon for a mass flow of 175 ±27µg/s.
Where possible break down voltages with uncertainty ±0.1kV for different trials
are included.
8Reproducible results among different needles was found to be difficult.
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Figure 7.12: Results for needle A3 using Argon for a mass flow of 176 ±28µg/s.
Where possible break down voltages with uncertainty ±0.1kV for different trials
are included.
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Figure 7.13: Results for needle A4 using Argon for a mass flow of 159 ±25µg/s.
Where possible break down voltages with uncertainty ±0.1kV for different trials
are included.
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Figure 7.14: Results for needle A5 using Argon for a mass flow of 179 ±28µg/s.
Where possible break down voltages with uncertainty ±0.1kV for different trials
are included.
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Figure 7.15: Results for needle A6 using air for a mass flow of 117 ±18µg/s.
Where possible break down voltages with uncertainty ±0.1kV for different trials
are included.
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7.6 Discussion and Conclusion
It should be noted that it was discovered when using needle A1 and A3 that
before commencing with the experiment the needle and plate system should be
brought to discharge and allowed to run for a few seconds. After doing this there
was then greater repeatability in the results and the linear like behaviour as in
the other needle experiments became evident. It is hypothesized that this may
have had a cleaning or smoothing effect (allowing perhaps for more repeatable
discharge environments around the needle tips) on the needle because as needle
A3’s results show after the first two trials its behaviour seemed to approach
the linear behaviour of the other needles, however needle A1’s behaviour still
remains unclear. That said the other needles were first “cleaned” using a short
lived discharge and then the experiments conducted.
From the results one aspect of the discharges observed that was unique, was
that it could notably exist below the breakdown voltage. Apart from perhaps
being a somewhat unique discharge type a possible reason could be that the
polyethylene surrounding the needle may have had “clusters” detach or decom-
posed into simpler compounds and escape into the gap due to melting (either
from contact with the needle’s heat or plasma) as the pictures 7.16 would in-
dicate resulting in the discharge of constituents (exited polyethylene “cluster”
Figure 7.16: Needle A4 before the experiment on left, with after the two pictures
on the right and bottom.
perhaps or simpler compounds) into the gap allowing the discharge to be sus-
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tained below the breakdown voltage. Further evidence to support this assump-
tion was found from energy dispersive spectroscopic (EDS) analysis of the needle
and aluminium foil rapped around the plate which indicated that carbon atoms
(probably from the polyethylene) were embedded by the discharge in the foil,
see Figures 7.18 and 7.17. Aluminium foil was rapped around the plate, for each
trial, in order to protect it from deposits of material generated by the plasma
as well as allow study of those deposits. The observation of deposits confirmed
contamination of the discharge gap as well as contamination of the steel plate
in the absence of the foil. Contamination of the steel plate would have been
significant due to its effect on the secondary electron emission coefficient of the
plate and would certainly have effected repeatability.
Figure 7.17: Typical residue that would be left on the plate in the absence of
aluminium foil after firing. The regions A to D have been analysed under a
scanning electron microscope (see Figure 7.18). The diameter of the ring is
approximately 8mm. [9]
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Figure 7.18: EDS spectra of the regions A to D in Figure 7.17 indicate an
increased presence of carbon (peak labeled “C”) when compared to aluminium
outside the discharge region (far right spectrum).[9]
Alternatively it could have been the case that the needle may have been
warmed enough by the current to excite large proportions of the ejected gas
to lower ionization potentials. Note that the pure air study performed unfortu-
nately did not eliminate questions regarding the effects of impurity in the Argon
gas as that particular experiment did not show the same trends. And finally
one must note that no ballast resistor was used for the experiment, as a result
assuming that the system behaved similar to a glow discharge, it may have been
the case that the system on ignition/breakdown jumped to the abnormal glow
regime for which we can see, from Figure 7.1, which could allow one to apply
voltages below the ignition value and observe currents.
However, the results show that for the recorded values regardless of trial the
behaviour was linear (in most cases), but that there are discrepancies among
ignition voltages (Break down) among trials as well as changes in the actual
currents transferred. Possibly due to needle damage and surface contamination
see again the Figure 7.16.
For future experiments it is recommended that the polyethylene be replaced
by a medium that would not melt or evaporate during operation. Thereby
avoiding contamination of the gap and needle and probably affecting the exper-
iment and breakdown conditions, so as to determine whether the characteristics
observed are independent of the polyethylene. It would also be advisable to try
and keep the gas as pure as possible so as to try and make exchange reactions
of negligible consequence and remove the effects of impurity in the rest gases. If
possible it would be desirable to repeat the experiment using a ballast resistor
so as to try and eliminate any similarity between this system and conventional
DC glow systems.
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Additionally it is recommended that the same experiment be repeated several
times until complete destruction of the needle is observed as well as run several
trials with each needle to measure the durability of the needle (to determine
how many start-ups for certain periods of operation can be endured), as neither
of these two experiments were performed here. Finally, although expected to
be extremely difficult, it would be desirable to generate as many replications
of the above study for different needles (with same conditions on the needles
and flow rate conditions imposed) as possible to remove uncertainty about the
breakdown conditions and shut-off conditions behaviour.
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Chapter 8
Estimates and System
Classification
The aim of this chapter is to provide information necessary for justifying the
use of some modelling equations and strategies applied to the plasma of the
CORION thruster system. It is also hoped that this chapter may serve as a
future reference. To aid in this it will have to be asserted whether the plasma
system can be considered classical or quantum, ideal or non-ideal (and to what
degree), collisional or collision-less and if quantum whether the system is de-
generate or not.
In what follows for each of the classification concerns listed above, a section
on it will be laid out with the pertinent parameters introduced and estimates
made for the system, near the needle exit only, with a flow rate of about order
10−4 g/s under the assumptions:
1. The discharge is non-neutral with an excess of electrons as based on the
previous work [34, 33] assertions.
2. Non-thermal in that the electrons are believed to be at a higher temper-
ature than the ions and neutrals (not in thermal equilibrium) based on
the simulation paper’s [114, 115] insight and the fact that the system is
open so that even when a stationary (steady) state operation is achieved
thermal equilibrium is not necessarily established.
3. Partially ionized, based on the previous work [34, 33] roughly 1% of the
neutrals are ionized.
In addition to classifying the plasma system, estimates of number density, mean-
free path length and Knudsen number at the needle exit will also be made for
classification of the neutral gas flow system as rarefied or continuum in-order
to assert whether the flow should incorporate the “slip or no-slip” boundary
conditions [116, 117].
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8.1 Exit Number Density
For many of the estimates an approximate upper-bound estimate for the external-
system number density i.e. the needle exit and chamber volume, will be essen-
tial. This estimate could perhaps eventually be used to estimate upstream
density conditions in the needle using normalized simulation data for a poten-
tially similar system.
In-order to get an estimate of the exit density we will use the estimate for
mass-flow (derived previously) rate for the small-volume flow rate experiments
considered previously and justified assumptions for the speed of the flow, namely
we will use
m˙(τ) = m
RT
PatmV˙water(τ) , (8.1)
where τ is any time. We use the completely tested case where the pressure
difference at the device (orifice-plate) was 4.5 mbar at a mass flow of order 10−7
kg/s and the steady state chamber pressure was at < 10−4 Torr.
8.1.1 Estimating Exit Number Density
We can retrieve an estimate for the number density at the needle exit by using
m˙ = m∫
Σ
nv⃗ ⋅ dA⃗ , (8.2)
where m is the mass of the particle, Σ is the exit surface (a disk with no hole in
the center and diameter 0.06 mm), n is the density on Σ while v⃗ is the velocity
of the gas. It would be desirable to have a potential upper-bound on n, however
since all details pertaining to the flow through the needle, except for mass-flow
rate, are unknown 1 some assumptions will be required. As an assumption we
will consider the case where
m˙ ≈ mnavevaveΣ , (8.3)
where nave is the average exit number density and vave the average exit speed
along the orientation of Σ (along its normal). Additionally we could assume the
gas to be ideal. Due to expansion of the gas, of relevance is the case where the
gas becomes rarefied (Knudsen number 2 Kn ≥ 1) and the Mach number (Ma =
speed of gas flow/speed of sound in gas) can be above or below the sonic level
at the exit [118, 119] (that is subsonic or supersonic) depending on all factors
that could affect the gas flow (e.g. heat, friction [120, 121]). The consequences
for the number density would then follow from:
nave ≈ (m˙
m
)( 1
cexitΣ
) 1
Maexit
≈ (m˙
m
) 1
Σ
√
γkBT
m
1
Maexit
, (8.4)
1Near the completion of this thesis cold thrust measurements became available which
would have helped in generating estimates however introducing this data would have delayed
publication.
2This will be introduced at the end of this chapter.
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where cexit is the speed of sound of the gas at the exit and by the ideal gas
assumption has the estimates c = √γkBT
m
[122, p. 88] where γ is the ratio of
specific heats and has the approximate value of 5
3
[64, p. 185] for mono-atomic
gas (like Argon, which was used) while Mexit is the Mach number at the exit
( the ratio of exit speed to speed of sound at the exit), kB is the Boltzmann
constant and T temperature of the gas. Hence from the mass flow rate of order
10−7kg/s we would have
nave ≈ [m˙ ((mγkB) 12 Σ)−1] 1
Ma
√
T
∼ 1
Ma
√
T
×O(1025) . (8.5)
Depending on the degree of slip (or momentum accommodation) at the bound-
ary the flow could be subsonic or supersonic, for examples view [118, 119, 117].
Based on simulation and numerical results, [118, 119], a choice on bounds for
Maexit is anything of order 10
−1 to 100. Since for Knudsen numbers greater
than or equal to one (or close to it) the effects of friction and heat transferred
could be to induce subsonic flow at the exit, however as long as the gas does
not become very viscous the flow might not be strongly subsonic [120, 121].
Alternatively due to heat transfer and friction the exact opposite could be said
and based on simulations supersonic flow can be expected at the exit [120, 121].
However no simulations were found which indicated Mach number greater than
order 100 in size, for which [118, 119] were used.
Consequently we have that with T of order 102K and considering Argon that
nave is between order 10
25/m3 to 1024/m3 number of particle for Maexit ∼
O(10−1) and O(100) respectively i.e. 1019/cm3 and 1018/cm3.
8.2 Flow Classification and micro-tube flow af-
fecting factors
A classification of the flow is essential for proper boundary conditions or imple-
mentation of proper boundary models. The most important parameter worth
estimating for a micro-thruster in-terms of flow of gas through its “tubes” is the
Knudsen number Kn, which gives a system relative estimate of the degree of rar-
efaction in the system. It will allow one to determine whether “no-slip” Kn << 1
or “slip” 0.01 <Kn < 0.1 (or also referred to as full momentum accommodation
and partial accommodation)3 boundary conditions should be investigated and
applied, which will have an affect on all other flow boundary conditions [123,
p. 2] . It is also essential to know Kn as it will substantiate the use of a kinetic
description Kn ≥ 1 or fluid description Kn << 1 [123, p. 2]. Kn is defined as
3No-slip boundary conditions correspond to the physical situation where a boundary layer
forms next to a surface over which a gas flows that sticks to that surface (i.e. is stationary
relative to the surface). The alternative being Slip conditions where the boundary layer does
not stick to the surface.
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follows:
Kn ∶= mean free path length
characteristic system length scale
, (8.6)
where the “characteristic length scale” in the system is going to be determined
by a length of the smallest geometry (geometrical shape) through which or
“over” which gas flows and represents the physical scale at which the least
amount of accuracy would be necessary. For us this would be the diameter or
radius of the thruster nozzle (which is cylindrical in our set up and for which
the diameter was 0.06 mm). An estimate for the mean-free path [64, p. 179] is
given by:
l = 1
σn
, (8.7)
where σ is the effective cross-section for collision of gas atoms with one-another
and where n is the number density of the gas (for which we have order of
magnitude estimates). Note we can change σ and n to different values depending
on what components of the gas may be colliding with what other components
to get upper bounds to the mean-free path lengths. However for the plasma the
Coulomb potential is long ranged and an effective cross-section, unless shielding
occurs, which won’t diverge cannot be given so that we can only really determine
the Knudsen number for the Kn Argon atoms. In-order to not formally have
to calculate the cross-section (since the next sections will show a whole range
of coupling strength and appropriate potentials) we will simply use the “hard
shell” approximation of the Argon atoms to calculate values for σ of the Argon
atoms only, namely [124] :
σ = pi
4
[D1 +D2]2 . (8.8)
Where D1 and D2 are the diameters (something of an effective potential range)
of the colliding particles, for Argon we would let D be two times its atomic
radius. Consequently we would have:
Kn = 1
σnR
where R is the radius of the tube . (8.9)
Using the Van der Waals radius of Argon as 188 pm [125] i.e. diameter of 376
pm, and the density of Argon as of order of magnitude 1024 per cubic meter
we have Kn ∼ O(10−2) to O(10−3). As a result we can conclude that the flow
is somewhat rarefied and we might not be able to use Navier Stoke’s models
without modification for Argon-Argon behaviour, we will have to use Burnett
equations [126] as a possibility instead since we may be in the slip regime [123,
p. 5]. Additionally appropriate slip-boundary conditions will have to be re-
searched.
Additionally we should also address a list of flow affecting factors which would
require greater investigation when building models for gas (plasma) flow in
micro-tubes. What becomes of greater concern in tubes of this size scale are
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axial heat conduction and heat diffusion processes, due to the increase in the
ratio of surface area to volume [120]. As well as the earlier than expected onset
of turbulent flow in all of these tubes, the effect of enclosure surface roughness,
predominate forces at the scale of interest, surface electric charge collection
and finally the compressibility effects of the gas must all be considered as well
[120]. However, no data was available to address these concerns and therefore
digression into these requirements was not made.
8.3 Quantum or Classical
In order for us to be able to consider the system of ions and neutrals and
electrons as essentially classical, it is generally accepted that these particles
rarely be found within distances of each other comparable to their respective
thermal de Broglie wavelengths [76]
λα = h̵√
mαkBTα
where α is the species . (8.10)
Where h̵,mα, Tα, kB are respectively reduced Planck’s constant, mass of particle
species α, temperature of species α and Boltzmann’s constant. Or alternatively,
that the same statement holds for the de Broglie wave length λα,β of the inter-
acting pair of particles α and β [127]
λα,β = h
µgα,β
, (8.11)
where h, µ and gα,β are Plank’s constant, the effective mass of the interacting
pair and the relative speed of interaction. In order to assert whether the system
is classical we would then at least require that the classical distances of closest
approach, the Landau lengths (RL)αβ , be much greater than the de Broglie
lengths λα and λα,β for all species α and β [76].
The Landau-length (RL)αβ for interaction between an α-species and a β-species
particle 4 is defined as the distance at which the interaction energy (basically
the potential energy) is the same as the (average) kinetic energy in the center of
mass frame of the interacting pair, i.e. distance of closest approach [76]. This
definition is general in that the species (types) of interacting particles can be
different and that (RL)αβ will change as the kinetic energy in the center of mass
frame of the interacting pair changes.
8.3.1 Generating a relation for Landau length
In order to generate a relation for the Landau length suppose an α-particle has
momentum p⃗α and mass mα while a β-particle has momentum p⃗β and mass mβ .
When in the center of mass frame for a “collision” between the two particles they
4α and β are used for notation and do not refer to He4 and e
−.
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essentially behave as a single particle in the field of a potential, if the interaction
between them is central, particle with reduced mass µ ∶=mαmβ/(mα +mβ) and
effective momentum [128]:
p⃗αβ ∶= mαp⃗β
mα +mβ − mβ p⃗αmα +mβ = µg⃗ . (8.12)
g⃗’s definition as the relative velocity of the pair is obvious, thus the kinetic
energy of the pair in this frame follows as [128]:
1
2
µg2 = 1
2µ
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣( mαmα +mβ )
2
p2β + ( mβmα +mβ )
2
p2α − 2µmα +mβ p⃗α ⋅ p⃗β
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (8.13)
Assuming particle α’s momentum’s components are not correlated with particle
β’s momentum’s components over times greater than some characteristic cor-
relation time, we have that for a distribution of the system with a much larger
characteristic time-scale of description that the expected kinetic energy then
follows as
⟨1
2
µg2⟩ = 1
2µ
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣( mαmα +mβ )
2 ⟨p2β⟩ + ( mβmα +mβ )
2 ⟨p2α⟩⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (8.14)= ( mβ
mα +mβ ) 12mα ⟨p2α⟩ + ( mαmα +mβ ) 12mβ ⟨p2β⟩ . (8.15)
In addition if we realize that every α and β type particle may have a well defined
“centred” velocity u⃗ we could write p⃗α =mαu⃗+ k⃗α and p⃗β =mβ u⃗+ k⃗β where k⃗β
and k⃗α are measured in frames of reference moving with velocities u⃗ respectively.
It would then become prudent to consider the contribution to ⟨ 1
2
µg2⟩ by these
“random momenta” (and requiring ⟨k⃗α⟩ = ⟨k⃗β⟩ = 0⃗), namely the terms:
( mα
mα +mβ ) 12mβ ⟨k2β⟩ + ( mβmα +mβ ) 12mα ⟨k2α⟩ , (8.16)
and then consider an interaction not only in the center of mass frame but (for
a non-relativistic system) first put in a frame moving with velocity u⃗ so that
p⃗′α = k⃗α and p⃗′β = k⃗β in that frame and then switching to the center of mass
frame to get:
⟨1
2
µg2⟩ = ( mα
mα +mβ ) 12mβ ⟨k2β⟩ + ( mβmα +mβ ) 12mα ⟨k2α⟩ . (8.17)
With this we would as is convention in “kinetic theory” [64, p. 161] identify
3kBTα ∶= 1
mα
⟨k2α⟩ and 3kBTβ ∶= 1mβ ⟨k2β⟩ . (8.18)
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A central potential like interaction between particles 5 in the center of mass
frame, takes place on a plane reducing the number of degrees of freedom from
6 to 4 (for point particles) for the equivalent problem. It will also ensure that
the kinetic energy associated with one of the degrees of freedom is entirely
conserved [128]. Thus only one degree of freedom will take place or actually be
augmented by the interaction and consequently instead of considering the “full
kinetic energy in interaction”:
⟨1
2
µg2⟩ = 3
2
kB [( mα
mα +mβ )Tβ + ( mβmα +mβ )Tα] ∶= 32kBTαβ , (8.19)
we restrict interest to the one degree of freedom in which interaction takes
place. And therefore define (RL)αβ for interaction potential energy U(r) by the
equation ∣U ((RL)αβ)∣ = kBTαβ . (8.20)
Here the only problem is a suitable choice of U(r) as it may have to be some-
thing of an approximation for quantum mechanical systems, as for example the
interaction of a scattered electron with an atom (the quantum mechanical many
particle system).
In order to find a potential candidate for U(r) one must develop estimates
for the relative speeds of the scattering bodies prior to the event as this could
have substantial effect on the approximation for U(r). For instance as in the
cases when an atom interacts with a “fast” or “slow” electron. In the first case
the atom may not be able to polarize and thus scattering will be different from
the case where the atom could become polarized, due to the slowness of the
electron [129, p. 60] .
Thus a digression is necessary in which estimates for the relative speed of par-
ticles have to be made to justify what approximations for U(r) to use in this
estimate.
8.4 Expected Relative Speeds of Interaction
From the previous section we know that we can estimate the expected relative
speed of interaction gαβ for particles of species α and β from equation 8.17,
namely
gαβ = √3kBTαβ
µ
, (8.21)
where
Tαβ = [( mα
mα +mβ )Tβ + ( mβmα +mβ )Tα] , (8.22)
5An interaction depending solely on the mutual distance of separation and the only inter-
actions to be considered in this chapter.
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for which we can make some simplifying observations. For interaction between
an electron and Argon ion (or Argon atom) we have that mArgon >>me (me is
mass of electron) for which it then follows that:
Tαβ ≈ Te temperature of the electrons . (8.23)
While for Argon atom-atom, atom-ion and ion-ion interactions we would have
that
Tαβ ≈ 1
2
(Tα + Tβ) ≡ Tave , (8.24)
since the masses are so comparable. Hence assuming the maximum temperature
of the Argon is of physical order 102 K and the ion temperature is also of the
same order due to the spectroscopic measurements made (as reported in [9]) we
would have that Tαβ for ions and neutrals be of 10
2 K.
While for the electrons we assume them to be of about 105 K, which is cus-
tomary for low pressure processing plasma [129, p. 60] at equilibrium (that is
roughly three physical orders of magnitude greater than the ions or neutrals).
From these order of magnitude assumptions we would then have for equation
8.21 that:
1. g ≈ √ 3kBTe
me
≈ 6.743×103√Te(m/sK 12 ) ∼ O(106)m/s for electron-atom (or
ion interaction).
2. g ≈ √ 3kBTave
mion/2 ≈ 35√Tave(m/sK 12 ) ∼ O(102)m/s for ion-ion or ion-atom
interactions.
3. g ≈ √ 3kBTave
matom/2 ∼ O(102)m/s for atom-atom interactions.
We can now shift back to making the required estimates.
8.5 Electron-Ion Interaction
For this kind of interaction it is sufficient to consider U(r) as the classical
Coulomb potential energy for two charges Zαe and Zβe [129, p. 57] separated
by distance RL with Coulomb constant ke (ignoring polarization effects of the
surrounding plasma), since the expected relative interaction speed estimate is
non-relativistic. We have:
ke
∣Zα∣e2
RL
= kBTe , (8.25)
so that
RL = ∣Zα∣e2 ( ke
kB
) 1
Te
(8.26)
≈ ∣Zα∣
Te
1.7 × 10−5(K ⋅m) ∼ 10−11 to 10−10 . (8.27)
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Consequently we can see that since
meTe <mαTα for any α , (8.28)
we have the de Broglie lengths λe > λα and can thus verify:
λe
RL
≈ ⎛⎝ h̵ke∣Zα∣e2
√
kB
me
⎞⎠√Te ≈ 1∣Zα∣1.8 × 10−3√Te(1/K 12 ) (8.29)
hence
λe
RL
∼ 1∣Zα∣O (10−1) to 1∣Zα∣O (100) , (8.30)
therefore quantum mechanical interaction is not negligible.
8.6 Electron-electron Interaction
This has essentially also been considered in the above derivation and therefore
the same estimate holds, all that changes is Zα → 1. Consequently, quantum
mechanical interaction is not negligible.
8.7 Ion-Atom Interaction
Since the relative interaction speed is obviously far from relativistic and is much
less than the characteristic speed of an electron in the atom, which is of order
106 m/s [see [129, p. 60]], the appropriate potential would be the polarization
potential [130, p. 61], as the electrons in the atom will have sufficient time to
respond to (polarize the atom) the ion’s field. Consequently U(r) is of the form
U(r) = −1
2
ke (Zαe)2 γ
r4
in vacuum , (8.31)
where γ is the polarizability of the atom and Zαe the charge of the ion.
Thus
RL = [γ
2
(Zαe)2 ke
kBTαβ
] 14 (8.32)
≈ Z 12α (Tαβ)− 14 1.9 × 10−9(m ⋅K 14 ) ∼ O(10−10)m (8.33)
for Argon γ ≈ 1.64×10−30m3 [130, p. 62]. For Argon atoms and ions their masses
are nearly the same and by assumption their temperatures are of the same order
of magnitude namely 102 K hence we have
λ = h̵√
mArgonkBTArgon
(8.34)
≈ 1√
T
3.5 × 10−12(m ⋅K 12 ) ∼ O(10−13)m . (8.35)
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Thus we have λ/RL < O(10−3) at the very least and therefore there is negligible
quantum mechanical coupling between ions and atoms.
8.8 Atom-atom Interaction
Before moving onto the most challenging case electron-atom interaction we will
consider atom-atom interaction. Since the temperature of the gas is assumed
to be of order 102 K and the relative interaction speed estimated to be of order
102 m/s. The interaction energy is estimated to be:
1
2
µg2 ≈ 1
4
matomg
2 ∼ O(10−2)eV (8.36)
where matom ≈ 39.9au [13], for elastic collisions. Consequently we may consider
these to be slow atomic collisions but not to slow for strong quantum mechanical
interaction thus the use of an “optical potential” or effective potential is accept-
able and thus it is proposed that something like the Lenard-Jones potential be
used to simulate elastic collisions for large angle scattering [131] . Hence we let
[132, 127]: U(r) = 4 [(σ
r
)12 − (σ
r
)6] (8.37)
where for Argon  = 0.0104 eV and σ = 3.40 A˚ (angstrom) [133]. Hence we have:
∣U(r)∣ = kBTArgon
⇒ ∣x2 − x∣ = (kBT )/(4) wher x = (σ
r
)6
⇒ ∣x(x − 1)∣ = (kBT )/(4)⇒ x∣x − 1∣ −A = 0⇒ −x(x − 1) −A = 0 for x < 1 and x(x − 1) −A = 0 for x > 1 . (8.38)
For which we have
x = 1 ±√1 ± 4A
2
, (8.39)
and then picking the smallest positive we would get
RL = σ 6√ 2
1 ∓√1 ± 4A , (8.40)
since T is of order 102 K we have that A is of order 10−1 to 100 hence 1− 4A is
not considered, however 1+ 4A will be of order 100 hence √1 + 4A is either 100
or 10−1. So that
2
1 +√1 + 4A , (8.41)
is order 100 or 10−1 if we picked 1 +√1 + 4A to be of order 100. Consequently
we consider the effect of sixth root, provided its argument is of order 100 its
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result will stay 100 while if it is 10−1 its result will decrease. It seems that it
will be order 100 since by assumption T is expected to be something like 273K
to 293K (i.e. close to room temperature or a bit colder due to expansion of the
gas). Thus we have:
RL of order 10
−10 to 10−9 ,
however λ ≈ 10−13m by the previous work thus we again have λ/RL < O(10−3)
at the very most and therefore negligible quantum mechanical coupling.
8.9 Electron- Atom Interaction
For this particular the speed of the electrons are estimated to be of the same
order of magnitude as the characteristic speed of the orbital electrons [130] .
Since the estimate for the speed is of order 106 m/s some degree of polarization
by the atom is expected. Fortunately the energy of interaction is approximately
given by kBTe so that we can consider the energy range kB1 × 105 eV to ap-
proximately kB9.9× 105 eV , which is the same as 8.6173324 eV to 85.31159076
eV for which a useful phenomenological potential is given by (units in Rydberg
i.e. 13.6 eV ) [134, 135, 136] :
V (r) = −2
r
ZΩ(r) − γ(r2 + d2)2 . (8.42)
Where Z is the nuclear charge and Ω(r) = [H(er/D − 1) + 1]−1 (for which H =
D(Z−1)0.4 with D = 0.862 for Argon), also γ is the electrostatic polarizability of
Argon 11.08 a3o (units in Bohr radius cubed) and d
4 = ( 1
2
γ)Z−1/3 [134, 135, 136].
This potential is satisfactory for the estimation of the Landau lengths, however
since the potential is very non-linear solving∣V (RL)∣ = kBT , (8.43)
for the energy limits had to be done numerically (using wxMaxima 15.08.2
software), the results were approximately 1.1 a0 for kB9.9×105 eV while for the
lower energy limit we have 2.3 ao for kB1 × 105 eV so that we could conclude
that RL ∼ O (10−11) to O (10−10) m. Hence since we have that:
λe = h̵√
mekB
1√
Te
≈ 3 × 10−8 1√
Te
m ⋅K1/2 , (8.44)
we can conclude that λe/RL ∼ O (10−1) at worst. So that there is non-negligible
quantum coupling.
8.10 Non-ideal or Ideal Characterization, Cou-
pling strength Characterization
Although the previous sections showed that there is quantum coupling between
some of the components in the system others showed potential for classical
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behaviour. Therefore, in an effort to kill two birds with one stone and establish
whether the system is ideal and weakly coupled or not in a classical sense we
will estimate the classical coupling parameter [64, p. 88] :
Γ = Einter
Ekin
, (8.45)
i.e. the ratio of expected interaction energy too the expected kinetic energy
of the interacting pair (which for the classical case was already given a form,
see equation 8.17) . If it can be established that Γ << 1 we may conclude that
for the given interacting pair of interest the behaviour is ideal (collision-less)
and weakly coupled [64, p. 88], while when Γ ≧ 1 it would indicate non-ideal
behaviour and strong coupling [64, p. 88].
The relevance of this parameter lies in its use to justify the use of kinetic theory
6 as a tool for the modelling of a system as well as motivates the use of certain
models within the kinetic theory framework to model a plasma [137] or sub-
stantiate the need for computational simulations instead [138, 139]. When the
coupling parameter Γ << 1 we may use a one particle distribution equation like
equation 4.8 instead of having to use the whole N -particle distribution Liouville
equation 4.2.
Since we have available the interaction potential energies U(r) from the pre-
vious section it is sensible to use ∣U(ro)∣ for the interacting energy where ro is
the expected inter-particle spacing. We can make an order of magnitude esti-
mate for the inter-particle spacing distance using the Wigner-Seitz cell relation
[139, p. 2]
4
3
pinr3o = 1 , (8.46)
where n is the suitable number density of interest. Since from the mass-flow
section we have estimates for the number densities (of applicability here) we can
generate estimates for ro.
In particular, since it is expected from the assumption that only about 1%
of the neutrals are ionized we have that a mixture of ions and neutrals or elec-
trons and neutrals with densities of orders of magnitude 1025 to 1024 particles
per cubic meter will produce densities of the ions and electrons of 1023 or 1022
particles per cubic meter (two orders less since only 1% of neutrals ionized).
Consequently estimates for the order of expected inter-particle distances are:
1. neutral-neutral, ion-neutral and electron-neutral:
ro ∼ ( 3
4pin
) 13 ∼ 0.62 ×O(1025)− 13 to 0.62 ×O(1024)− 13 (8.47)
6For systems that are weakly coupled the use of one particle distributions (and perturba-
tions of them) introduced in previous chapters for their descriptions is completely valid and
Kinetic theory is thus formulated around this criteria.
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hence
ro ∼ O(10−9) to O(10−8)m (8.48)
2. ion-ion, ion-electron and electron-electron:
ro ∼ ( 3
4pin
) 13 ∼ 0.62 ×O(1023)− 13 to 0.62 ×O(1022)− 13 (8.49)
hence
ro ∼ O(10−8)m (8.50)
8.10.1 Electron-electron Interaction
Here U(r) is the Coulomb potential interaction and thus (we are ignoring po-
larization effects by the surrounding plasma i.e. using vacuum value):
Γee = e2 ( ke
kB
) 1
roTe
(8.51)
≈ 1.671 × 10−5 1
roTe
(m ⋅K) (8.52)
∼ O(10−3) worst case O(10−2) , (8.53)
since Ekin = kBTαβ , hence weakly non-ideal with non-negligible coupling and
thus non-ideal behaviour must be taken into account.
8.10.2 Electron-ion Interaction
Here again we use the same potential :
Γei = ∣Zα∣e2 ( ke
kB
) 1
roTe
∼ O(10−3) to O(10−2) , (8.54)
but with, Tαβ ≈ Te and where zα is the multiple of charge, thus the same con-
clusions can be made. (note we are ignoring polarization effects by surrounding
plasma)
8.10.3 Ion-ion Interaction
Here Tαβ is the temperature of the ions i.e. Tαβ ∼ O(102)K but the potential
is essentially of the same form hence:
Γei = ∣ZαZβ ∣e2 ( ke
kB
) 1
roTαβ
∼ O(10−1) to O(101) . (8.55)
Thus the ions are non-ideal and strongly coupled. It should be noted that if
polarization of the surrounding plasma is taken into account it would reduce the
value of ke = 1/(4pi) where  is the permittivity of the medium. It was avoided
here since a description at a scale only two orders of magnitude greater than the
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inter-particle spacing was required. Additionally it was not known whether at
this scale, spatial correlation effects on permittivity would change smoothly so
that introducing polarization effects into the estimates could undermine their
validity by inappropriately motivating characterization as ideal.
8.10.4 Ion-atom Interaction
As before we use (assuming relative permittivity equal to one i.e. vacuum value):
∣U(r)∣ = 1
2
ke∣Zα∣2e2 γ
r4
, (8.56)
hence we have
Γia = γ
2
( ke
kB
) ∣Zα∣2e2 1
r4oTαβ
≈ ∣Zα∣21.4 × 10−35 1
r4oTαβ
∼ O(10−1) , (8.57)
with Tαβ ∼ O(102)K. So that we would then conclude weakly non-ideal with
non-negligible coupling, thus further research into modelling approaches is nec-
essary with the possibility of needing a computer simulation of this aspect of
the system requiring interest.
8.10.5 Atom-atom Interaction
As before we use (ignoring polarization effects):
∣U(r)∣ = ∣4 [(σ
r
)12 − (σ
r
)6]∣ , (8.58)
 = 0.0104 eV [133] and σ = 3.40 A˚ [133] . Hence with kB = 8.6173324 × 10−5
eV /K [140] :
Γaa = ∣4 [ σ12
r12o kBT
− σ6
r6okBT
]∣ ≈ ∣4.83 × 102 [σ12
r12o
− σ6
r6o
] 1
T
∣
∼ ∣4.83 × 102 [O(10−12) −O(10−6)] 1
T
∣
∼ 4.83 × 102O(10−6) 1
T∼ O(10−4) 1
T
∼ O(10−6) .
(8.59)
Thus ideal and weakly coupled.
8.10.6 Electron-atom Interaction
We will as before use the potential:
V (r) = −2
r
ZΩ(r) − γ(r2 + d2)2 . (8.60)
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Due to its form the coupling parameter was calculated for a range of distances
and kinetic energy values, fortunately it was inferred from a graph using the
graphing function in wxMaxima 15.08.2 that the worst case estimate was atleast
Γea ∼ O (10−13). So that the coupling is very weak and kinetic theory, depending
on the time-scales involved, could be implemented if the requirement for classical
treatment had been met.
8.11 Degeneracy of electrons
Since it has been established that the electrons have non-negligible quantum me-
chanical interaction with each other and the other constituents, it is important
to assert what statistics should be used. (i.e. include spin effects or not). That
is determine whether the system is degenerate or not. To establish whether the
system is non-degenerate all that is required is to verify that [139, p. 2] :
neλ
3
e << 1 , (8.61)
which clearly holds since λe is O(10−10) to O(10−11) and ne (electron density) is
O(1023) to O(1022) so that the results easily holds. In addition the degeneration
parameter appropriate to application in this scenario [139, p. 2]
ξ = εF
T
where T is in eV , (8.62)
εF = (3pi2ne) 23 h̵2
2me
, (8.63)
where εF is the Fermi energy of the electrons, is also much less than unity
justifying classical Boltzmann statistics.7
8.12 Quantum coupling for electrons
This is necessary to establish whether quantum coupling between electrons and
essentially ions and neutrals is weak or not i.e. determine whether the system
is quantum mechanically ideal and weakly coupled. To do this we compute the
quantum version of Γ, Γq defined as the ratio of expected interaction energy
to the Fermi energy of the electrons in our case [139, p. 3] (but would usually
use the quantum equivalent of expected kinetic energy). Note that a general
choice for expected quantum kinetic energy exists see [101, p. 16], however it
would introduce undue complexity into the estimation of the coupling parameter
for our purposes. We expect the electrons to be the main contributors to the
kinetic energy due to their small mass. Thus the Fermi energy will be a very
good basis for a kinetic energy estimate, since if we have weak coupling for
it, we will definitely have weak coupling for greater kinetic energies at higher
7The conversion between K Kelvin and eV Electron Volt is given approximately by
1/kB(eV ) ≡ 11604.5(K).
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temperatures for a given potential energy. Thus we perform estimates for the
electron-electron, electron-ion and electron-neutral interactions (the different
potentials) as the condition for classical treatment of the electrons was not met.
As before Γq << 1 would imply a quantum kinetic description or use of a one
particle distribution equation such as equation 5.28 instead of the full equation
5.21 or 5.22.
electron-electron Using the Coulomb potential from the previous sections we
would essentially have
Γqee ≈ kee2n 13e /εF = kee2 (3pi2) 23 h̵22me n− 13e << 1 (8.64)
hence negligible quantum coupling and therefore quantum kinetic theory
is applicable.
electron-ion Essentially we have
Γqei = ∣Zα∣Γqee (8.65)
so that the same conclusions could be made.
electron-atom We use the same interaction potential as previously but due
to its form the worst case estimate of coupling parameter was calculated
using Maxima to be Γqea ∼ O (10−4). So that the system is very weakly
quantum coupled with the application of quantum kinetic theory being
acceptable.
8.13 Plasma Parameters
Although the parameters mentioned in previous sections are essential to charac-
terization of the system, additional parameters such as collision frequency and
mean free paths specific to particular collisions provide information about time
and length scales in the system. Additional parameters specific to characteriza-
tion of classical plasma, such as Debye length, will also be introduced and their
importance explained.
8.13.1 Collision Frequency and mean free path length
In a system of colliding particles of type a and b the frequency with which a-
particles collide with b-particles, by means of a particular collision process i, is
estimated by [141]:
νiab = nbgσiab, (8.66)
where σiab is the collision cross-section for process i and nb is the number density
of the b-particles. g is the speed of interaction. If Λ denotes the index set of all
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collision processes i of a-particles with b-particles the total collision frequency
of a-particles with b-particles is given by [141]:
νab = nbg Λ∑
i
σiab. (8.67)
In addition if there are more than one type/species of b-particles the total col-
lision frequency of a-particles with all b-particles is:
νa =∑
b
νab. (8.68)
Dependent on the total collision frequency is the mean free path length of a-
particles between collisions la, defined by [141]:
la = g
νa
= g∑b νab = g∑b∑Λi νiab , (8.69)
that can be approximately decomposed into the mean free path lengths associ-
ated with different collision processes i using [141]:
lia ≈ (νaνia )
1
2
la , (8.70)
where i represents a particular collision process. Before estimating the collision
frequency and mean free path length of the respective processes and particles in
the plasma it is worth noting that non-elastic collisions between heavy particles
(Argon atoms and Argon ions) may provisionally be ignored provided that the
“non-adiabatic condition” is not met [141]. The “non adiabatic condition” ap-
proximately asserts that cross-sections of non-elastic collisions, between heavy
particles, resulting in a change of electronic internal energy ∆ become compa-
rable to, the usually larger, elastic cross-sections when [141]:
a∆
hg
≲ 1 , (8.71)
holds. a is the range of interaction between the particles, g the relative speed of
interaction and h Plank’s constant. If we consider Argon atom and ion collisions
with an interaction range of order O(10−10) m and use an interaction speed of
order O(102) m/s (from the previous sections) we find that ∆ ≲ 0.0007 eV
must be satisfied for the “non adiabatic condition” to hold. Fortunately the
interaction energy of Argon atom and ion collisions is of order O(10−2) eV and
we may therefore provisionally ignore the non-elastic collisions in the estimation
of collision frequency and mean free path length.
Without going into the details, the collisions frequency and mean free paths
for certain collision processes is summarized in Table 8.1. From Table 8.1 it
is seen that the greatest collision frequency is determined by elastic collisions
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between electrons and Argon atoms with the viscosity cross-section collision fre-
quency between Argon atoms and ions an order of magnitude less. The smallest
mean free path length however is determined by Argon ion and atom collisions
with Argon atom and electron collisions being an order of magnitude greater.
The large collision frequency between Argon ions and atoms in conjunction with
the corresponding mean free path length support the previous estimates estab-
lishing that ions and atoms interact strongly. In addition the Debye length of
the electrons is estimated to be 7 × 10−8 m [141] thereby asserting that each
electron’s effective range of interaction is approximately an order of magnitude
less than the mean free path between electron collisions. Thus, further justi-
fying the assertions previously that electrons are weakly coupled. The impact
parameter of the electron is estimated to be 5.6 × 10−11 m such that the Debye
logarithm follows as 7.1 > 1 which indicates that electrons collectively shield one
another [141]. Finally the ratio of electron-electron and electron-Argon collision
frequency νee/νea is of O(10−4) and therefore the system is weakly ionized [145].
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Chapter 9
Modelling Approach and
Difficulties
This chapter essentially serves as a discussion and part of the conclusion of the
dissertation. In this chapter a proposed approach and formalism to modelling
the CORION like system encountered in chapter 7 will be outlined. Contact is
made with the estimates calculated in chapter 8 and the non-equilibrium sta-
tistical mechanics introduced in chapters 4 and 5 in order to substantiate the
proposed modelling strategy. Difficulties in trying to simulate and model the
system, in order to estimate the thrust, will be outlined and discussed as well.
The chapter begins with a short introduction to the Classical Theory of Ir-
reversible Thermodynamics (CTIT). It is presented here as it (or potential gen-
eralizations of it) will be proposed to be used as a formalism for modelling the
solid components in the system.
Following the introduction to CTIT will be a section on the presentation of
a proposed modelling strategy represented in Figure 9.1. In this section the
modelling approach will be broken down into component parts and reasons
with justification given for the modelling choices. It will however transpire that
additional research will be necessary.
The chapter concludes with discussion of boundary conditions and behaviour
and the need for more research in the area of surface science. The effects of
chapter eight’s system classification and parameter estimations on choice of
modelling strategy will be discussed and summarized as well.
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9.1 Note on CTIT models and Boundary Jump
Conditions
CTIT (Classical Theory of Irreversible Thermodynamics) essentially constitutes
the formalism used to manufacture transport equations (and models) for a sys-
tem from the primary assumption (since there are a few more) that large sys-
tems are in “local thermodynamic equilibrium” or alternatively worded “the
local and instantaneous relations between thermodynamic quantities in a system
out of equilibrium are the same as for a uniform system in equilibrium” [146].
A vast amount of literature surrounds this approach, extensions and general-
izations of it [147, 148, 149, 10]. Generic forms for conservation equations are
similar to those presented in chapter four on classical non-equilibrium statisti-
cal mechanics. Namely, if we have a system consisting of multiple species with
index i ∈ S to indicate a member of the set of species S [150, 151] we will have:
Mass density transport
∂ρi
∂t
= −∇ ⋅ (ρiv⃗i) + S∑
j=1νijJj (9.1)
where the terms νijJj are production terms for mass of species I generated
from potential coupling with the other species (denoted by j).
Momentum density transport When the total density of the system is con-
served (and denoted by ρ) and we have defined the barycentric velocity v⃗
we then have that:
∂ρv⃗
∂t
= −∇ ⋅ (ρvv + σ) + S∑
j
ρjF⃗j (9.2)
where σ is an applied stress and ρjF⃗j is an applied force density, while ρ
is the whole system’s mass density.
Energy density transport The conservation of kinetic energy density 1
2
ρv2
and potential φ energy density :
∂
∂t
(1
2
ρv2 + φ) = −∇ ⋅(ρ(1
2
v2 + φ)σ ⋅ v⃗ +∑
i
φiJ⃗i)+σ ∶ ∇v⃗−∑
i
J⃗i ⋅ F⃗i (9.3)
where J⃗i is an applied energy flux and the ∶ means take (appropriate)
product and then take the trace (or in other-words a double contraction
of the tensor product σ ⊗∇v⃗).
The method used to manufacture these equations is generic and the steps in-
volved can be outlined. What follows here are the steps used to derive conser-
vation equations using the CTIT hypothesis and the thermodynamic laws, note
that the following follows from [152].
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Step 1 Choose the state variables that will be used to model the systems. Ac-
cording to the local thermodynamic equilibrium hypothesis these variables
will be determined by the ensemble of extensive thermodynamic variables
appearing in the (local form of) Gibb’s equation and the “velocity” at
which these variables are transported [152]. These will often be the vari-
ables we are interested in measuring i.e. mass density, momentum density
and energy density.
Step 2 Assume that the equations determining the evolution of the state vari-
ables are determined by balance equations appropriate for their type of
variable. In other words if the state variable is a scalar the balance equa-
tion will be that for a scalar function while when dealing with a vector or
tensor it will be the appropriate equation. See [152] for examples of the
equations considered as admissible and the generic conservation equations
listed above.
Step 3 Assume that the local source of entropy production σs is greater than
zero (for irreversible processes) and use the evolution equations from step
2 and the Gibb’s equation to determine the form of the source of entropy
production. In general one will end up with it consisting of a sum of
products of so called thermodynamic fluxes Ji and thermodynamic forces
Xi [152]
σs =∑
i
JiXi . (9.4)
The thermodynamic forces are normally associated with gradients of the
intensive state variables while the fluxes are associated with fluxes of the
extensive ones like fluxes of energy, momentum and mass [152].
Step 4 Assume, based on observation for many systems, that the thermody-
namic fluxes are linearly dependent on the thermodynamic forces [152]i.e.
Ji =∑
j
LijXj . (9.5)
These flux-force relations are called phenomenological or constitutive equa-
tions or relations and express the relation between cause and effect [152].
Step 5 Use material symmetry or Curie’s law to reduce the number of thermo-
dynamic forces coupled to the respective thermodynamic fluxes from the
previous step [152]. In actuality one is applying representation theorems
of isotropic tensors and the main rule here is that depending on what kind
of tensor a particular flux is, it can only be manufactured out of similar
tensors and it is forbidden to couple fluxes and forces of different tensorial
character [152].
Step 6 Impose restrictions on the signs of the constitutive coefficients Lij such
that the source of entropy production remains greater than or equal to
zero. Consequently from algebraic arguments it follows that the following
conditions must be met [152]:
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1. Lii ≥ 0
2. LiiLjj ≥ 14 (Lij +Lji)2
Step 7 Apply the Onsager-Casimir’s reciprocal relations appropriate to the set-
ting being considered to establish restrictions on Lij due to time reversal
behaviour. See [152] for more on this.
The difficulty with applying CTIT is that in many cases physically different
systems will share a “contact interface” through which and along which trans-
port properties will be transferred, like when a gas is in contact with a solid
there will have to be some kind of interface forming through which heat could
as an example be transferred (see Figure 9.2 p. 132).
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In general the contact interface of two physical systems (as in Figure 9.2) or
multiple systems in physical contact is defined by the modeller, mathematically
[49] , and is therefore not necessarily uniquely defined for a system, but is nor-
mally on a microscopic scale a system in itself consisting of constituents from
all systems in contact as in Figure 9.2. As a result even when a macroscopic
description of the overall system is being made and the thickness of the contact
interface at the length scale of the description shrinks to an infinitesimally small
quantity (i.e. becomes a surface see Figure 9.2) this should not necessarily be
ignored and in practice transport and conservation equations for the interface
are also derived (usually using distributions to handle the fact that the quanti-
ties of interest are restricted to a surface). The upside to this approach is that
the boundaries/contact interfaces have their own transport and conservation
equations and thus allows one to consistently model the whole system as well
as model the transport phenomena along or through the interface [50] .
The downside is that one must develop transport equations for the interface
which can be very challenging depending on how the interface has been defined
and how well such a system is actually understood within the CTIT frame work.
Regardless of the difficulties encountered, for systems where such an approach is
permissible the value of the information provided usually trumps the practical
disadvantages. This is particularly the case in fuel cell research where transport
along interfaces can explain electric charge or energy transfer [51, 52] .
The interested reader is strongly advised to consult the given references, since
a detailed study is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
9.2 Modelling Approach
In this section an approach or strategy to modelling the entire discharge, gas
flow and solid body thrust system for a slightly more ideal system than that con-
sidered in chapter 7 will be introduced. The idealization is introduced primarily
to get around the fact that it was observed in chapter 7 that the polyethylene
melted around the needle of the CORION like system and may have contami-
nated the gap of the discharge. Thus we instead consider the system to behave
as that of Figure 9.1 (p. 128) with the idealization that material surrounding
the needle does not melt, evaporate or separate in any way.
In what follows we present further justification for the modelling approach pre-
sented in Figure 9.1. Further modelling concerns associated with the charac-
terization estimates generated in chapter 8 and boundary conditions will be
addressed with independent sections at the end of this section. It should be
understood that Figure 9.1 essentially summarizes the author’s opinion on an
approach to modelling the system. It is based on the decomposition of modelling
non-equilibrium systems outlined in Figure 9.3, for which all previous chapters
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have been presented to aid justification.
Figure 9.3: A diagram illustrating different non-equilibrium modelling ap-
proaches at varying physical scales, modified from [10, p. 5].
Gas Flow Leading into the Needle
For gas flow leading into the needle (see Figure 9.1 p. 128) it is assumed that
an appropriate fluid model can be applied to model gas flow there. This as-
sumption is based on the estimate of Knudsen number, from chapter 8, at the
needle exit, which indicated gas flow would (ignoring all other components of
the discharge and plasma) be effectively modelled by some kind of fluid model
with appropriate slip boundary conditions. Since the gas at the needle exit is
more rarefied than that of the gas upstream, due to expansion, the resulting es-
timate of Knudsen number as we move upstream would improve justification for
a fluid description. In addition ionization may not extend all the way down the
needle and into its inlet chamber thus implementing a fluid description would
be further justified.
Gas Flow and Discharge System (orange (1) and yellow (2) areas in
Figure 9.1)
The methods to be used for modelling the gas, ions and electrons will primarily
be those of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, both classical and quantum
as previously introduced. For the classical formulation use of the Liouville equa-
tion 4.2 will be made while for the quantum formulation use of the Phase-Space
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quantum mechanical equations 5.21 and 5.22 will be made. In each case the
equations will generate phase-space density distribution for the system which
could be used to estimate transport momenta like mass, momentum and energy.
In addition based on the characterization of the system performed earlier it
will become clear (see later sections) why a formalism based entirely on conser-
vation equations for the system would not be viable and why simulation (since
analytic expressions would also be difficult to produce) of at least the one-
particle distributions would be critical to accurately estimating the thrust. In
particular the yellow areas in Figure 9.1 represent regions where strong coupling
is expected to occur and would thus potentially require computer simulation,
of equations 4.2 and 5.21 or 5.22, as a one-particle distribution kinetic equation
(such as equations 5.28 and 4.8) would not be able to take all necessary corre-
lations characteristic of strongly coupled systems into consideration [68]. From
this simulation one would then have to “sample” the appropriate one-particle
distributions so that estimation of the thrust would be possible. As a note the
area near the plate is assumed to require computer simulation as ions will be
accelerated to the plate and collect there as well as generate secondary elec-
trons, thus potentially creating a strongly coupled system but would require
more research to assert with certainty.
The orange regions indicate transitional regions where a computer simulation
may become impractical and inefficient due to weakening of coupling (decrease
in coupling parameter values, see equation 8.45), and as a proposal would have to
be “merged” with the use of a kinetic theory (one particle distribution equations
such as equations 5.28 and 4.8) based approaches in those same areas which will
become more practical. It is hypothesized that such an approach may become
necessary as the neutral gas in the plasma would continue to expand into the
vacuum, with the ions and electrons behaving in a similar way, resulting in a
weakening of coupling thereby justifying the transition to a Kinetic description.
It was not known by the author what simulation and kinetic theory approaches
would be acceptable for the situation as more research was required. In addition
determining how boundary conditions and error propagation would have to be
merged and transferred between the different descriptions will require further
research.
Plasma Area Between Yellow (2) and Orange (1) Areas in Figure 9.1
The area between the yellow and orange areas will be assumed to be modelled by
classical kinetic equations for gas flow and plasma. The proposal is based on the
knowledge that the gas will continue to expand into the vacuum and become
more rarefied (low density), with the assumption that the ions and electrons
would be of low density relative to the neutrals in that area and therefore all
constituents of the plasma weakly coupled (as supported by [33]). Literature
review indicated many potential candidates for modelling equations (see [?] as
an example), however a critical variable of the system to know in this area will
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be the degree of ionization. It is assumed that the system may be weakly ionized
in this region but experimentation will be necessary to confirm.
Rigid and Solid Structures
Although polyethylene structures in the actual thruster melted and evaporated
next to the needle (see chapter 7), in order to assert whether this system could
produce thrust without the polyethylene it would be necessary to remove this
behaviour in a simulation or model. Thus the actual needle and remainder of the
thruster system (thrust stand, wires etc...) will be assumed to be modelled by
some idealized system where the behaviour of the polyethylene is absent. The
chosen mathematical framework for modelling will be conservation equations
with appropriate transport equations similar to those in continuum mechanics
or CTIT (see Figure 9.1 p. 128 and section 9.1). We justify this by assuming
that the currents drawn and temperatures experienced (or assumed to be ex-
perienced) would not be to excessive for these idealized systems to be far from
behaviour justifying the application of CTIT. Another reason for choosing such
a description is that the characteristic length scales (i.e. internal diameter of
needle and needle thickness ) used for the system’s thrust description would be
much greater than the characteristic microscopic and atomic length scales of
the solid structures, thereby justifying the use of CTIT further [53] (see any of
the listed references of section 9.1). A final reason is convenience, the plasma
and gas flow system’s modelling would generate sufficient complexity to war-
rant the practical pursuit of simplifying the model and pursuing a macroscopic
description where permissible as substantiated by Figure 9.3 p. 134.
Electrodynamics of System
The electrodynamics of the system will be modelled using macroscopic elec-
trodynamics. Even though the needle was the smallest element among the
macroscopic elements and set the smallest observable length scale of interest
to describing the thrust, its characteristic length scales (primarily its thickness)
were much greater than 10−8 m. In addition observation times of the system are
expected to be much greater than any kind of characteristic times (for instance
atomic vibration periods and time between atomic collisions) in the system.
Thus allowing the application of macroscopic electrodynamics to consistently
model the behaviour of the electromagnetic fields in the system [153].
Electric Behaviour of System
There has to be an electric circuit model (either ideal or realistic) to account
for the power-supply’s response and behaviour effects to and on the system (for
instance fluctuations in the current could be due to the power-supply and not
the system itself). This model would have to take into account how the power-
source behaves. However, since conductivity or impedance in the system exterior
to it can be derived from the transport coefficients of the charge transport
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equations and their solutions [52, 10] , deriving a model should be possible
but will depend on the evolution of the system thereby introducing a coupling
between the two models. It should be noted that due to the Voltage-Current
relationship recorded for the thruster system in chapter 7 that the power-supply
for the “stable” currents recorded appeared to behave relatively ideally in that
the applied voltage was not affected by the breakdown and the current followed
the voltage so that the initial use of an ideal voltage power supply could be
justified. A sketch of the whole system with the proposed modelling approaches
labelled is given, see Figure 9.1 p. 128, to summarize the proposal.
9.3 Influence of system characterization on Dis-
charge and Gas flow Modelling
In this section the effects of the previous chapter’s characterization, and sys-
tem estimates, on choice of modelling strategy for the discharge system will be
presented. This section validates the previous chapter as well as provides justi-
fication for the need for future research. It will concern itself with the electrons,
atoms and ions of the discharge system near the needle exit. Its fundamental
aim is to present what in the author’s opinion may be acceptable modelling
approaches as well as (to restate) indicate why more research is necessary.
9.3.1 Electrons and other plasma constituents outside the
thruster system
Since the electrons very close to the needle exit are weakly coupled , both classi-
cally and quantum mechanically, to themselves and everything else (see chapter
8 sections 8.10 and 8.12) a kinetic model of some kind would be advised (as weak
coupling is one of the major requirements of such an approach [154, 155] ), pro-
vided characteristic time scales in the system would also accommodate such an
approach [156, 157] . Additionally, since the electrons are quantum mechan-
ically coupled to themselves and the other constituents of the plasma outside
the needle exit (see chapter 8) a quantum model like those of the one-particle
Wigner distribution’s equations ( see equation 5.28) would be essential for a
correct description. Fortunately the system is expected to be non-degenerate,
at least outside the needle and throughout most of the discharge due to ex-
pansion of the gas, (see chapter 8 section 8.11) so that spin derived symmetry
and statistics should not be a major concern and thus Boltzmann statistics like
behaviour is expected [158]. Thus one does not necessarily have to consider
appropriately symmeterizing the Wigner distributions and since the quantum
coupling is weak for the electrons with the other constituents of the plasma one
may attempt, initially, a completely classical approach.
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Proposed Quantum Mechanical Modelling Strategy
If a quantum mechanical kinetic description is pursued, interaction between
ions, neutrals and electrons (excluding ionization and recombination) may be
accounted for using “optical” or effective potentials [131, 159]. These are used in
scattering models to account for elastic scattering of electrons with the ions and
atoms and side step the many-particle nature of those interactions [131, 159].
Ionization and recombination interactions can be handled phenomenologically,
see [160] for an example.
One major problem with pursuing a quantum description is that the ions and
atoms essentially behave as a classical system, except for the ionization, re-
combination and probable charge transfer interactions. This would introduce
the difficulty of producing an acceptable description for the quantum electrons
using classical behaviour of the ions and atoms without to much error being
introduced. In other words if one did want to pursue a quantum kinetic de-
scription of the electrons, such a description would be functionally dependent
on the distributions of the ions and atoms (like in the classical cases ). However,
since the distributions for the ions and atoms would be well approximated at a
particular time and length scale by classical distributions the problem would be
to find or justify a quantum kinetic description of the electrons on those length
and time scales. Such a description would have to ensure that the quantum
nature of the ions and atoms becomes negligible, but that a consistent quantum
description of the electrons is still possible. Essentially we have a multi-scale
problem which would have to be carefully analysed. However with that said one
would still have to postulate or derive a kinetic equation for this system and
defend its appropriateness for the problem, but this is beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
9.3.2 Atoms and other plasma constituents outside the
thruster system
The use of a kinetic description and in particular the use of the Boltzmann
equation is perfectly justified. This is due to the small coupling between atoms
(see chapter 8 section 8.10) and the estimated time-scale between collisions being
much larger than the time-scale associated with collisions themselves [157, 156]
i.e.
τ = l/vT >> τo = ro/vT , (9.6)
where vT , ro and l are the thermal velocity, inter-particle average distance of sep-
aration and mean free path distance respectively. The problem is that the atoms
are quantum mechanically coupled to the electrons , although very weakly (also
weakly coupled in a classical sense), and classically to the ions, but more strongly
(see the chapter 8 section 8.10) . One could use “optical” or effective potentials
for interaction between atoms and electrons and something phenomenological
for the ionization and charge exchange interactions. Given the slow speed of
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the ions and atoms possibility is to use polarized potentials for their interac-
tion and still argue for a kinetic description. However, the strong interaction
with the ions would undermine an all inclusive kinetic modelling approach and
require computer simulation of the system [161], which would require further
investigation.
9.3.3 Ions and other plasma constituents outside the thruster
system
The ions are classically strongly coupled to themselves and the neutrals while
very weakly quantum mechanically coupled to the electrons (and also weakly
classically coupled). And thus this system suffers from the same modelling
difficulty as that of the atoms (neutrals).
9.4 Discussion of Boundary Conditions
In modelling this problem the most useful information are the transport quan-
tities and their gradients so that the thrust of the system can be computed.
For the solid structures in the thruster reliance on continuum mechanics like
conservation equations would be justified by assumption that they have very
small response and characteristic time (and length) scales in comparison to that
of the gas and thrust observation time ( and length) scales (as argued in section
9.2). However, use of only continuum mechanics like conservation equations
for the plasma system would not be advisable due to their inability to describe
non-linear behaviour (i.e. turbulence) and resolve shocks, which may occur due
to expansion of the gas into vacuum from the needle [126, 162, 53]. It would
instead be necessary to know the one-particle distributions and their gradients.
As we would then be able to retrieve the transport quantities and their gradients
as well as observe and study shocks in the system [162].
The problem which needs to be addresses is to ensure “physically consistent”
agreement between the different modelling techniques about the physical in-
terfaces which separate them and where they “merge” (orange areas (1) and
boundaries in Figure 9.1 p. 128).
A proposal to handle the situation of consistently merging the different descrip-
tions/models about the contact interfaces between the plasma/gas system and
solids is simple. It requires that near interface transport quantities of the plasma
(or discharge), derived from the boundary equations for the one-particle distri-
butions, on the interface satisfy the jump conditions imposed by the continuum
mechanics description on these quantities about the interface. In-other words
what ever the one-particle distribution may estimate near the interface for quan-
tities like density, momentum and energy density etc. we would want the jump
conditions used to describe the solids’ boundary conditions to agree. In this way
we can ignore the probably very complicated physical behaviour of the inter-
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faces. And will have to only accommodate the interfaces in a phenomenological
way when considering the boundary equations for the one-particle distributions.
As a side note the interface is often considered an independent thermodynamic
system with its own transport equations and thermodynamic behaviour when
ever possible [50], which may be of use when building the models.
In regions where descriptions “merge” different computational simulations or
mathematical equations or both (like the orange (1) areas in Figure 9.1) research
would have to be done on how to propagate errors between the descriptions. And
on how to supply sufficient information between the descriptions, so that the
descriptions leading into the merged areas would remain valid. To be specific
each description would have to supply boundary information to the others in a
way that reduces error and vice versa, thereby coupling them together.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
In this dissertation a recipe has been outlined on how thrust can be calculated
using the conservation of momentum equations derived from continuum me-
chanics, as a moment of the one-particle distributions or application of CTIT.
With the aim of modelling a CORION like thruster in mind it was then argued
using a much simpler system and stochastic calculus why a statistical descrip-
tion of the system is necessary. From this the one-particle distribution emerged
as a natural tool for the description of a system sufficient for the determination
of the system’s thrust and other physical quantities, such as energy and particle
number.
This was then followed by a short investigation into the background of non-
equilibrium statistical mechanics, both classical and quantum, necessary to
understand how one-particle distributions could be derived formally and in a
physically consistent way. Within this investigation the Wigner-Weyl-Moyal-
Groenewold representation of quantum non-equilibrium statistical mechanics
was introduced due to its similarity to the classical approach. It however
emerged that additional research in the areas of surface science and physical
boundary modelling is necessary.
The dissertation then continued with mass flow and current-voltage experiments
important to the CORION like thrust system and necessary for characterization
of the system. To be specific a novel mass flow and calibration set-up was tested,
while a new voltage vs current set-up’s feasibility was tested for determination
of a CORION like system’s electrical behaviour.
A characterization of the system near the needle was then performed in chapter
8 so as to assert what modelling approaches and strategies may be implemented
with respect to the non-equilibrium statistical mechanics introduced previously.
Within this section of the dissertation it was established what species of the
plasma were quantum and classically mechanically coupled, and how strongly.
Additionally the degeneracy of the electron system was verified justifying use
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of Boltzmann statistics and a classification of the gas flow near the needle per-
formed.
Finally this led to the proposal for a modelling strategy of the CORION like
system, consisting of merging different modelling approaches and descriptions
considered throughout the dissertation (and alluding to others not considered),
by implementing the system characterization. It transpired from a discussion on
boundary condition modelling and merging of descriptions/ modelling methods
that further research is required. In particular research into how to merge differ-
ent modelling approaches (equations) and their boundary equations or models
effectively and consistently, as well as on how to combine differently physically
scaled modelling approaches, is recommended.
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Appendix A
Derivation of conservation
equations from One-particle
distribution equations
In this appendix the way to generate the left hand side of the continuum mechan-
ics like conservation equations in the previous chapters is given. The method is
the same for both the classical and quantum one-particle distribution equations
for particles with mass, say mα and momentum p⃗α ∶= mαv⃗α (in the classical
case where v⃗α is the velocity of the particle). Consider an equation for the one
particle distribution for particles of mass mα, say α-type particles, fα1 (q⃗, p⃗, t)
given by
∂
∂t
fα1 + p⃗mα ⋅ ∂∂q⃗ fα1 = J αstuff , (A.1)
where J αstuff would contain all the other terms relevant to a particular one
particle distribution’s equation. We now note that that [163, 104]:
Fα1 = Nαfα1 (A.2)
(in both the classical and quantum cases) where Nα are the number of α-type
particles in the system and we assume it to be constant for convenience. From
this we then introduce the definition of the momentum-expectation of a quantity
Φα(q⃗, p⃗, t) , for α-type particles, which could be scalar, vector or a tensor of some
kind, as [85] ⟨Φα⟩p⃗(q⃗, t) ∶= ∫ Φα(q⃗, p⃗, t)Fα1 (q⃗, p⃗, t)d3p⃗ . (A.3)
The reason for this is the following, the definition of number density [163, 104]
can be written as
nα(q⃗, t) = ⟨1⟩p⃗(q⃗, t) = ∫ 1 ⋅ Fα1 (q⃗, p⃗, t)d3p⃗ , (A.4)
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additionally we then define the conditional-momentum-expectation of a quantity
Φα(q⃗, p⃗, t), for α-type particles by
Φα(q⃗, t) = ∫ Φα(q⃗, p⃗, t)Fα1 (q⃗, p⃗, t)d3p⃗∫ Fα1 (q⃗, p⃗, t)d3p⃗ (A.5)
and from this the definition of fluid velocity of the α-particles (or average velocity
density) follows as [163, 104]
u⃗α(q⃗, t) ∶= ∫ p⃗Fα1 (q⃗, p⃗, t)d3p⃗
mα ∫ Fα1 (q⃗, p⃗, t)d3p⃗ . (A.6)
Using this we would then define the centred distribution (change of variable for
the measure i.e. Fα1 (q⃗, p⃗, t)d3p⃗d3q⃗) using c⃗ +mαu⃗α = p⃗ as [163, 104]:Fα1 (q⃗, c⃗, t) ∶= Fα1 (q⃗, c⃗ +mαu⃗α, t) (A.7)
Using the centred distribution we can identify terms like the “thermal” (or
random) kinetic energy density [163, 104]:
EαK(q⃗, t) ∶= ∫ 12mα c2Fα1 (q⃗, c⃗, t)d3c⃗ (A.8)
while using the original one-particle distribution we can identify the kinetic
energy density [163, 104]
εαK(q⃗, t) = ∫ 12mα p2Fα1 (q⃗, p⃗, t)d3p⃗ , (A.9)
the relationship between them being given by [163]
εαK = EαK + mαnα (uα)22 , (A.10)
note that ∫ c⃗Fα1 (q⃗, c⃗, t)d3c⃗ = 0 , (A.11)
hence we consider a change in variables transformation of equation A.1 under
c⃗+mαu⃗α = p⃗ and multiply it by Nα. The change in variables and multiplication
would have the following effect on the left hand side of equation A.1:
∂
∂t
Fα1 (q⃗, p⃗, t) + p⃗mα ⋅ ∂∂q⃗ Fα1 (q⃗, p⃗, t)Ð→ ∂∂tFα1 (q⃗, c⃗, t) + c⃗ +mαu⃗αmα ⋅ ∂∂q⃗Fα1 (q⃗, c⃗, t)
(A.12)
while the right hand side of equation A.1 will change form appropriately when
the change of variables is applied i.e. we would have:
∂
∂t
Fα1 (q⃗, c⃗, t) + c⃗ +mαu⃗αmα ⋅ ∂∂q⃗Fα1 (q⃗, c⃗, t) = Stuff (A.13)
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With these two equations then we could derive the transport equations as fol-
lows, multiply equation A.13 by the desired quantity Φα(q⃗, c⃗+mαu⃗α, t) for which
momentum expectation is desired ( we have already performed the change of
variables) [164, 163, 104], note if not obvious the Jacobian of the transformation
is 1 i.e.
Φα(q⃗, c⃗+mαu⃗α, t) [ ∂
∂t
Fα1 (q⃗, c⃗, t) + c⃗ +mαu⃗αmα ⋅ ∂∂q⃗Fα1 (q⃗, c⃗, t)] = Φα(q⃗, p⃗, t)Stuff .
(A.14)
Stuff is just the right hand side. Now we integrate both sides over momentum
[164, 163, 104] i.e. c⃗. This results in the right hand side turning into some kind
of source term JΦα while the left hand side yields (using integration by parts):
∂
∂t
∫ ΦαFα1 d3c⃗ + ∂∂q⃗ ⋅ ∫ (c⃗ +mαu⃗α)mα ⊗ΦαFα1 d3c⃗
− ∫ { ∂
∂t
Φα + ∂
∂q⃗
⋅ [(c⃗ +mαu⃗α)
mα
⊗Φα]}Fα1 d3c⃗
(A.15)
where ⊗ implies the correct kind of multiplication since we could be dealing
with tensor multiplication, and ⋅ should be understood as the correct kind of
inner-product or contraction (see [78] but note that in this reference⋅ is replaced
with ∶). Hence we are left with the equation:
∂
∂t
⟨Φα⟩p⃗+ ∂
∂q⃗
⋅⟨(c⃗ +mαu⃗α)
mα
⊗Φα⟩p⃗−⟨{ ∂
∂t
Φα + ∂
∂q⃗
⋅ [(c⃗ +mαu⃗α)
mα
⊗Φα]}⟩p⃗ = JΦα
(A.16)
Now when we pick Φα to be equal to the following:
1. For Φα = 1 we get particle number conservation equation [164, 163, 104].
2. For Φα = p⃗ = c⃗ +mαu⃗α we get the momentum conservation equation [164,
163, 104].
3. For Φα = 1
2mα
p2 = 1
2mα
(c2+(mα)2(uα)2+2c⃗ ⋅mαu⃗α) we get the “Random”
kinetic energy conservation equation [164, 163, 104].
And this completes the appendix section on how conservation equations are
derived from the respective one particle distributions. As a final note when the
particle number fluctuates in time one will normally only use an equation for
Fα1 not f
α
1 when deriving the BBGKY-hierarchy or when simply postulating a
modelling equation.
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Basic Stochastic Calculus
In this appendix basic stochastic calculus (particularly Brownian motion or
otherwise also known as Wiener process stochastic calculus) will be introduced,
along with the notion of a stochastic differential equation, Ito’s change of vari-
able formula and the relationship between Stratonovich and Ito stochastic dif-
ferential equations.
Definition 1 (Stochastic Process) A stochastic process often denoted X(j)
or Xj where j ∈ Z (an index from the index set Z) is actually a family (indexed
set) of Random variables {X(j), j ∈ Z} each defined on a common probability
space, denoted (M,Ω, µ) 1. Where M is the sample space while Ω is the σ-
algebra of sets for the probability measure µ and sample space [61, p. 24],[55,
p. 10].
As an example j could be the time , say j ∈ [0,1] where the interval is in sec-
onds, at which the “same” kind of experiment’s outcome is observed denoted
say by Xω(j) (where ω characterizes the particular kind of experimental run so
that different runs with exactly the same outcomes for all j have the same ω).
Hence, every time ordered set of observations {Xω(j), j ∈ [0,1]} (i.e. defining
a function xω(j) = Xω(j)) of different experimental runs over the whole time
interval would each be members of the sample space M. Thus one could then
think of (M,Ω, µ) as the set of all possible “paths” (functions xω) the exper-
iment could produce and then given a probability measure µ on the σ-algebra
Ω of this set of paths. The outcome of the experiment at a time j = t is then
random and denoted by Xt or X(t) with its probability measure derived from
the probability measure µ [165].
With this said it is then often convenient to think of the Stochastic process
as a function of two variables (ω, j) where ω would index an element of the
sample space M [55]. One could then interpret X(ω, j) as a function (in the
1And taking values in some algebra or field since things can be generalized to manifolds
and vector spaces.
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conventional sense) in j when ω is kept constant while when j is kept constant as
a random variable on the probability space (M,Ω, µ) for which we have ω ∈M.
Next we introduce Brownian motion with respect to time or also known as the
Wiener process.
Definition 2 (One Dimensional Brownian Motion) denoted convention-
ally by B(t) or W (t) (when referring to it as a Wiener process) is a stochastic
process taking values in R with the following properties [61, p. 56]:
1. (Independent Increments) B(t) − B(s) where t > s is independent (un-
correlated with itself) of the past, meaning the increment B(t) −B(s) is
independent of B(u) for 0 ≤ u ≤ s.
2. (Normal/Gaussian Increments) B(t) − B(s), where t > s, has a normal
distribution with mean zero and standard deviation t − s.
3. (Continuous paths) The paths for B(t) for t ≥ 0 are continuous functions
of t.
A multivariate Brownian motion or Wiener process depending on time denoted
B⃗(t) or W⃗ (t) can be defined using one-dimensional Brownian motions as a (col-
umn or row) vector [B1(t), ...,Bn(t)] where n would represent the dimension
of the Brownian motion and each Bj(t) is a one-dimensional Brownian motion
[166].
A motivation for Stochastic calculus will now be introduced as well as used
to indirectly define a Stochastic differential equation (more specifically a diffu-
sion type stochastic differential equation). Suppose we have differential equation
for some kind of one-dimensional phenomena dependent on time X(t) given by
d
dt
X(t) = A[X(t), t] , (B.1)
where A is functionally dependent on X(t) and explicitly dependent on time
denoted by A[X(t), t]. However suppose it turns out that it is discovered that
this kind of phenomena actually has a degree of randomness present during its
evolution so that a more correct modelling differential equation would be
d
dt
X(t) = A[X(t),B(t), t] +C[X(t),B(t), t]B˙(t) , (B.2)
where A and C are functionally dependent on X(t) and B(t), and explicitly
dependent on time t. B(t) could be a one-dimensional Brownian motion as
introduced above or some other Stochastic process while B˙(t) would denote
its “derivative”, we assume (for the time being) that the paths themselves are
smooth enough to allow interpretation of a derivative in the conventional sense.
It would, still assuming we could interpret the derivative of the stochastic pro-
cess, then hold that this differential equation would be equivalent to the integral
equation (by assuming straight forward integration holds)
X(t) =X(0)+∫ s=t
s=0 A[X(s),B(s), s]ds+∫ s=ts=0 C[X(s),B(s), s]B˙(s)ds . (B.3)
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One immediate problem becomes clear, that is we might not actually have a
conventional interpretation of B˙(s), since in the specific case of Brownian mo-
tion it is known that the paths are nowhere differentiable [167]. However if we
still carry on with our assumptions we could write
X(t) =X(0) +∫ s=t
s=0 A[X(s),B(s), s]ds +∫ s=ts=0 C[X(s),B(s), s]dB(s) , (B.4)
where the interpretation of the increment dB(s) may actually be something
more conventional and attainable with in the more normal limits of the calculus
we are employing. To be specific we want to work with “normal” functions
and Stochastic processes, not generalized functions and Stochastic processes
and then have to recast the above differential equation into a frame work that
would “always” (since it has its limits as well) allow for an interpretation of the
derivative of the Stochastic process [54].
The problem however that we then face is that we have no idea as to how
to define the integral:
∫ s=t
s=0 C[X(s),B(s), s]dB(s). (B.5)
Fortunately Kiyoshi Itoˆ managed to identify the necessary frame work for the
“integration” of stochastic processes with respect to Brownian motion [61]. The
approach will now be introduced starting with the “integration of non-random
simple processes”.
Definition 3 (Non-random Simple Process) X(t) is a function of t and
does not depend on the Brownian motion B(t) such that for an interval [0, T ]
there exist times 0 = t0 < t1 < ... < tn = T and constants c0, c1, ..., cn−1 so that
X(t) has the expansion:
X(t) = c0 + n−1∑
i=0 ciχ(ti,ti+1](t) (B.6)
where χ(ti,ti+1](t) are characteristic functions on the respective intervals [168].
for which its Ito stochastic integral is defined by
Definition 4 (Integration of Non-random Simple Process) of Non-
random Simple Process X(t) over the interval [0, T ] is defined by [168]:
∫ s=T
s=0 X(s)dB(s) ∶= n−1∑i=0 ci (B(ti+1) −B(ti)) . (B.7)
Now to integrate a Stochastic process we would have to allow that the coefficients
themselves be “random” [168], denote it hence by say ξi. If this becomes the
case the coefficients themselves could be functionally dependent on the Brownian
motion i.e. ξi[B(s)] for the interval s ∈ [ti, ti+1]. The problem then becomes
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how to choose the actual value the variable should take on the interval i.e. what
should the value of s be in the interval. Regardless though of how we choose
said value, the requirement to be met would be that we want to make sure that
each coefficient only depends on the Brownian motion within the time interval,
it is broken up into and not future values of the Brownian motion i.e. depend
on values outside [ti, ti+1]. To specify such a requirement in a mathematically
consistent way before defining the appropriate integral we have to introduce the
notion of a σ-algebra generated by a stochastic process, a filtration, a filtration
generated by a stochastic process (in our case the Brownian motion) and the
notion of an “adapted stochastic process”. Thus we begin with:
Definition 5 (σ-algebra generated by a Random Variable) Since a Ran-
dom Variable X is actually a measurable mapping from a probability space, say(M,Ω, µ), into some measure space (N ,Λ, ν):
X ∶MÐ→ N (B.8)
for example the Real numbers with the Lebesgue integration measure defined on
the Borel sets for the Reals, we can use the Random Variable and the co-domain
to which the space M is mapped to select (i.e. generate) a σ-algebra contained
in Ω as follows: The σ-algebra generated by Random Variable X denoted σ(X)
is σ-algebra generated by the family of sets defined by:
σ(X) ∶= {X−1(S)∣S ∈ Λ} (B.9)
where X−1 is the pre-image of X i.e.
X−1(S) = {ω ∈M∣X(ω) ∈ S} (B.10)
since X is a measurable mapping we would have σ(X) ⊆ Ω [61, p. 24],[55, p. 8].
Before defining σ-algebra generated by a Stochastic Process a discussion will be
entered into since it seems somewhat unnecessary and paradoxical to introduce
this concept if we already have that a stochastic process will by definition
posses its own σ-algebra. Recall that in the definition of a stochastic process
it was necessary to use an index set Z for the j in the identification of each
Xj in the stochastic process. From a modelling point of perspective one would
choose or discover Z to be some kind of set that should encompass all desired
behaviour, and then with respect to this set we would label the Random vari-
ables that constitute the stochastic process. But what happens if, when we run
our experiments or record and track our observations we do not use the entire
index set Z’s indices , what if in fact we only track phenomena in some subset
Z ′ of Z (Z ′ ⊂ Z)(for instance instead of observing a phenomena over a time
interval [0, T ] we observe it over a time interval [0, τ] with τ < T )? The sit-
uation that then occurs is that we must analyse our observations with respect
to only this subset and find out what “events” or elements in our sample spaceM could explain the phenomena on this subset Z ′ as using the whole Z (if
possible) may include to much information (or require data not available to us
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due to our restricted observation). In other words we would need to find out
whether a σ-algebra with respect to the restriction of the stochastic process to
the index set Z ′ can be found to encode the “observable events”.
As it turns out one can manufacture such a required σ-algebra but will first
have to define “cylinder sets” and then construct the “cylinder σ-algebra” be-
fore σ-algebra generated by a Stochastic Process can be defined. Recall the
identification we made earlier that a stochastic process can be viewed as a map-
ping in two variables, namely
X ∶ Z ×MÐ→ N , (B.11)
such that (j, ω) ∈ Z ×ΩÐ→X(j, ω) ∈ N . (B.12)
In addition to this identification we could also note that this mapping could be
considered a mapping from M into a subset of the space NZ (the space of all
maps from Z to N ) i.e.
X ∶MÐ→ NZ , (B.13)
such that by denoting X(⋅, ω) (a function on Z) by ω(⋅) we can see that we
would have the mapping:
ω ∈MÐ→ ω(⋅) ∈ NZ . (B.14)
With respect to this mapping and the fact that (w.r.t to the identification just
made)
X(M) ⊆ NZ , (B.15)
we can introduce the notion of a cylinder set, appropriate to application here.
Definition 6 (Cylinder Set) C(z1,...,zn)(B) ⊂ NZ is a set given by [169,
p. 2],[61, p, 47]:
C(z1,...,zn)(B) = {ω ∈ NZ ∣ (ω(z1), ..., ω(zn)) ∈ B} (B.16)
where n ≥ i ≥ 1, zi ∈ Z and B ∈ Λ⊗n. Where Λ⊗n ≡ Λ⊗ ...⊗Λ is the n-product
σ-algebra of the σ-algebra Λ of N i.e. the smallest σ-algebra containing all
subsets of Nn (N × ... ×N is the n-times Cartesian product) of the form:(A1,A2, ...,An) ∈ Nn where Ai ∈ Λ (B.17)
Definition 7 (Cylinder σ-algebra) If we consider the class of all cylinder
sets (i.e. collection of all cylinder sets) constructed from NZ denoted C(N , Z)
or simply C (and is an algebra of sets):
C(N , Z) ∶= ∞⋃
n≥1 ⋃z1,...,zn∈Z
B∈Λ⊗n
C(z1,...,zn)(B) (B.18)
we can use it to generate a σ-algebra of sets by considering the Cylinder σ-
algebra denoted σ(C) (or σ(C(N , Z))to be the smallest σ-algebra to contain the
class C i.e. all its elements namely all the different cylinder sets [169, p. 2].
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At this point it probably doesn’t come as a surprise (due to the identifications
earlier) but we would then consider a Stochastic process X to be the measurable
map
X ∶ (M,Ω)Ð→ (NZ , σ(C(N , Z))) , (B.19)
where the σ-algebra on M would still be Ω due to the “measurable” requirement
while the σ-algebra on NZ would be σ(C(N , Z)). However it is possible for an
alternative σ-algebra to be induced, by using the map X and the σ-algebra
σ(C) on NZ , for the set M which we would denote σ(X) (unfortunately this
notation seemed to be convention) [169]. This connection is made formal using
the Kolmogrov theorems [61, p. 47]. We already made sure by definition right
at the start of this appendix that X(j) is a measurable function between the
measure spaces (M,Ω) and (N ,Λ) for all j ∈ Z that σ(X) ⊆ Ω or Ω ⊂ σ(X).
Hence we have by the previously mentioned definition that X is measurable
with respect to (NZ , σ(C(N , Z))) on (M,Ω) and use the definition of σ-algebra
induced by a stochastic process to generate the required result. Consequently,
everything manufactured may seem redundant except when you want to perhaps
check whether it would be possible to construct a stochastic process from some
subset of a space of maps of some kind. Of immediate practical value is the
scenario where we already have our model stochastic process but only have data
for j ∈ Z ′ ⊂ Z such that we would need to restrict our stochastic model to this
subset when applying analysis techniques in a way that would keep everything
consistent. Thus we are lead to (as a practical requirement)
Definition 8 (σZ′-algebra generated by a Stochastic Process) Assuming
that X ∶MÐ→ NZ′ is a stochastic process for Z ′ ⊂ Z i.e. we have (M,Ω, µ) a
probability space, (N ,Λ, ν) a measure space with measure ν, (NZ′ , σ(C(N , Z ′)))
a measure space and finally X measurable function between the two spaces. We
can proceed to define the σ-algebra generated by a Stochastic Process X on Z ′
denoted as σ(X) as the σ-algebra [170]:
σ(X) ∶= {X−1(B) ⊂M∣B ∈ σ(C(N , Z ′))} (B.20)
where the set on the right can be checked to be σ-algebra using σ(C(N , Z ′))
Now important to the introduction of filtration generated by a stochastic process
we will have to introduce the notion of an augmented σ-algebra with respect to
a probability measure µ denoted F .
Definition 9 (Augmented σ-algebra) Given a stochastic process:
X ∶MÐ→ NZ′ (B.21)
on the probability space (M,Ω, µ) and the σ-algebra σ(C(N , Z ′)) induced on M
by it, the augmented σ-algebra w.r.t the probability measure µ denoted FZ′ is
the σ-algebra generated by the family of sets [169, p. 21]:
σ(C(N , Z ′))⋃Nµ where Nµ ∶= {A ∈M∣µ(A) = 0} (B.22)
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in other words: FZ′ ∶= σ(σ(C(N , Z ′))⋃Nµ) (B.23)
This σ-algebra simply makes sure that we always include the zero probability
events which the experiments would never be able to display and which the
restricted stochastic process may ignore. In this way this σ-algebra contains all
events we would possibly associate with the index set Z ′ and all experimental
outcomes observed for it. Now to introduce a filtration appropriate to the
application in this appendix and thesis.
Definition 10 (Filtration) A filtration F is a family of σ-algebras on the
same space, indexed and ordered according to a linear totally ordered (in general
it only needs to be totally ordered) index set (denoted here by Γ) such that when
i, j ∈ Γ with i ⪯ j (i precedes j at most) and Fi,Fj ∈ F then Fi ⊆ Fj holds [169,
p. 21].
Definition 11 (Filtration Generated by a Stochastic Process) Using a
linear totally ordered index set Z for a stochastic process X the filtration gen-
erated by the stochastic process X is the family of σ-algebras:
F ∶= {Fi∣i ∈ Z} (B.24)
where Fi is the augmented σ-algebra for the restricted stochastic process running
up to i ∈ Z [169, p. 21].
Using the filtration we can upgrade our probability space to a filtered probability
space where the filtration could be built from a specific stochastic process, in
our case Brownian motion. With the filtration we can now introduce the notion
of an adapted process.
Definition 12 (Adapted Process) Consider stochastic process Y (j) defined
on (M,Ω, µ) with j ∈ Z where in addition (M,Ω, µ) has a filtration F ={Fi∣i ∈ Z} (where each Fi i ∈ Z could have been generated by another stochas-
tic process X(j)). Y (j) will be called adapted if for j = t we have Y (t) is Ft
measurable [61, p. 50].
This would have the consequence that such a process, possibly only ever ob-
served up to j = t, would not depend on future behaviour but can be analysed
using at least the events and our understanding of them in Ft.
With all this said we can finally move on to define the second last tool for
integration of stochastic process with respect to Brownian motion. We intro-
duce the notion of the integral for a simple adapted process, necessary for the
construction of any stochastic integral.
Definition 13 (Integration of Simple Stochastic Process) Assume we
have a filtered probability space (M,Ω, µ) with F = {Fi∣i ∈ Z} being generated by
Brownian motion. Then a simple adapted stochastic process X(j) on Z = [0, T ]
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is such that there exist “times” 0 = t0 < t1 < ... < tn = T , a constant ξ0 (not
entirely necessary) and Fti measurable Random Variables ξi with E[ξ2i ] <∞ for
i = 0,1,2, ..., n so that it can be put in the form:
X(j) = ξ0 + n−1∑
i=0 ξiχ(ti,ti+1] (B.25)
The Ito integral of an adapted simple process follows:
∫ T
0
X(s)dB(s) ∶= n−1∑
i=0 ξi (B(ti+1) −B(ti)) (B.26)
which we can see is a random variable itself [168].
Finally we can conclude this talk of integration with the last definition.
Definition 14 (Stochastic integral of a Stochastic Process) Let {Xn(j)}j≥1
be a sequence of simple adapted stochastic processes convergent in probability to
the stochastic process X(j) i.e. If the following limit exists [61, p. 95],[171]
lim
n→∞µ({∣Xn(j) −X(j)∣ > ε}) = 0 ∀ε > 0,∀j ∈ Z (B.27)
where ∣ ⋅ ∣ indicates the norm in the space to which the stochastic processes are
mapped. Then the stochastic integral of the process X(j) denoted ∫ T0 X(s)dB(s)
is the limit in probability (when it exists) of the sequence of Random Variables:
Jn ∶= ∫ T
0
Xn(s)dB(s) (B.28)
in other words as a random variable J = ∫ T0 X(s)dB(s) we would require:
lim
n→∞µ({∣Jn − J ∣ > ε}) = 0 ∀ε > 0 (B.29)
However using the limit in probability isn’t the only way to go, but is weak, an
alternative is to replace it with the L2(µ) as is usual in Lebesgue integration
theory, since convergence in L2(µ) guarantees convergence in the probability
sense [171],[167, p. 14].
As a final note, when breaking down a stochastic process X(j) into sequence of
simple processes {Xn(j)}n>1 it will often be the case that we could represent
these sequences as
Xn(j) = n∑
i=0X(sn)χ[f−(i,n),f+(i,n)) , (B.30)
where X(sn) would represent some “appropriate” value of X(j) on the interval[f−(i, n), f+(i, n)), for which f−(i, n), f+(i, n) would be used to determine upper
and lower limits on the interval. Now two choices are conventional [171]:
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1. Ito’s choice sn = f−(i, n), using the bottom value guarantees you that you
won’t be trying to look into the future.
2. Stratanovich’s choice sn = (f−(i, n) + f+(i, n))/2, considered more useful
for work in generalizing to manifolds as change of variable formula look
the same as in conventional calculus.
These two choices are related with a small digression at the end of the ap-
pendix indicating the relationship. However regardless, two results used in the
dissertation are note worthy and will be mentioned namely: Ito’s change of
variable formula and the relationship between Stratonovich and Ito stochastic
differential equations. We start with Ito’s change of variable formula suitable
to application in the dissertation by introducing the notion of a Ito-process and
stochastic differential equation.
Definition 15 (Ito-process and Stochastic Differential Equation) An
Ito-process on the interval [0, T ] is a stochastic process X(t) which has the
form [61, p. 108]:
X(t) =X(0) + ∫ s=t
s=0 A[X(s),B(s), s]ds + ∫ s=ts=0 C[X(s),B(s), s]dB(s) (B.31)
where X(0) is F0-measurable, the processes A[X(s),B(s), s] ≡ A(s) and C[X(s),B(s), s] ≡
C(s) are Ft-adapted such that:
1. ∫ T0 ∣A(s)∣ds <∞
2. ∫ T0 C(s)2ds <∞
hold. When this is the case the process X(t) is said to have the “stochastic
differential” on [0, T ]
dX(t) = A[X(t),B(t), t]dt +C[X(t),B(t), t]dB(t) where 0 ≤ t ≤ T (B.32)
however one must interpret it as an alternative notation for the integral form
B.31. When the conditions for an Ito process cannot be asserted and one does
not know what X(t) is, then an equation of the form B.32 is referred to as
a “Stochastic Differential Equation” driven by Brownian motion [61, p. 126]
[note this is the Ito form of a stochastic differential equation since integration
is implied in the Ito sense].
With this at hand we can introduce Ito’s change of variable formula for Ito-
processes.
Definition 16 (Ito’s change of variables for functions with multiple
variables) Let X⃗(t) = (X1(t),X2(t), ...,Xn(t)) be a vector Ito-process and
f(x1, ..., xn) be an atleast twice differentiable function i.e. member of the C2
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set of functions, of n-variables. Then f(X1(t), ...,Xn(t)) is an Ito-process and
in addition its stochastic differential is given by [61, p. 119]:
df(X1(t), ...,Xn(t)) = n∑
i=1
∂
∂xi
f(X1(t), ...,Xn(t))dXi(t)
+ 1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
∂2
∂xi∂xj
f(X1(t), ...,Xn(t))d [Xi,Xj] (t) (B.33)
where d[Xi,Xj](t) is the stochastic differential of the quadratic variation [61,
p. 103]:
[Xi,Xj] (t) = limn−1∑
l=0 (Xi(tnl+1) −Xi(tnl )) (Xj(tnl+1) −Xj(tnl )) (B.34)
where for each n the sequence {tnl }nl=0 is a partition of [0, t], and the limit is taken
over all partitions with δn =max(tnl+1−tnl )→ 0 as n→∞ with convergence/limit
result determined through convergence in probability.
Fortunately one can compute the stochastic differential of the quadratic varia-
tion of Ito-processes Xi(t) and Xj(t) using their stochastic differentials as [61,
p. 119]
d [Xi,Xj] (t) = dXi(t)dXj(t) . (B.35)
One would then multiply out the product on the right using the stochastic
differentials of Xi(t) and Xj(t) which should have forms similar to equation
B.32 (since they are Ito-processes) and then use the following “formal” results
to simplify further [61, p. 110],[172, p. 96]:
1. dBi(t)dBj(t) = δijdt since Xi(t) and Xj(t) may depend on multiple Brow-
nian motions
2. dBi(t)dt = 0 for any i
3. (dt)2 = 0
With this complete we can proceed to relate the Stratanovich integral to Ito’s
and also relate their respective stochastic differential forms (used colloquially),
which could then be used to show how Stratanovich stochastic differential equa-
tions can be transformed into Ito-stochastic differential equations.
Definition 17 (Stratanovich Integral and Stochastic Differential in-
terms of Ito counterparts) Let X(t) and Y (t) be continuous adapted pro-
cesses such that the Ito-integral ∫ t0 Y (s)dX(s) is defined. The Stratanovich
integral is then defined by [61, p. 145]:
∫ t
0
Y (s) ○ dX(s) = ∫ t
0
Y (s)dX(s) + 1
2
[Y,X] (t) (B.36)
while the Stratanovich stochastic differential associated with it is given by [61,
p. 145]:
Y (s) ○ dX(s) = Y (s)dX(s) + 1
2
d [Y,X] (t) (B.37)
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Using Ito’s change of variable formula and the above definition of Stratanovich
stochastic differentials in-terms of Ito’s stochastic differentials it is possible
to show how Stratanovich stochastic differential equations are related to Ito
stochastic differential equations, namely:
Theorem 1 (Conversion of Stratanovich SDE to Ito SDE) Suppose that
a stochastic process X(t) satisfies the following SDE in the Stratanovich sense:
dX(t) = A[X(t), t]dt +B[X(t), t] ○ dB(t) (B.38)
with B twice differentiable in X. Then X(t) satisfies the Ito SDE [61, p. 147]:
dX(t) = [A[X(t), t] + 1
2
( ∂
∂X
B[X(t), t])B[X(t), t]]dt +B[X(t), t]dB(t)
(B.39)
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Mass Flow Data Results
and Analysis
In this appendix results of the analysis of mass flow is given as well as error
analysis and model justification. Note that this section may appear repetitious
but the results are for different experiments.
VF ( cm3/s) MF (kg/s)
0.101293103 1.67644E-07
0.101731602 1.6837E-07
0.102396514 1.6947E-07
0.10042735 1.66211E-07
0.102396514 1.6947E-07
0.100642398 1.66567E-07
0.101293103 1.67644E-07
0.099576271 1.64803E-07
0.101731602 1.6837E-07
Table C.1: Table of time-average volume and mass flow rates for table 6.1 (not
taking significant figures into account).
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VF ( cm3/s) Error ( cm3/s) MF (kg/s) Error ( kg/s )
0.10 ± 0.009 1.7E-07 ± 1.7E-08
0.10 ± 0.009 1.7E-07 ± 1.7E-08
0.10 ± 0.009 1.7E-07 ± 1.7E-08
0.10 ± 0.009 1.7E-07 ± 1.6E-08
0.10 ± 0.009 1.7E-07 ± 1.7E-08
0.10 ± 0.009 1.7E-07 ± 1.6E-08
0.10 ± 0.009 1.7E-07 ± 1.7E-08
0.10 ± 0.008 1.7E-07 ± 1.6E-08
0.10 ± 0.009 1.7E-07 ± 1.7E-08
Table C.2: Table of time-average volume and mass flow rates with error estimate
for table 6.1.
For volume flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling
test under assumption of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with
D = 0.25490432. Mean was µ = 0.10128 with 95% confidence interval [0.10056,0.10199]
while standard deviation σ = 0.0009312 with 95% confidence interval [0.0006290,0.00178].
For volume flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling
test of volume flow rate residuals under assumption of normal data yielded
p-value greater than 0.250 with D = 0.25490432. Mean was µ = 2.2222E-11 with
95% confidence interval [−0.0007158,0.0007158] while standard deviation σ =
0.0009312 with 95% confidence interval [0.0006290,0.00178].
For mass flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling
test under assumption of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with
D = 0.25490909. Mean was µ = 1.67617E-7 with 95% confidence interval[1.66432E − 7,1.68801E − 7] while standard deviation σ = 1.54113E-9 with 95%
confidence interval [1.04097E − 9,2.95245E − 9]. For mass flow rate data un-
altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling test for mass flow rate residu-
als under assumption of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with
D = 0.25490424. Mean was µ = 2.2222E-16 with 95% confidence interval[−1.1847E − 9,1.1847E − 9] while standard deviation σ = 1.54123E-9 with 95%
confidence interval [1.04104E − 9,2.95264E − 9].
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VF ( cm3/s) MF (kg/s)
0.142857143 2.36434E-07
0.144171779 2.3861E-07
0.143292683 2.37155E-07
0.143292683 2.37155E-07
0.141141141 2.33594E-07
0.145061728 2.40083E-07
0.142424242 2.35718E-07
0.139880952 2.31509E-07
0.140298507 2.322E-07
0.139880952 2.31509E-07
Table C.3: Table of time-average volume and mass flow rates for table 6.2(not
taking significant figures into account).
VF ( cm3/s) Error ( cm3/s) MF (kg/s) Error ( kg/s )
0.14 ± 0.01 2.4E-07 ± 2.3E-08
0.14 ± 0.01 2.4E-07 ± 2.4E-08
0.14 ± 0.01 2.4E-07 ± 2.3E-08
0.14 ± 0.01 2.4E-07 ± 2.3E-08
0.14 ± 0.01 2.3E-07 ± 2.3E-08
0.15 ± 0.01 2.4E-07 ± 2.4E-08
0.14 ± 0.01 2.4E-07 ± 2.3E-08
0.14 ± 0.01 2.3E-07 ± 2.3E-08
0.14 ± 0.01 2.3E-07 ± 2.3E-08
0.14 ± 0.01 2.3E-07 ± 2.3E-08
Table C.4: Table of time-average volume and mass flow rates with error estimate
for table 6.2.
For volume flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling
test under assumption of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with
D = 0.32590742. Mean was µ = 0.14223 with 95% confidence interval [0.14091,0.14355]
while standard deviation σ = 0.00184 with 95% confidence interval [0.00126,0.00336].
For volume flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling test
of volume flow rate residuals under assumption of normal data yielded p-value
greater than 0.250 with D = 0.32590742. Mean was µ = 0 with 95% confi-
dence interval [−0.00132,0.00132] while standard deviation σ = 0.00184 with
95% confidence interval [0.00126,0.00336].
For mass flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling test
under assumption of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with D =
0.32590622. Mean was µ = 2.35397E-7 with 95% confidence interval [2.3322E −
7,2.37574E − 7] while standard deviation σ = 3.04314E-9 with 95% confidence
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interval [2.09318E−9,5.55558E−9]. For mass flow rate data un-altered by error
estimates, Anderson-Darling test for mass flow rate residuals under assumption
of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with D = 0.32590778. Mean
was µ = -1.1E-15 with 95% confidence interval [−2.1771E−9,2.17705E−9] while
standard deviation σ = 3.04331E-9 with 95% confidence interval [2.0933E −
9,5.5559E − 9].
VF ( cm3/s) MF (kg/s)
0.176691729 2.92432E-07
0.172161172 2.84934E-07
0.172161172 2.84934E-07
0.173431734 2.87037E-07
0.178030303 2.94647E-07
0.177358491 2.93535E-07
0.177358491 2.93535E-07
0.173431734 2.87037E-07
0.170909091 2.82861E-07
0.175373134 2.9025E-07
Table C.5: Table of time-average volume and mass flow rates for table 6.3 (not
taking significant figures into account).
VF ( cm3/s) Error ( cm3/s) MF (kg/s) Error ( kg/s )
0.18 ± 0.015 2.9E-07 ± 2.9E-08
0.17 ± 0.015 2.9E-07 ± 2.8E-08
0.17 ± 0.015 2.9E-07 ± 2.8E-08
0.17 ± 0.015 2.9E-07 ± 2.8E-08
0.18 ± 0.015 2.9E-07 ± 2.9E-08
0.18 ± 0.015 2.9E-07 ± 2.9E-08
0.18 ± 0.015 2.9E-07 ± 2.9E-08
0.17 ± 0.015 2.9E-07 ± 2.8E-08
0.17 ± 0.015 2.8E-07 ± 2.8E-08
0.18 ± 0.015 2.9E-07 ± 2.9E-08
Table C.6: Table of time-average volume and mass flow rates with error estimate
for table 6.3.
For volume flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling
test under assumption of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with
D = 0.42067214. Mean was µ = 0.17469 with 95% confidence interval [0.17284,0.17654]
while standard deviation σ = 0.00258 with 95% confidence interval [0.00178,0.00472].
For volume flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling test
of volume flow rate residuals under assumption of normal data yielded p-value
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greater than 0.250 with D = 0.42067209. Mean was µ = -1E-10 with 95% con-
fidence interval [−0.00185,0.00185] while standard deviation σ = 0.00258 with
95% confidence interval [0.00178,0.00472].
For mass flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling test
under assumption of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with D =
0.42061730. Mean was µ = 2.8912E-7 with 95% confidence interval [2.8606E −
7,2.9218E − 7] while standard deviation σ = 4.27754E-9 with 95% confidence
interval [2.94225E−9,7.80913E−9]. For mass flow rate data un-altered by error
estimates, Anderson-Darling test for mass flow rate residuals under assumption
of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with D = 0.42067238. Mean
was µ = -1E-15 with 95% confidence interval [−3.0601E − 9,3.0601E − 9] while
standard deviation σ = 4.27773E-9 with 95% confidence interval [2.94237E −
9,7.80947E − 9].
VF ( cm3/s) MF (kg/s)
0.106719368 1.76625E-07
0.100746269 1.66739E-07
0.106719368 1.76625E-07
0.105058366 1.73876E-07
0.105058366 1.73876E-07
0.102661597 1.69909E-07
0.104247104 1.72533E-07
0.103448276 1.71211E-07
Table C.7: Table of time-average volume and mass flow rates for table 6.4 (not
taking significant figures into account).
VF ( cm3/s) Error ( cm3/s) MF (kg/s) Error ( kg/s )
0.11 ± 0.02 1.8E-07 ± 2.8E-08
0.10 ± 0.01 1.7E-07 ± 2.6E-08
0.11 ± 0.02 1.8E-07 ± 2.8E-08
0.11 ± 0.02 1.7E-07 ± 2.7E-08
0.11 ± 0.02 1.7E-07 ± 2.7E-08
0.10 ± 0.02 1.7E-07 ± 2.7E-08
0.10 ± 0.02 1.7E-07 ± 2.7E-08
0.10 ± 0.02 1.7E-07 ± 2.7E-08
Table C.8: Table of time-average volume and mass flow rates with error estimate
for table 6.4.
For volume flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling
test under assumption of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with
D = 0.22611837. Mean was µ = 0.104332 with 95% confidence interval [0.10263,0.10603]
while standard deviation σ = 0.00203 with 95% confidence interval [0.00134,0.00413].
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For volume flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling test
of volume flow rate residuals under assumption of normal data yielded p-value
greater than 0.250 with D = 0.22611838. Mean was µ = 2.75E-10 with 95% con-
fidence interval [−0.00170,0.00170] while standard deviation σ = 0.00203 with
95% confidence interval [0.00134,0.00413].
For mass flow rate data un-altered by error estimates, Anderson-Darling test
under assumption of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with D =
0.22611118. Mean was µ = 1.72674E-7 with 95% confidence interval [1.69863E−
7,1.75485E − 7] while standard deviation σ = 3.3624E-9 with 95% confidence
interval [2.22313E −9,6.8434E −9]. For mass flow rate data un-altered by error
estimates, Anderson-Darling test for mass flow rate residuals under assumption
of normal data yielded p-value greater than 0.250 with D = 0.22611828. Mean
was µ = -8.75E-16 with 95% confidence interval [−2.8109E−9,2.81094E−9] while
standard deviation σ = 3.36229E-9 with 95% confidence interval [2.22306E −
9,6.84316E − 9].
C.1 Error Analysis
Here < m˙ > will denote the time averaged mass flow rate i.e.
< m˙ >= m
RT
[Patm] ∆Vwater
∆t
(C.1)
which we can see is a function of eleven quantities: R, T , m, ∆t, Vref and
∆Vwater. We can estimated the uncertainty δ < m˙ > by using the formula [173]:
δf(x1, x2, ..., xn) = ¿ÁÁÀ n∑
i=1( ∂f∂xi δxi)
2
(C.2)
where δf is the uncertainty of the function f of x1, x2 etc each with uncertainty
δx1, δx2 etc. On applying this formula we would get:
δ < m˙ >∣ < m˙ > ∣ =
¿ÁÁÀ(δm
m
)2 + (δR
R
)2 + (δT
T
)2 + (δPatm
Patm
)2 + g (C.3)
where
g = g(δ∆Vwater,∆Vwater, δ∆t,∆t) = (δ∆Vwater
∆Vwater
)2 + (δ∆t
∆t
)2 (C.4)
where
δ∆Vwater = √2δV (C.5)
δV being the uncertainty in the volume measurement, also note that:
δ∆t = √2δt (C.6)
where δt is the uncertainty in time measurements.
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C.2 Model Justification
In this section the “near hydrostatic equilibrium” approximation will be justi-
fied. Consider the net force acting on the water in the reservoir and tube see
Figure C.1. With the following notation:
1. let Fnet denote the net upward or downward force on the water.
2. let Fn denote the net normal force acting on the water.
3. let Patm denote the atmospheric pressure acting on the exposed reservoir
water.
4. let A denote the exposed reservoir water surface area.
5. let A′ denote the cross-sectional area of the tube in which water is drawn
up.
6. let Pgas denote the pressure of the gas at the surface of water in the tube.
7. let w′ denote the weight of water in the tube.
8. let W ′ denote the weight of water in the rest of the reservoir.
consider the balance of vertical forces:
Fnet − Fn = − [PatmA + PgasA′ +w′ +W ′] (C.7)
for which it would follow that:
Fnet − Fn = − [PatmA + PgasA′ + (hA′ +HA¯)ρwaterg] (C.8)
where H is the height of the water in the reservoir from the bottom of the
container to where it is exposed to the atmosphere, and A¯ is the cross-sectional
area of the reservoir. h is the height of the water column relative to the surface
of water in the reservoir exposed to the atmosphere. Note we let hA′ρwaterg <<
HA¯ρwaterg (through out operation) and A
′ << A < A¯. Consequently we have
that:
d
dt
(Fnet − Fn
PatmA
) = − [ P˙gasA′
PatmA
+ (h˙A′
A
+ H˙ A¯
A
) ρwaterg
Patm
] (C.9)
since −h˙A′ = H˙A¯ (balance of volume flow rates and treating water as in-
compressible) we have that
d
dt
(Fnet − Fn
PatmA
) = − P˙gasA′
PatmA
(C.10)
since the flow was slow (long times for small changes in pressure) and only a
small percentage of the inlet was ever evacuated (i.e. Pgas ≈ Patm when flows
were stopped ) we would have: ⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪ P˙gasA
′
PatmA
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪ << 1 (C.11)
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hence we would have:
d
dt
(Fnet − Fn
PatmA
) ≈ 0 (C.12)
and therefore (starting from mechanical equilibrium):
Fnet(t) = Fn(t) − Fn(0) (C.13)
as an approximation and hence we would have:
−Fn(0) = − [PatmA + Pgas(t)A′ + (h(t)A′ +H(t)A¯)ρwaterg] (C.14)
fortunately at time t = 0 Fn is determined by mechanical equilibrium hence we
have that:
Fn(0) = [PatmA + Pgas(0)A′ + (h(0)A′ +H(0)A¯)ρwaterg] (C.15)
which reduces to:
Fn(0) = PatmA¯ +H(0)A¯ρwaterg (C.16)
from which it then follows that:
Pgas(t)A′ = Patm (A¯ −A) + (H(0) −H(t)) A¯ρwaterg − h(t)A′ρwaterg (C.17)
Fortunately from −h˙A′ = H˙A¯ and its definition we have that:
h(t)A′ = (H(0) −H(t)) A¯ (C.18)
and therefore we have the simple result that:
Pgas(t) ≈ Patm (C.19)
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Figure C.1: A diagram illustrating the set-up for the argument for hydrostatic
pressure argument
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